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ABSTRACT

The Metamorphoses of Apuleius is written in the first-person

singular; the narrator is the fictional character Lucius, who tells
his own story. This study seeks to explore certain aspects of the
use of this narrative technique. It begins with an examination of
the presentation of the hero, both in terms of technique and of

content, i.e. information about Lucius. The technique is found to
be dramatic; the narrative consists of a series of scenes,

presenting Lucius' encounters with other characters. There is
little summary or explicit commentary. The point of view is that
of the experiencing hero and therefore a response of sympathy is
evoked in the reader. The second chapter examines Apuleius'
treatment of Lucius' situation after his metamorphosis. It is

argued that once he has become an ass the sympathetic attitude
towards the hero is tempered by comedy at his expense. The robber

episode is then discussed in detail, as it affords an opportunity
to examine how Apuleius deals with the restrictive situation of his
hero and adapts his mode of narration to the new kind of material.
The examination of Books VII-X begins with a discussion of the
treatment of Time in the Metamorphoses and its relationship to
different kinds of narration. It then goes on to examine the

organisation of the material. It is found that in these books the
j

tendency to use summary is more pronounced and that within each

episode a certain pattern of narration is used. Chapters V and VI
discuss Apuleius' use of two motifs, Fortuna and Curiositas, and
their exploitation as a means of diversifying the narrative. In
the examination of Book XI it is argued that the purpose and the
attitude of the narrator is changed and that this is reflected in
both the content of the narrative and the use of summary in its

presentation. Chapter VIII is a discussion of the narrative voice
used throughout the Metamorphoses. It examines the

self-consciousness of the narrator, his attitude towards his task
and the reader and the extent to which the illusion of a fictional

narrator is maintained. Finally the Metamorphoses is briefly

compared with other works of prose fiction in Antiquity, with

special attention to Achilles Tatius and Petronius, who both use

a first-person narrator.
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U!!ROi)UCTIOK

The attention paid to the I etanomhoses of ..puleius as a

literary work in the ancient world seems to have been scant. There
are few references to the work and, hen they do occur, the tone is

condescending nd dismissive, as in the comments, of M crobius and
of L everur uoted by Julius Capitolinuc,

... audi turn mulcent vel comoediae < uales
Men nder eiusve imit. tores gend s dederunt,
vel rguraentn fictic casibus - m: torura
referta ' uibus vel multum se rbiter
exercuit vel puleium nonnum u m lusisse
mir mur.

In om« ■ citu I J, 8
... cum ille neniis uibusdan anilibus
occupatus inter Milesian 3unic<s pulei sui
et ludicra litter ria consenesceret.

Vita Clodii Ibini 12,12
or the attention is focused on some non-liter ry aspect of the work,
as in t. ugustine's cit tion of the I-.1etamorahor.es as an example
of magic. 1 trains formation,

... sicut puleius in libi'is, uos asini
aurei titulo inscripsit, sibi ipsi aocidisse,
ut accepto veneno hum.no nnimo permanente
asinus fieret, aut indic.- vit aut finxit.

Je Oiv. Jei 18.18

This critical silence increases the isolation of the 1 etnorrhoses.

There is no other work of fuite the same nature, -either in the
til-He*.

corpus of/Greek or Latin literature, although certain elements
may be related to other genres. The lack of comment and the
isolation from a literary tradition means that we have no way of
knowing, apart from indications in the text, what were the aims
of the author and the expectations of the reader, i.e. what were

the accepted conventions framing the work. This lack of clearly
defined framework may account for the conflicting attitudes of
modern scholars, and the tendency to select one particular aspect
of the work as a basis for an interpretation.

The tone of the few comments by ancient writers about the
eta '.or hoses helps to explain the critical silence; the work was

regarded as too trivial and frivolous for any serious
considerations a situation which is paralleled to a certain extent
in modern critical attitudes towards the novel, which, according

to rofessor Warren, display *a widespread association of the



novel with entertainment, amusement and escape rather than with
serious art.It may be speculated that the | etaaorgnoses
lacked literary respectability and therefore perhaps belonged to
a popular subculture. uch of the content of the 'etaraorr,hoses
would seem to support this placing, .is it reflects the staple
in:T®dients of popular taste-eroticism, violence, sentimentality,
the supernatural and a type of humour found in novcllae. However,
the elaborately patterned style which is perhaps the most

immediately striking feature of the ietaaorphoses clearly

presupposes an educated and sophisticated literary response from
the audience. The style shares with the content a sensational

qualityj it is consciously manipulated to daeale and to shock by
its patterned rhythm and its combinations of archaisms and

neologisms. This oombination of sensational motifs and a highly
worked patterned style is found in the works of the deecadence of
another era, - the Jacobean tragedy. Here too the same strictures
about lack of unity have been made, but as 1 rofessor Hradbrook^
has shown the conventions accepted by a contemporary audience and
the expectations of a modern audience, or, what is more usual, a

modem reader, are quite different. The modern reader's taste
and expectations are moulded by the dominant form of the time - the
modern novel, and there is a tendency to carry over these

expectations into an area where they are not relevant. The

tendency is more pronounced when that area seens to border on that
of the modern novel, and has certain oloments in common with it,
both in content and technique - rs in the case of the Greek

romances, the „ av'- xicon and the ♦>tft norphosea.

The effects of the conventions of the modem novel on modem

interpretations of the '?etanor'hor eg are obvious} there is a

tendency to search for si/sie of character development in the

protagonist, brought about by the educative power of experience^
there is a tendency to look for a thematic unity structuring and

ordering the whole work.^ both these exrectutionfi arc disappointed.

Despite Lucius* statement,

... nam et ipse grata® gratiae acino meo
meciini, quod me buo celatusa tegmine variiscue
fortunis exeroit&tura, etei minus prudentera,
fmiltisciua reddidit.

DC. 13

hiB attitude to his adventures in Book X, the emphasis on his
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sensuality do notliin,, to support the concept of character

development« Lucius in Book X, as in the earlier books, is a

young man who is perennially the victim of circumstances. The

temporary charge in his situation is not the result of a more

mature attitude but merely a matter of Chance, and, when the
change is found to be temporary, Lucius is seen to be Just as

inadequate in dealing with the situation as before. The only

change ie that Lucius learns to despair,

• « . ac si quod offensum nusen inexorabili
me saevitia premit, mori saltern liceat, si
non licet vivere.

XI.2

but this reaction is not integral to the situation, or part of
an inevitable movement of the action - it would have been

appropriate at any time after his transformation; in fact Luciua
often rather raelodr .raatically plays with the idea on a number of

previous occasions.^
This brings us to the second question, that of the structure

of the : 'etaraorphones. The two most common modem responses to
the et-amorrhoses are either to try to weld the rather Gothic
content into some kind of thematic unity,^ or, recognising; the

episodic, variegated nature of the etaiiorrhusee. to criticise

it for the lack of a permeating thematic structure. However,
both approfiohes are misleading; there is no thematic unity but
neither io there anything to indicate that Apuleius intended to
create a thematic unityi the words of the prologue suggest the

very opposite,

At ego tibi sersione ieto ilesio varias
fabulaa eonseram auresque tuas benivoliuj
lepido suisurro perimilceam, ...

1.1

The fault lies not in the Letaaorohoses. but in an approach which
applies irrelevant conventions.

Apuleius has chosen for his framework a story which in
itself is episodic. To this framework he has added a large amount

of material which varies greatly in content, tone and effect. The
function of this material is to add variety to the simple and
rather restricted story. Individual stories or groups of stories

may have a further function related to the primary otory. They
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may help to create an appropriate atraoophere for an episode in
the primary narrative, e.g, Aristomenes* story9 helps to create
the appropriate atmosphere for Lucius' experiences of magic in

Hypata, They may be used to portray a whole life-style which
helps to provide a background to the primary narrative, as in
the case of the robber stories,^ They may function as a kind
of counterpoint to the action of the primary narrative - rather
like the ut e of subplot In Elizabethan and Jacobean drama. The
degree of complexity varies. The simplest use is perhaps the
story of Ilotina11 told by the disguised Tlepole.nus, where
certain motifs reflect the present situation - the fl ure of the
faithful courageous wife, the use of disguise — while another
motif has a foreshadowing quality - that of the complete
destruction of toe band of pirates by one person. The story also
serves to give confidence and courage to Tlepolemus' bride,
Charite. Thelyphron's story1^ also has a predictive quality as

it foreshadows the situation of Lucius in the Festival of

Laughter, as a victim-like figure, who, because of an encounter
with magical powers, becomes a humiliated butt of laughter.

The most complex use of this technique of counterpoint is
the story of Cupid and Psyche,1*^ Here one of the major themes,
that of ourlositcs. and the movement of the story, (curiosity,
loss, wanderings, divine intervention;, though not the actual
plot, reflect the primary narrative on a different level of
reality. On a such more restricted scale it reflects the
situation of Charite, to whom it is told, in the suffering
faithful bride figure.

Complementing the relationship between primary and secondary
narratives are the interrelationships between the secondary
narratives themselves. Groups of stories are linked together
by a common subject, structure or tone, e.g. the adultery stories
of Book IX., hilo lacking a unifying main theme, there is
often a unity of atmosphere and tone permeating both the primary
and secondary narratives in different parts of the otamorrhofceg.
Throughout the narrative there are recurring motifs, some major,
some minor, which have been recently examined by a number of
scholars,1^ While not crediting these with any overall thematic

si^yiiflcance, I believe that these motifs weave the material of

4



the 'etafflorphoses together. in a complex pattern.

It is in terms of this loosely built and complex structure
that the relationship between Book XI and the rest of the work
should be examined. A major criticism of the '"etamorohosea is
that Book XI is totally isolated from the work because of its

religious material and its serious tone. This criticism becomes
groundless when it is accepted that the remainder of the
BetarcorDhoces has not got a homogeneous tone but displays a

variety of moods, from tragic jaelodraraa to farce i Book XI is but
the last in a series of changes of tone and subject matter.

A further criticism is that Book XI, as the denouement of
the action, is inadequately prepared for - it is not the logical
outcome of the movement of the narrative, instead it is added on

inappropriately at the end of the story. Here again the
criticism is based on an incorrect view of the ' 'etanornhoses as

a whole. The plot is not a tightly organised, closely motivated
one in which each incident is an integral and essential part of
a total process, which culminates in an inevitable conclusion,
large sections could be removed without affecting the sto;y,
except to impoverish its rich variety e.g. the Bobber stories.^
Similarly material could be added without changing the basic

story. In such a flexible work there is no inevitable conclusion
at a predestined point to which each part o.f the narrative can be
seen to leadj instead the conclusion should be an appropriate and

satisfying point of rest which contains and balances the movement
and the diversity of the foregoing narrative. That the story of
Lucius reaches a final point of rest in Book XI is obvious; motifs
of calmness and security are continual throughout Book XI, and the
final words sura up this perfect serenity, '"unia ... gaudens
obibara.* (XI.30). The appropriateness of the conclusion is
reflected in the recurrence of the motifs which have appeared
earlier in the work. A recent study by bandy''? has shown how XI
and Books I - III are parallel in structure and patterns of
motifs. In Book XI the important motifs of Books I - III, those
of knowledge, and magical power, of love and of pleasure, of
curiosity, and of ritual, appear in a new setting, associated with
the cult of Isis.

Furthermore, the story of Cupid and Psyche, paralleling as



it does that of luciua, foreshadows this conclusion of divine
intervention. Finally that such 'divine* conclusions were an

accepted convention in certain types of prose fiction seems to
be indioated by its occurrence, though on a smaller scale, in
somo of the Greek romances, e.g. the role of Isis in the

Therefore, I believe that one may accept Book XI as an

appropriate conclusion to the etamorphoBes. without having to
read a religious significance retrospectively into the rest of
•otaiornhooes. The world which Apuloiuc presents in 3ooks I - X
is an unpleasant, vicious world in which violence and luat

predominate; however, Apuleius does not draw these elements into
a morally ordered pattern culminating in the rejection of the
world and initiation into the cult of Isis;^ instead, he exploits
the features of this world artistically for a sensational or comic

effect. His attitude towards this world is not that of a sermon,

but a mixture of irony and wonder.

Although the more usual criticisms of Hook XI see'i to be

invalid, there is a certain feature of the final book which seta

it apart from the rest of the work and gives it a rather

disconcerting quality, that is the svidden change in the

personality of the hero/narrator. It has been noted above that
the protagonist dees not develop throughout the narrative; he is
transformed by an experience, at a certain point in time, from

bring rather naive, ill-starred and lacking in judgement, to

being serious, prudent and devout. There is, of course, a third
i-ei'soxui. - that of the narrator retrospeo -ively telling his story
and indulging in condescending self-irony, witty asides to the
reader, whom he io very much concerned with entertaining.

Throughout Hooks I - X Apuleius alternates between these two

points of view, depending on the kind of effect he is trying to
achieve. In Book XI this persona of the witty, entertaining
narrator disappears, and the narrative voice is that of the

devout initiate. Furthermore, as it will be shown later,the
aim of the narrator and the technique of the narrative ie

radically changed, and the material beostuse of its occult nature

is such that it can not be fully presented to the reader. These

changes in personality of the narrator, intention and attitude to

6



the reader explain the slightly alien quality of Book XI which
derives from its style of presentation and its tone, and not from
the nature of the material itself.

In the field of prose fiction the only comparable work in
Latin is the tatyricon of Petronius. The fragmentary state of
the work makes it impossible to come to any firm conclueions
about the structure and the overall nature of the workj however,

it is clear that in the extant parts of the gatyricon the tone,
which is predominantly satiric, the style and the kind of material
drawn upon, are very different from those in the Metamorphoses*

A more useful field of comparison is the Greek romance,

'.'here was no theory of romance in antiquity, and what references
there are, are critical#21 Yet it is clear that within this

genre a certain set of conventions had emerged and were adhered
to. These conventions did not concern style or treatment — here
there is a great deal of variety among the extant romances - but
material and plot. The basic plot of the Greek romance, the
characters, and to a lesser extent the separate situations, all
follow a basic stereotyped pattern; one gets the impression that
while an individual writer manifested hie originality in technique
and approach, he drew from a general and limited fund of material.
Presumably the reading audience accepted these conventions, and
when approaching a work in this .enre, had certain expectations
about the content. Turning to the etamoryhoses and to the
atyricon, it is clear that these two works wouod not fulfil these

expectations. Phe question which remains io whether these two
works share anything in common with the Greek romances, or whether

oo
they are to be regarded, m Terry regards them, as being totally
separate and unrelated.

It has been suggested that the gatyricon is a parody of the
Greek romance, substituting a homosexual couple for the customary
hero and heroine. As was stated above, the fragmentary nature of
the oatyricon makes any overall interpretation a matter of

speculation. However, the large amount of space devoted to the
Cena - a set situation belonging to the conventions of Koraan satire,
not Greek romance - would appear to be inappropriate to a parody,
which one would expect to concentrate on and distort the

stereotyped features of Greek romance, undoubtedly certain motifs

7.



reflect those of romance, but what Petronius seems to be doing
is to sporadically use the conventions of the romance in a

comically inappropriate setting, i.e. it is intermittent satire,
and aimed at the melodramatic, histrionic characters rather than
at the genre.

The "etamorphoses obviously has no such parodic or satiric

relationship to the Greek romance. Neither does it fulfil the
usual romance pattern. Yet within the "Metamorphoses there are

certain features which seem to be borrowed from Greek romance.

These borrowings are mainly confined to the Charite episode.^
Here the basic situation, that of the heroine being held by a

band of brigands or pirates occurs frequently and is often, in
terms of motivation, an important element in the romances.24
Within this episode there are many motifs which have parallels
in the romances, e.g. the robbers' debate about Charite's

punishment, her lament and prayer,^ etc. The general tone of
this episode - its rather sentimental pathos and its melodramatic

presentation - is also similar to that of the Greek romance. The

central characters, Charite and Tlepolemus, although similar in
social class to the heroes and heroines of Greek romance,^
surpass their prototypes in their liveliness and effectiveness;
Charite is very quick to seize an opportunity to escape, and later
shows a sense of humour, a trait seemingly alien to the
conventional heroine of Greek romance; Tlepolemus, unlike the
ineffectual and occasionally cowardly hero of Greek romance,

rescues Charite by a formidable display of resource, courage and

cunning. Although the situation and motifs from Greek romance

make an important contribution to this section, they are not the

only ingredients, but are blended together with others, e.g. the

secondary narratives about the unsuccessful exploits of the
robbers. Apuleius also chooses not to exploit other common motifs
connected with the characters of the robbers, e.g. the false death,28
the attempted seduction of the hero or the heroine by one of the

robbers,29 usually the leader; in fact, unlike the Greek romance,

the emphasis is on the group not the leader.

The tale of Cupid and Psyche also uses many of the stock
motifs of the Greek romance. The beginning of the tale is very

similar to the beginning of Xenophon's Enhesiaca.Psyche's

8.



gentle and meek character is very ouch closer to the typical
heroine than Charite. Like the heroine® of the romance® of

Chariton and Xenophon, she is worshipped as a deity,^ because
of her beauty. Finally the consultation of the oracle is also
present in the MMiJfflb32

Although these similarities are mainly present in the
robber episode, the trial® in the "etaaorrhoaes and the religious
ritual at the close have parallels in the Greek romance. From
this I think that it is clear that Apuleius borrowed and

exploited conventions and motifs of the Creek romance in order
to shape certain parts of his material and to create a pathetic
effect. However, this ie not to imply that the Metamorphoses is

closely related to or dependent on the Greek romance: these

borrowings are generally restricted to a certain part of the work
where they are appropriate. Furthermore, throughout the
etamoruhoses Apuleius freely borrows motifs and conventions from

other genres for a variety of effects.33
While many soholars seem to approach the etanorphoses with

the expectations appropriate to the modern novel, no-one as yet
has atteiapted to examine it with the critical tools developed to

analyse the novel, ^ Examining the 'etamoxohoses in terms of the
narrative techniques of the novel may seem rather contradictory
after the criticisms made about the application of the
conventions of the novel to the ''otamor-phones. However, the use

of these technique® is exploratory not evaluative. They do not
provide a formula to be adhered to, but a number of ways of

examining the organisation and presentation of material. The
approach adopted in this study is based on the examination of the

relationship between the point of view chosen to narrate the

story and the organisation of the material. In modem fiction
a self-conscious and technically sophisticated management of point
of view is often used to achieve particular and elaborate artistic

effects, as, for example, in the Alexandria Cuartet by Lawrence
iiurrell. Since the turn of the century much critical attention
has been paid to this aspect of narrative technique. The most
influential early study ie that by Percy Lubbock, The Craft of
Fiction, where he asserts the primacy of point of view,

9



The whole intricate question of method in the
craft of fiction, I take to be governed by the
question of point of view, - the relation in
which the narrator stands to his story.35

The choice available to the writer is basically between three

possible methods. The story may be narrated in the third person

by the author, who is above the action, -and is omniscient. It
may be narrated in the third person, mediated through the
consciousness of one or more participants in the story, - what
Henry James calls a 'reflector*.^ Finally, it may be narrated
in the first person by a participant in the action. In the last
two categories it is obviously of importance whether the
narrator is at the centre or on the periphery of the action.

Tore recently Professor Booth37 has argued that this choice
of person is not the crucial one; he suggests that the qualities
of the narrator and the way in which he is manipulated and
controlled are more important. He approaches the question in
terms of the reliability of the narrator, whether hie view is
isolated or corrected by other views, the distance between the

narrator, the events and the reader, the extent to which the
narrator's perspective is limited or privileged, whether the
narrator's consciousness is dramatised or not, and the extent and
kind of his commentary.

Although there is not the same degree of deliberate and
elaborate expertise in manipulating the point of view in the
Tetanorshoses as in many modem novels, both of these approaches
have been found of value in examining the treatment of point of
view in the 'retamoruhoses.

In the 'etaaorphoses Apuleius uses a specialised form of first

person narration, that of a fictional autobiography. Lucius tells
his own story| he has two functions - that of hero and that of
naixator. These two functions are separated in time, the time of

experiencing and the time of narrating. As Lucius does not tell
his story in an 'epic situation*,3® i.©. tell it in a dramatic
situation to a fictional audience, as, for example, the narrator
of Leuclppe and Clltoohon does, it is not possible to relate the
two times, fimilarly it is difficult to relate the two peroonae.

or rather three - if one regards the transformed Lucius of Book XI

10.



separately - the hero, the initiate, and the narrator. There ie
certainly a wide distance between the devout initiate and the

witty, entertaining narrator. Throughout the T etamornhoses the
distance between the narrator and the events whioh he narrates is

modulated to achieve certain artistic effects. Ahen the

perspective is that of the experiencing hero the effect is that of
empathy, the reader shares in Lucius1 experiences. Then the
distance is increased and the perspective ie that of the

retrospective narrator, the effect is that of superiority and
detached irony. The question of time and ocrsonae is closely
related to the organisation of the material, whether it is narrated
as it was experienced and perceived by the hero, or rearranged
into its proper chronological sequence. Another important question
is the extent to which the illusion of limited perspective *s

adhered to. In considering these lust two points Hagg,e39 four

categories for the analysis of management of first person

narration will be used. As Lucius is at the centre of his story
the problem of limited perspective - the lack of access to material
and information - io less pressing; however, in the middle section,
where he is often moved into the background, there are some

inconsistencies. The narrator occasionally wittily refers to his
restricted access and to the reader's possible objections to the

improbabilities. These comments help to maintain the illusion of
a restrictive perspective.

In the Metamorphoses the use of a first person narrator has a

number of advantages* (i) the presence of the narrator/hero gives

unity and coherence to a large body of varied material; (il) the
material is given a definite focus and orientation aa it is mediated

through Lucius' mind; (ill) the use of first person narration lends

oredibility to the material which is often of a supernatural
nature, for these advantages to be fully exploited the hero/narrator
suet bt presented as a clearly defined character; he must not be
allowed to disappear from his own story to become the faceless
observer of external events. The presentation of such a character
meets with certain technical difficulties. In a third person

narration the author may fully describe any character, his past

history, physical appearance, personality etc., i.e. impart
information which the reader accepts as reliable. In a first

11



person narration the narrator Is not automatically credited with
ouch unconditional reliability. The degree of credibility depends
on two factors, the status of the narrator, i.e. the extent to
which he appears to be a reliable source of information, and the
kind of material he presents, i.e. its openness to a subjective
interpretation. As far as self-characterisation is concerned the

narrator may present factual information about himself, as Lucius
seems to do in the prologue, but any non factual material, e.g.

a description of the narrator's personality, would seem less
credible. Other, less subjective means of presenting the

personality of the hero/narrator are required. In the ' etaaomhoses

Apuleiue usee a variety of methods to present the personality of
Lucius. They may be briefly summarised ae {i) Lucius' comments on

himself, either in the narrative or in conversations with other

characters, (ii) his relationships with other characters, (iii)
the comments of other characters, (iV; his reactions to situations
and events, (v) the expression of his thoughts in soliloquy,
interior monologue, and digression, fone of these approaches offers

singly a reliable index to IucIub* character, but taken together

they give the reader a multiple perspective on Lucius.

A disadvantage of the first person narration is the danger of
monotony caused by the single point of view and the continual

presence of the hero/narrator. This danger is increased by the
nature of the Lucius-story itselfj the fact that from the end of
Book III Lucius ie an ass severely limits his sphere of activities
and the possibilities of relationships with other characters.

Apuleius deals with this problem by a skilful manipulation of
Lucius' two functions, that of hero and that of narrator who
introduces digreosionary material to entertain the reader. Those
two functions are always preeent; tut the narrative context
determines which will predominate. In the first three books the
narrative centres on Lucius, his activities in Eyp&ta and the
fulfilment of his desire to experience magic. In the middle
section Lucius' situation is essentially a static one; Apuleius
usee a number of techniques to diversify the material. In the
final book Lucius' role becomes that of an apologist for the cult
of Isis.
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In this study an attempt will be made to trace the

relationship between the ur e of first person narration find the
organisation of the material. The examination of the first
three books centres on the presentation of Lucius* character,
rheco books are of considerable importance for the characterisation
of Lucius for two reasons; firstly, because it is necessary for
the hero/narrator to make an immediate impact on the reader in
order to stimulate and maintain his interest, secondly, because in
these pre-transformation books Lucius may be portrayed fully and

dramatically as a human character in interaction with other

characters. The examination of Books IV - X is divided into a

number of sections dealing with Apuleiue* narrative technique.
The first deals with his treatment of the central situation, that
of a young man transformed into an ass. The second, which is a

detailed discussion of the robber episode, attempts to analyse
how Apuleiu® deals, both In terms of narrative form and of content,
with the changed situation of the hero narrator. The third
section begins with a discussion of the treatment of time, and
examines the organisation of the material in certain patterns.

Finally, the treatment and effect of two recurring motifs,
Curios! tats and Fortune, are examined. The discussion of Book XI

shows how Lucius' spiritual transformation radically changes not

only the nature of the material but also its selection and

presentation. The last chapter is devoted to an examination of
Lucius* role as narrator.

13.



chatter i

TIE HUMAN HALO

This examination of the first three hooks of the ? 'otamorphoses

ic concerned with the presentation and treatment of the character
of the hero, Jucins. Thus important cuestions, such as the
intricate and coherently patterned structure of Books I «* III, the
use of description, digression, scene end summary, and their effect
on the development and tempo of the action, sire passed over or only
briefly glanced at. As has been noted already,^ Books I • III are

very important fox tho characterisation of Lucius, for it is in
these pro-transformation books that Lucius is portrayed as a human
character in interaction with other characters; we see Lucius in
his true human persona, a persona which soon will become strangely

disoriented when Lucius is transformed. Our response to Lucius

throughout the ' etanorohosreg depends to a great extent on these
early books. In considering this response two questions tire vital,
(I; what kind of character does Apuleiue present as his hero in
Books I - III, (li) to what extent and how does ..puleiuo evoke
sympathy for hie hero. Before attempting to deal with those
questions it may be useful to indicate briefly the material and
structure of Books I - III which forms the framework for the

presentation of Lucius.

An examination of the material of these books reveals that
O

approximately two-thirds is concerned with the primary narrative,
and approximately on third with secondary narratives.-' The
proportion of primary and secondary narratives in the work as a

whole is 56144. In Book III which forms the climax of tho first
movement of the action, there is no extraneous material. These
results are not unexpected, as rpuleius is primarily concerned with
the development of tho action to the moment of metamorphosis: as

the narrative approaches the climax Apuleius allows no

digrecsionary material to impede the pace of the action or to
diBtract the interest.

The material of the first three books is organised rround two
main themes, that of magic, and that of Lucius an a victim of
ill-luck. These themes run parallel through the action until they
coalesce in their climax, Lucius* accidental transformation. From
the beginning of the narrative he is drawn closer and closer to the

14.



vortex of magical activities until he experiences it directly in
his transformation, bach seemingly separate episode and incident,
e.g. the Festival of Laughter, the erotic encounter with Fotis,
and social encounters with Byrrhaena and "ilo, contributes in some

way to the development of the theses of ill-luck aad magic.

The action itself is presented as a series of encounters and

relationships between Lucius and various other characters. These
are not divided and compartmentalised but are integrated and

overlapping. The emphasis gradually shifts from one character,
once his function has been fulfilled, to anothert from ilo, to

Byrrhaena, to Fotis. These encounters and relationships are

presented as dramatic scenes.^ dialogue and conversation predominate
over straightforward narration. The extent of this tendency may be
seen from those parts of the text where a minor unimportant incident
is presented as a brief dramatic scone involving direct speech,
rather than in straight narration e.g. Byrrhaona's invitation to
Lucius, for dinner is presented ns a dramatic dialogue between
Lucius and I^yrrhaena's slavethe fact that Byrrhaena ha® sent
wine end food to Xuciue occasions a brief scene in which lucius

addresses otis." hie method is of considerable advantage for the

portrayal of Lucius and the other characters, for it enables the
reader to see, and to assess him, from the outside. It also is a

very efficient means of depicting other characters quickly, but
fully j the reader experiences theia directly, as well as through
Lucius' descriptions of, fund comments on then, in the parts of the
text where straightforward narration io used.

This sophisticated and dramatic technique of presenting Lucius
In the first three books of the ' ote^mriHofiee results in a critical

difficulty, uleaenta in his characterieation - information about
hia and hie situation, and the presentation of his personality' -

are given in a mosaic faehion tlvrougliout the narrative! hie
character emerges from the action and from his own narration.
Therefore the procedure necessary to examine the characterisation
of Lucius in these books is rather piecemeal and involves sun

artificial concentration on one element of the total narrative.

This examination will operate along certain liner, (i) factual
information about Lucius, (ii, his relationships with other

characters, (iii) the treatment of Lucius throughout the action.

15.



However, as these categories are makeshift, and artificial, there
will be instances of overlapping.

In a restricted fictional autobiography, which deals only with
a part of the hero's life - two years, it may be desirable to give
certain facts about the hero before the commencement of the action

proper. The literary prologue would seen to be a suitable vehicle
for conveying thin information. However, in Hie prologue? Apuleiue
is more concerned with the literary quality of the work, the etyle
and the material, and the introduction of Lucius as narrator, than
in conveying factual information about the hero. The snowwt given
to the question ' uis illet is of literary charactert

Hymettos Attica et lathmoe bphyraea ot Taenaros
rpartiaca, glebae felices aeterau® lihris
felicioribus conditae, mea vetus prosapia esti
ibi linguam ittidem primie pueritiae stipencllis
merui, "ox in urbe Labia advena studiorua
CuiritiuH indigene® sermonem aerumnabili
labore, nullo magistro praeeunte, aggressus
excolui.

1.1.

The personal information to be gleaned from these exuberant periods
is scantyj Lucius* nationality and the geographical origins of his

family,(precision is completely lost in the extravagant euphuistic
tricoion,) his vernacular language, Greek, hin visit to o le, where
he learnt Latin. .puleiua uses the prologue to present Lucius'
literary background and to account for his strange use of Latin,
' 41 ecce praefamur veniara, si quid exotloi ac forensis ser.aonis
rudi« locutor offendero'•

The narrative begins with a key word '*hess?u.laq. and branches
off to give an account of Lucius' maternal lineage, 'nam et lllic

origlnis naternae nostras fundamenta a Flutarcho illo inclito ac

rnox bexto philoeopho nepote eiue prodita gloria® nobis faoiunt,...'
(1.2)• The initial difficulty arises from the fact that Plutaroh
was from Boeotia, not i'rom Thessaly. Hildehrand,0 in his
commentary, suggests two possible explanations t

Kane litem ita direaeria, ut aut errorse
in eo Apuleiiuo ponaauo, qui rheesalura eum
fecerit, id quod in rebus sat cognitis per
alioruta soriptoruia exempla indicntur, aut,
quod tin&de pronuntio, non tam accuratam fuisse
eo tempore Graecarura provinciarum descriptioneia
ut una pro altera poni liceret.

The significance of mention of Plutarch and Sextus here has
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been diversely interpreted. Rohde^ believes that it ia an

Apuleian insertion, in which Apuleius wishes to render a sort
of homage to Plutarch and bextus. V.aleh10 states*

A vital docixment for this reconciliation of
Neoplatonism and the Isiac beliefs is the
be Iside of Plutarch, whom 1uciue claims as
an elder relative} and this connection nay
have been made by Apuleius to stress the
similarity in spiritual outlook and ideology,

Lcoble1 * tends in the same direction, suggesting that the short
treatise -e Curiositate. written by Plutarch 'may help to explain

1 o
the reference to Plutarch in Lucius' genealogy'. Junghanna*
comment makes two Important pointsI

Apuleius will also bofort oeinen Lucius durch
die vomehoe Abetanunung, die er ihra andichtet,
heben. tnd rwar soil Lucius von Plutarch und
Cextus abetammen. Apuleius deutet hier offenbar
die philoeophieohe Richtung an, der er selbst
angehort, und kleidet diese Rennung in das Slid
der "origo raatema" ein, durch die sein Lucius
rait den bedeutendeten I latonikem der let/ten
Generationera ver^Jsunden sei.

Helm,^ ^ who is primarily interes ted in this passage for the dating
of the '.etaiafcrr-hoses. finds an element of insult in the reference

to £extuc. However, an this assertion rests on the premise that
Lucius is a disreputable hero, it can be discounted here.

Similarly, the suggestion!- of Leobie and Walsh tend to be rather
too elaborate, end put too much weight on a passing reference. I
believe both points of Junghanne to be valid, Apuleius, in his
portrait of Lucius ae an educated and arietocratio young man,

wishes to give him a social and intellectual pedigree, and at the
same tine uses the opportunity to pay an affectionately humorouB

homage, M well as to give a brief and witty indication of his own

philosophical affiliations in passing. Added to this ia the
element of witty incongruity. By citing not only real and historical

persons, but those of high social and intellectual status, among

the ancestors of a fictional hero, Apuleius is playing a clever
erudite game by the incongruous oonjunotion of concrete fact and

freely invented fiction. This mixture of fact and fiction helps
to enforce the illusion that the fiction.d character is a real

person.

Thin information is reiterated by Ryrrhaenat
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Parentis tua© nan aodo sanguinis, verua
slifaoniarvua etiara soeiaj nam et farailia
Ilutnrohi eabae pro&uttae eus*u», et sendees
mitrice© ei«ul biblssus, et in nexu
S®rsaanitati3 imp, ooaluiraue | nec aliud nou
qum (lignites discern!t, quod 121a
clsriesinas, ego privates rmptlao feoerious.

n«3
itie magistrates, in their speech of apoloijy to Lucius after hie
humiliation in the Festival of laughter, also affirm the high
statue and dlgrdlty of his fanilyj

Kequo fuse dignitatis vol etiaa prosapiae
tuorum ignarl strain, Tuci donino; nan et
provjLftciea totem inolita# vestrae farailias
nobilitas oooiplectitur,

in.11

Fotie also refers to it in the preface to the explanation of the
utrlclflet

sed aslitM de te doetrinaeue tua praMttwo,
qui praetor «,«;©rosam rutt&liun dignitaten,
praetor subline ispdua, caeri® pluribus
initiatus... profecto nosti sanctan silentli
fids*.

III.15
he word doctrine refers to Lucius* learning, the fact that h© is

a well educated young nan.1* His introduction of lythias to the
reader gives a brief insight into hie education, *Indc m oowitodun
egr©diets ten eontinuatur ythine condiacipuiuo apud L ihvnuu Attioae

fmjus...*, as do ythins* words of meeting, •*Mi luci", ait, "lot
iol diu est cuod intervieisaus tc, at Hercule exir.de cuts a '.fe»tio1l->
naristro digreeei eumuo",* (1.84)*

The phract* sacrle r.lurlbus lnltlatua has given rise to sens

critical discussion, lorry 1l> argues at length that Apuleius is
contradicting himself.

Are we to assume that thee© *sany oysteries*
did not include those of Isis, and therefore
were comparatively worthless in point of
efficiency? Nowhere ie there any hint of such
a distinction. Kor is it easy to suppose that
3 uoius, had he been initiated into cuaiy
mysteries, a* Apuleius sayti, would have been a
stranger to those of Isia, which were celebrated
only six railee &miy from hie native Corinth (of.
II.Zj 1.1). The fact Is that Apuleiue in those
passages ie contradicting himself, as he dees
elsewhere...

However, I do not think that it is valid to mk wtiy Lucius has not
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beer. Initiated into the xqy®teries of Isis, before the action of
the narrative, especially as his initiation into these very

mysteries ie the culmination of the action* Furthermore, Ferry's
comment fails to take into account the fact that the Ieiac

initiation was not available to all, but seems to have been highly
selective} the prleot who initiates Lucius, emphasises the fact
that the goddess chooses those to be initiated, and that those who
receive the mysteries without divine command are putting themselves
at risk. His approach ignores the function of the phrase scoris
uluribnn inltiatua in Foils' speech, Lucius' initiation into many

mysteries is the conclusive reason for her revelation of the
secrete of X amphile's ms&Lo to him. It indicates his ability to
maintain a religious silence concerning the supernatural, whereby
Potis feels free to impart to him the profane mysteries of magic*

• i. profee to nosti senctam eilentil fidera.
fuaecuaque itaque comraisero huius religion!
pectoris tui penetralibus, semper haec intra
consaeptum clauea ouetoctiaa, ore,...

111,15
•Ihe problem of describing the appearance of the narrator is

skilfully solved by the us© of other charaotare. The nooptical

companion of Arletomenes ..jives a brief indication in his appeal to
Lucius after his story, '*?u autem" inouit "vir, ut habitus et
habitudo demonstrat, omatus,.,,*" (I«20), Thie is expanded by
ilo in his fluent but empty speech of welcome to Lucius, '"bio

ego te" inruit "etisn de ista corporis speciosa habitudlne deque
hac virginal* prorsus verecundia generoaa stirpe prodlturn,
(1,23)« The fullest account of Lucius* appearance is contained in

Ilyrrhaena's speech of greeting to him, Exploiting her position as

a relative and friend of Lucius' mother, Apuleius uses her
articulated mental comparison of Lucius and his saother, feature by

feature, to give a detailed visual picture of him*
At ilia obtutum in rae converse "bto" incmit
"sanctieslraae Lalviae raatris generoaa
prohitas, Bed ot cetera corporis execrabillter
ad regulars sunt congruentia; inenorais proceritas,
succulenta gracilitas, rubor tenpermtMS, flavum
et inaffectatnm capillitium, oculi caeeii quidera
sed vigileo et in aepeotu micantee, proreus
aquilini, ob quoquoversusi fioridum, epeciosue et
imraeditatus inceceus,"

11*2
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It ie to "bo noted tliat the comments of both TtiIo and llyrrhaena
on Lucius' appearance not only describe phyaioal features, but
also indicate his social status and aspects of hie personality,
or rather their irepreseion of hie personality*

From this collection of those parts of Books I - III which
give factual information concerning Lucius, it con be seen that
mere faotual information is kept to a minimum, although ocoasional
insignificant facts appear, e.g. the names of Lucius' mother,
and of his friend in Corinth, Which give the narrative a concrete

quality* Sometimes, too, he appears to restrict information as a

deliberate means to conoentrate on Lucius' obsession with magic.
The reason for Lucius' arrival in Thesealy is vaguely passed over

its neriotio.1' Twice Apuleius avoids possibilities of giving
information about Lucius' journey and its motivation. In the
conversation with Pythias, iythiae asks '"Cuae auten tibi causa

peregrin&tionis huiue"?' (1*24), and Lucius replies '"Crastino die
eoloB,,,"* (a promise which is never fulfilled)• Again, in the
conversation with 6-ilo at the end of 'took I, we are told 'Feroontatur

(Kilo) accuratiua causae etiata peregrinationis oeae)' (1,26), but
no indication of the nature of the reply is given, 'quas ubi probe
protuli***'.

A further point about Apuleius' technique of presenting Lucius
is his method of conveying information. Instead of using the

prologue to give the reader the necessary facts, ..puleiue allows
these to emerge in Lucius' contacts with other characters. Hie
social poeition, his 'tLjut.-'s. is referred to by Kilo, the

magistrates, and bry Totic.^ It also emerges in the conversations
with Aristoraenes and hie sceptical companion, where Lucius'
social superiority to the two is clearly seen, both in his slightly
condescending attitude towards there, and their polite deference
towards hira. It is also illustrated in his meetings, cm a basis
of social equality, with Byrrhaena, a woman of the highest social
status in Hypata.20

The few facts which do emerge, do so indirectly, throu^jh the
comments and attitudes of the other characters. These may be

briefly summarised as (a) his youth *,«. et tu per aetata® et

pulohritudinere capax eiue es.' (11,5) (b) the hit<#i status of his
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family| his natemal descent from Plutarch and Sextuo, and his
fanily'e origins in Thesoaly on his mother's side, (c) his family's
connections with the intellectual centres of Greece - Athena,

Corinth, and Sparta, (d) his Greek eduoation, (e> his learning of
Latin at 'lose, (f) his physical appearance, and (g) his Initiation
into various unspecified mysteries. All these attributes,
intellectual and social, seem to be those of a young aristocrat
of the time, and do not demonstrate any notable idiosyncrasies.
An examination of Lucius' relationships with other characters moves

froa the basis of these general lines to that of the investigation
of personality, and its treatment.

The three main ancillary characters in Books I - III are Siilo,
.yrrhaena, and Fotis. fhey are seen in relationship to Lucius,
rather than as Independent persons operating in their own world|
i.e. the aspects of these personalities which concern us, which we

experience, are those which Lucius encounters, find whioh affect
Mm, They are selectively presented from Lucius' point of view.
These three characters stand somewhat in contrast to each otherf
the miserly Kilo, and the opulent Byrrhaenaf tho frank, tender,

sencriality of Fotis and the sophisticated etiquette of ByrrhaWUU
Their presence in the first three books is overlapping, although

they never come into direct dramatic contact, "ilo dominates the
latter half of the first book; a dramatic sceno between him and
Lucius is placed at the middle of Book II, after wMch the presence

of Milo recedes, to give way to the Festival of laughter, and the
theme of magio, Byrrhaena is introduced at the beginning of
Book II, and in her first encounter with Lucius supplies him with
the motivation to initiate Me affair with Fotis, which
immediately takes over the focus of attention during the raiddle

part of the book. The final part deals with Byrrhaena's

dinner-party, which is the starting point for the Festival of

Laughter, and ultimately for Lucius* metamorphosis.

Fotis is introduced at the same time as Milo, in Book I, but
rciaainc in tho background until Fyrrhaena's revelation concerning

imphile'g supernatural powers to Lucius in Book II,21 Their
encounter supplies much of the material for this book, and forms
a basis for the explanation of the Festival of Laughter and the
actual metamorphosis of Lucius. An examination of the
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pseudo-1 ucianic Onoe reveals that the selection of characters was

determined by Apuleiua• treatment of his source; i.e. as in the
Cnos. he deals with Lucius * encounters with Kilo (Hipparchus),
Byrrhaena (Abroea), and Potie (Palaestra), but does not depict an

encounter between lamphile .and Lucius. However, Apuleius*
treatment of these encounters is much fuller and more complex than

that of the Pnos. and, in the case of Fotis, is radical1;/ different.

ilo is introduced to the reader by the use of an arms cauuona.

a pxotaotic character* in a dramatic scene on Lucius' arrival in
iiypi ta. Immediately one is presented with a satiric character-sketch
of Kilo:

Inibi iete Kilo deversatur ampliter nummatus
et longe opulentua, verum extremae avnritiae
ct sordis infimae infamis hono, foenus denique
copiocuK sub arrabone auri et argent! crebriter
exercent:, exi;^uo Lare inclusue et aorugini
semper intortus, cum uxorem otiam calamitatis
BUae comitera habeat. Keque praeter unicam
pascit ancillara ot habitu mendicantic semper
incedit.

1.21

ilo is primarily presented as a miserly moneylender, not as the
husband of a witch. Despite 7 araphile's notoriety,2'- the gossiping
old woman makes no mention of this, merely describing her aa '...
uxorem etiaa calamitatie suae conitem.' The anus' speech reveals

Apuleius* intention to delay the introduction of the magic theme,
and to concentrate initially on lucius' ill-luck in having 'ilo as

a host. Lucius' reaction to his first piece of bad luck is that of

resigned amusements

Ad haec ego risum subicio; "Benigne" inquam
wet proapicue liemejte meuo in me consuluit, qui
peregrinaturum tali viro conciliavit, in cvduB
hospitio nec fuai nec nidoris nebulas vererer"...

I# 21

Lucius' relationship with Kilo is treated in throe dramatic
23

scenes. The first direct contact has an element of grotesque
satiric caricature: ',,» eumcue accubantem exiguo a&modxun grabatulo
et coaaodum cenare incipientem invenio: aeeidebat pedes uxor et
mensa vacua posita, cuius monstratu "dn" ineuifc 'hoapitium" (1.22).
His next action reveals his curious combination of ill manners and

flattery, iubet ttxorem decedere utque in eius locum assidam
iubct..•'. Lucius, despite his embarrassment is obliged to comply
by Kilo's uso of physical force, 'segue eti&m nunc verecundia
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cunetantera arrepta lacinia detrahens...* (1.23)* 1'ilo then
continues to dominate and to manipulate the situation to hie
convenience by a torrent of polite flattery# His bombastic

speech of welcome, revealing the pseudo-charm and obligingness
of a moneylender, clearly indicates to Lucius what hie position
as "ilo'e guest is to be. *"ilo gives comically precise

instructions to Fotis about the necessary equipment for Lucius*
visit to the public baths. His speech both illustrates his own

character and gives certain indications of Lucius', or rather
the impression that it has made on "ilo, '"Lie ego to" inqult
"etian de ieta corporis epecioea habitudine deque hac virginal!
prorsus verecundia generoea stirpe proditurn et recte conicerem..."'

(1.23). Lucius attempts to make the situation tolerable by making
as few demands as possible on ilo'e generosity, 'Kis ego audi tie
mores atque parsinoniom ratiocinans ilonis, volensque me artiUE
ei conciliare "I ihil" inquara "rerun letarum, quae itineris ubique
noe comitantur, indigents..."' (1.24).

The second scene with Filo and Lucius is an Intensified

repetition of the first. In the Cnos. Lucius* first night in

Ilypata is quite pleasant:

... we returned ar.d went straight into the
dining-room where Itipperchus greeted rae and
invited me to recline beside him. The meal
was by no means a fru- al one, and the wine was
sweet and old. After we had eaten, we drank
and talked as men do when a stranger comes to
dinner; and, after thus devoting the evening
to drinking, we went to bed.

onos 3
Apuleius has completely transformed this scene, and used it to

develop the theme of Lucius being plagued by ill-luck. Hie

attempt to go to bed, after the incident with iythins in the

narket-place, is foiled by ilo's demand for his company. Once

again MIlo uses physical force, *••• et iniecta dextera,
clementer me trahere adoritur...* (1.26), and completely overrides
Lucius' polite refusal, '... excusavi cordter .. ac dura cunctor,
dura raodeete renitor...'. After Filo's first four questions in
direct speech, his insistent questioning is depicted in narrative.
The long and complicated sentence reflects the quantity of themes
in kilo's inquisition and its result of effecting Lucius' gradual
and complete exhaustion. In this comic interaction of Lucius'
social politeness and Kilo's egocentric bad manners, Lucius fares
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the worst, and becomes the helpless victim of Lilo. The final
sentences in Book I sura up Lucius * r,-retched state of hunger and

exhaustion, as he is eventually permitted to retires
••• ubi ne post itineris tarn saevi vexaticnem
aensit fabularun quoque serie fatigatum in
verba media somolentura deeinere ac ne-

quicqunm, defectum iasi, incerta verboruxa
salebra balbutire, tanden patitur cubitum
concederea, Fvasi aliquando rancidi senie
loquax et fanelicum convivium somno, non
cibo, gravatus, cenatus solis fabulie et in
cubiculum reverses optatae me quieti reddiui.

I.26
The final scene with .'*ilo is again a dinner-scene. It serves

m a setting for the story of Diophanes, and his ironic prophecy
concerning Lucius* fortsmes. In it, the realistic satiric theme, -

that of the behaviour of the raiser, - and the magic theme coalesce.
This is effected by the presence of kilo's wife, Paaphile, whose
forecast of the morrow's weather from the lamp on the table, '*" nam

1argue" inquit "imber aderit orastino"...*(II.11,, introduces the
theme of witchcraft into this realistic setting.ilo reacts

to her prophecy with amused, sceptical sarcasm, 'Quod dictum

ipeius ilo risu secutus, "Orandem" incuit "istaa lucernam Libyilara

paaoious, quae cuncta oaeli negotia et solera ipsura de Bpecula
candelabri contuetur"' (II*11). From the reader's position of

superior knowledge ilo's ignorance of his wife's supernatural

powers, and his rejection of divination, gives the scene a continual
undertone of irony* His scepticism immediately invites a polite
rebuke from Lucius. In the conversation between Lucius, arietomenes
and his sceptical companion, a similar pattern is used in the
introduction of a story of magic; a statement concerning magic, a

sceptical rejection, Lucius' intervention confessing his belief and

citing an anecdote from his personal experience to support it, and
a story concerning magic. However, there is a difference in tone
between the two speeches of Lucius. His rebuke to Aristomenes*

sceptical companion is direct and forceful, and implies that his

scepticism is founded on ignorance, '... tu vero crassis auribus et
obstinato corde reepuis quae foreitan vere perhibeantur' (1.3)* His
rebuke to "Ilo is one of polite and philosophical pleading. The
confrontation of Kilo's scepticism and Lucius' belief results in

the introduction of the figure of Diophanes. Lucius passes from a

general justification of his belief in lamp divination,
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... neo rairum licet laodicum lstura igniculun et
manibuB humanis laboratum, memorem tmen illius
raaioris et caeleistiB ignis velut sui parentis,
quid is esset edlturus in aetherie vertice divine
praesaglo et ipeum tscire et nobis enuntiare...

11.12

to a concrete example of his own experience of it 'Nam et Gorinthi
nunc apud noE...' (11.12) and goes on to cite Diophanes' prophecy2^
concerning him. ? ilo, still sceptically amused, Ad banc reddens,
makes inouiries, end reveals that he too has had experience of this

soothsayer in Hypata. The story of Diophanes which folloY/s is the

only story of magic in the "etamoruhosea in ^hich magic is

comically deflated, and its powers exposed an false? this is
appropriate as its narrator is a sceptic whose attitude is reflected
in the tone of the narrative, e.g. the phrases 'non parvas stipes*,
'fata donaret*, 'raente viduus necdxun suus', and the emphasis on the

monetary aspect of iophanes' activities, iam deposita cn:mona,

iaia profueis nuiajaulis, lam dinuraeratie centum denariun, quos

nerceden divinationis auferret...' (11.13). (thin perhaps reflects
the narrator's chief interest and, of course, his occupation,. J'ilo
ends the anecdote with polite good wishes to Lucius, 'sed tibi

plane, Luoi domino, soli omnium Chaldaeus llle vera dixerlt, Bisque
felix et iter dexterum porrigas.' (11.14) • -he anecdote ia

skilfully linked up with the theme of "ilo's exhatieting treatment
of Lucius by his reaction!

Haec T'llone diutine sermocinante tacituo

lngemescebam, mihique non raediocriter
BUEcensebam quod ultro inducta serie
inopportunarum fabularum partem bonaa
veaperae eiusque gratiosimum frue turn
araitterera;...

11.15
xcited by the fact that Fotin is waiting for hiia, Lucius abandons

his normal politeness devornto ruciore. and makes a rather abrupt

departure to beds

... ad Milonera alo 'Ferat sua® Diophanes ills
fortunaa et spolia populorum rursum conferat
atari pariter ac terrae, mihi vero fatig&tionis
hestemae etia® nunc saucio da veniam maturiue
conoedam cubitum,' et cum uicto facesso,

11.15

Jyrrhaena is introduced into the narrative by a brief

description which indicates her wealth and social status, rather
than her physical appearance:
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• •• et ecce mullcrera quarapiaa frequent!
stipatam fanrulitione ibidem gradlenten
accelerato vestigio coraprehendo aurura in
geaais et in turdelB, ibi inflexum, hie
intextum, raatronan profecto confitebatur.

II* 2

n old man approaches Lucius and exhorts hisa to greet her,
referrin to her ae -parcntem tuam. Lucius reacts with his

characteristic diffidencet '"Vereor" inquam "ignotae raihi

ferainae", et etatia rubore suffusus deiecto capite restiti.'
(II*2} Byrrhaena takes command of the situation and greets him
in a magnificent raennert "Bin" inquit "sanctissimae Salvia©
matris generosa probitas•••"'• Her speech first deals with
Lucius' appearance as she mentally compares him to his mother,
then with the relationship between Lucius1 mother and her, and
culminates with her actual introduction of herself and her offer

of hospitality. Lucius, havin recovered hit. social poise, refuses
on the grounds of etiquette.

The scene moves from the market~place to Byrrhaena's house,

where, having dismissed her companions, Jyrrhaana immediately

changes her attitude and warns Lucius about the magical arts of

Paraphile, his host's wife. Her emotional concern and excitement

clearly manifest themselves in her speech, her oath per h nc dean.
her use of emotional terms for Lucius, 0 3uci carlseine, 'ut pote

pignori meo Ion. e provisurc cupio*, her emphatic tone, 'Gave tibi,
sed cave fortiter*. Havin; described Tanphile'e supernatural

powers, she proceeds to describe in precise detail laiaphile's erotic
reactions to attractive young men, and warns Lucius lest he fall
victim. The ©motional tone of Byrrhaena's speech and the details
of Faarphile's magic create an atmosphere of danger and excitement.
Lucius reacts, paradoxically, not with fear and concern, but with
an ©..cited and foolish determination to approach the danger, '.• •

tanturn a cautela Iamphiles afui ut etiam ultro geetirem tali

magicterio me vel ampla cum raercede trader© et prorsua in ipsum
barathrum saltu concito praecinitare'. (II,6). His hysterical
determination atande in sharp contrast with Byrrhaena's protective
concern, and his abrupt and violent departure, vecors anini, shows
ids resolution to abandon Byrrhaena's civilised world in his lust
for occult experiences.

Byrrhaena's function in the narrative is primarily that of an
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agent to convey to Lucius the information that Fanphile is a

v?itch. A comparison with the same episode in the Gnoa reveals how

puleiue has expanded this mechanical function. Abroea is
introduced by a brief description, similar to that of Byrrhaena,
but with a slight satiric edges she was gaily dresBed,

accompanied by many slaves and wearing too much gold*, (inoa 4) •

the introduces herself as a friend of Lucius' mother, offers
Lucius hospitality, and then warns him about the magic practices
of Kipparchue' wife. Lucius is in particular dangers '"You, my

child, are young and handsome enough to please a woman at first

sight, and being a stranger, ycu nre something of no account."'
(Onoa 5; . 'here is no mention of the last, unflattering reason

in Byrrhaena's speech; she simply says, '... et tu per aetatem et

pulchrituclinem capax eius es.' In the C'noe there is no trace of

Lucius' modest embarrassment nd polite hesitation; no initial

psycho-physical description of him; the relationship between Abroea
and Lucius' mother is one of friendship, not of family and

upbringing; there is no mention of Lucius' mother*'s illustrious

descent, or her honourable marriage, Abroea* s warning to lucius,
which in prefaced by a smile, is direct and factual. Not only does
it lack the precise details concerning wrphlle'c magical practices
and amorous reactions to young men, but it also lacks the emotional
tone and urgency of fyrrhaena's epeech. In the C nor, the encounter
with Abroea ie concluded here; she does not appear again in the
course of the narrative, having effectively and economically
fulfilled her function, 'hen I learnt that what I had been looking
for was in the house with me, I had no further interest in her.'
( noe 5 • It is impossible to judge whether the differences between

ch.4 of the v ros and Book IX, 2-5 of the ietnaorphoueo are & x-esult
of abbreviation of the origin 1 by the author of the <no». or the
additions to the original text by Apuleius. However, one thing is

clear, what remains in the onos a simple incident, necessary to the

plot, is a complex piece of dr oaatic narrative In the ela--mrphociea.
he encounter between Ty rhaena and Lucius supersedes its mechanical

purpose and becomes a dramatic scene in which the characters both
on

interacted illuminate each other. The arrival of liyrrhaena
immediately creates a definite social atmosphere of aristocratic

etiquette and elegance. Lucius is seen in his own social milieu,
and behaves first with embarrassment, then with the social grace of
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a well-bred young man. Byrrhaena la shown, Initially by the
description, but even more so by her speech, to be a woman of
the highest rani: in Hypata. r,he fact of her intimate relationship
with Lucius' mother^ motivates her highly emotional concern and
anxiety for Lucius, which in turn, in her speech of warning to
him, heightens the narrative tension.

The second scene between Byrrhaena and Lucius lr. that of the
dinner party at her house.'"''' ibis scene serves to develop the
narrative from the erotic encounter with Fotis to the Festival of

Laughter, and to give the story of Lhelyphron a setting in the main
action; both functions involve a movement towards the theme of

magic. The two are not separate, but closely interwoven;

Thelyphrcn's story, in which he figures as a victim gulled and
mocked, foreshadows Lucius' role in the Festival of Laughter, and
it is the laughter at Thelyphron'a story which notivates Byrrhaena's
reference to the "'estival of Laughter.

The scene is introduced by a detailed description of the
riches of yrrhaena' a dinin/jroom. Byrrhaena then turns to Lucius
and asks him how he likes Lypata. Her proud eulogy of her native

city is characteristic of a prominent woman flaunting the tourist
attractions of her own varied, civilised world. Lucius politely
agrees, hut immediately tumc his attention from the more normal
and civilised features of Tlypata to the one which Byrrhaena has
omitted to mention - magic. He is obviously manipulating the
conversation in order to introduce the subject with which he is

pO
obsessed. Ke deliberately misrepresents his attitude'- '... oppido
formido caecas et inevitabiles latebras magicae disciplinae.' (11.20),
in order to assume that of a normal civilised young man. The

subject of his sensational reporte rumours is not his favourite
theme of metamorphosis, but that of mutilation of corpses by witches.
His speech, obviously designed to evoke information, meets with a

rather unexpected response:

His raeis addidlt alius: "lama vero istic nec

viventibus quiden ullis parcitur: et nescioqui
simile passus ore undique omnifariam deforraato
truncatus est."

11.20

The focus of attention immediately shifts from Lucius to the
unfortunate Thelyphron, who, angry at the laughter, prepares to
leave. His departure is prevented by Byrrhaena, who, appealing
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to lxlo \;rbanl tas. asks him to tell hi:: story for Lucius* sake.
His story is greeted by renewed laughter, and the guests drink a

toast to Risus, the god of laughter. Byrrhaotta then explains to
Lucius one of their loonl customs*

"Lolleranis" inquit ''dies a primis cunabulio
huiue urbis conditus crastinus advenit, quo
die soli mortalium sanctiesimua dsum Hisura
hilaro atque gaudiali ritu propitiamue. Hunc
tun praesentia nobis efficies gratiorem; atrue
utinam aliquid de proprio lepore laetificum
honorando deo coirrniniscarie, quo magis
pleniusoue tanto mxrnini litemus,"

11.31

Byrrhaena'e words, in the liJit of the event© of the subsequent
Festival of laughter, have been interpreted to be deliberately
and consciously ironic.^ This interpretation assumes that she
had prior knowled e of Lucius' role in the Festival. However, it
seems much more likely that these words are intended to be
understood at their face value, - a combination of information,
flattery, and a polite invitation to help, - and are only seen in

hindsight to have an unconscious substratum of irony.

he erotic motif in the ctamor-phoges emerges for the first
time in Lucius' monologue, after he has discovered that Iamphile
is a witch*

aufer foraidines jrueriles corarainus cum re ipsa
naviter congredere, et a nexu quidem venerio
hospitis tuae tempera et probi Milonis genialem
torum religiosua euspice; 3f verum enimvero Fotis
faraula petatur enixe. Kan et forma scitula et
xaoribus ludicra et prorsue argutula est.

II .6

Although the actual motivation for the initiation of the affair
is implied, it quickly recedes, and Lucius' interest turns to
•Otis* attractions and the erotic possibilities of the situation.
He does not express a practical reason for ©educing Fotis, but

immediately he has decided on a course of action, he leaves it to
reflect on her provocative behaviour during the previous evening.
In the parallel monologue in the unou, the emphasis is completely
different. Lucius* motivation is kept to the forefrontt there is
no description of the maidte qualities; the whole planned seduction
ia explicitmily presented as a raeans to an end. 31

The description of Fotis is a completely new picture from that
of the suspicious janitress, who treats Lucius as a would-be
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borrower.That the introduction of the erotic motif is

deliberately delayed is clearly seen from the fact that
information about a flirtatious encounter between Lucius and

"otia is withheld until this points
Vesperi quoquo cum sorano concederes, et in
cubiculum te deduxit comiter et blande lectulo
eollocavit, et satis amanter cooperuit, et
osculato tuo capite quasi invita discedoret
vultu prodidit, dertir'ue eaepe retrorsa
respiciens sub&titit.

II .6

hy does Apuleiua delay the introduction of the erotic theme? In
the • noi there is no such delay. An indication of what the

relationehip between Lucius and I'alaestra is to be is given on

Lucius' first arrival at iiipparchus' houses '... the darling
little I aluestra took me and showed me an excellent little room.'

(Onos 3)• The main reason for the delay seems to be to avoid

dividing the narrative interest. I'rom Lucius' arrival in Ilypata
two themes have been concentrated ons the theme of magic and

Lucius' obsession with it, and the theme of Lucius' ill-luck. If
the incident with Potis had been narrated in its proper

chronological place at the end of Book I, it would have been left
isolated. Karrated here, at a crisis in the action, when Lucius
is making a momentous decision, the fact of Fotie' inclination
does much to soften Lucius' ulterior motivation, and to shift the

emphasis from his stratagem to the actual erotic quality of the
situation.

Having introduced the erotic theme, Apuleius immediately
describes the first erotic encounter between Lucius ;ind Fotis.

he scene opens with Lucius finding Fotis preparing food in the
kitchen. he food is described in concrete, minute, and realistic
detail.

... suie parabat viscum fartim coneistun et
pulpam frustatin consectam et abacum pasouae
iurulentae et quod naribus iam inde arioiabar,
tuccetum perquam eapidiesimura.

II.7
He then proceeds to describe in a similar fashion, first her

clothing, and then the movement of her body act she stirs the pot.
Ipsa linea tunica rnundule afflicta et russea faeceola
praenitente altiuecule sub ipsae papillae
euccinctula, illud cibarium vaeculuia floridis
palaulis rotabat in circulum et in orbis
flexihue crebra succutiene et sicrul membra sua
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leniter illubricane, lumbis sensia vibrantibus,
spinas mobilera cuatiene plaelde decenter
undabat,

II.7
A sensuous atmosphere is created by the acciimlation of visual
images and those of taste. This effect is increased by the
skilful use of literary techniques: the abundance of diminutives
in the description of her clothing and her movement;33 the skilful
and ingenious variation on the idea of movement;34 the use of

alliteration, assonance, and rhyme,35 The function t-nd effect of
the passage is manifold. It creates a highly sensuous atmosphere
for the initiation of the affair. It presents the process of
iucius' mind as he sensually contemplates Hie scene before him,

mentally savouring each detail. <ithout giving a full physical
description of Fotis, it conveys a vivid impression of her
attractions. Thus it serves simultaneously to present luoiue*

impression of Fotis and hiss reaction to that impression.

Before dealing with the flirtatious dialogue between lucius
and Fotis, it is necessary briefly to examine the effect of the

digression on hair, Having embarked on an account of the

dialogue, Lucius suddenly stops at the point when Fotis, in her

witty warning, is already showing signs of responding to his
attentions:

••• ureris intime nec ullue extinguet ardorea
tuu/n nisi ego, quae dulce condiens et ollam et
iectulura suave quatere novi.

II.7
I lckin up the word liscede, he quickly directs the movement of the
narrative off at a tangent, Fee tamen ego prius inde diseeaei,

quara diligenter oxatiom eius ex; loroesea habitudinem*. (II,F). The
focus of attention suddenly switches from the dialogue to Lucius*
sensuous and aesthetic taste and his elaborate justification of it,
he digression begins with a statement of his preference, *Vel quid

ego de ceteris aio? (him semper aihi unica cura fuerit caput

oapillumque sedulo et publico prius intueri et doni postea

perfrui...* (11,8) end is followed by a pseudo - sober general

proposition justifying it.

Cum,,, eitque iudicii huius apud me certa et
statuta ratio, vel cuod praecipua pars ista
corporis in aperto et perspicuo noBita prima
nostria luminibus occurrit, et quod in
ceteris aembris floridae veetie hilaris color,
hoc in capite nitor nativus operatur...

II. 8
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He eupporte his proposition by rational argument, and finally
proves his point by the comic conceit of a bald Venus.

... licet, inquam, Venue ipsa fuerit, licet
omni Gratiarua choro etipata et toto
Cupidinum populo coraitata et balteo suo
cincta, oinnama fragrans et balaama rorans,
calva proceeserit, placere non poterit nec
Vulcano suo.

II.8
Hie di/preesion then moves from rational argument to a prose poem

on hair, which luxuriates in the extravagant detail of its

description, finally, he moves from the contemplation of hair
in general to the particular, in a full description of Fotis'
hair style. The digression ends, having been conducted back into
the present situation, with, ironically after such a long and
elaborate digression, a sudden expression of urgent passion*

fee diutius quivi tanturn cruciatum voluptatis
eximiae bustinere, sed pronuc in earn, qua
fine suramin ommuten capillus aeoendit,
mellitissiraum illud savium inpressi.

11.10

Ihe effect of the digression is striking. The material

itself, the elaborate contemplation of one aspect of erotic

beauty, enhances the sensuous atmospheres the tone of the

digression gives the proceedings an erudite and witty air. Ilaoed
here in the middle of an erotic scene, at a moment of some

importance, when the reader in not certain about Fotis' response,

it adds to the situation an element of teasing suspense. It also
contributes to the character! ation of Lucius, both being

symptomatic of hit tendency to digress in abstract terras, his

ability in scholarly argument, aid his rechercLt- sensuous taste.

Finally it affords Apuleius an opportunity for a witty and

elaborately contrived ecphraois.

In the Cnog the first erotic encounter between Lucius and

_ alaeetra is handled simply. Lucius, finding Palaestra in the

kitchen, addresses heri she replies in one long figurative speech,
to which Lucius responds in kind. The scene ends with a brief

piece of narrative describing the arrangements for the night. In
the Apuleian version, Fotis' reply is broken up into three shorter
speeches: the fir'st in resi>onse to Lucius* initial approaches^
the second in response to his kisses^ the third in response to his
declaration of passion,Fotis' first and second speeches parallel
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nuch of the material of l alaestra'e speech, hut the t>ne of the
material has been radically changed. An examination of the
corresponding parts of the speeches reveals the change. J^alaestra's
speech beginst

"You'd run away, young fellow, if you had any
sense and any desire to go on living, for itfe all
full of fire and steam here. If you so much as
touch it, you'll have a nasty bum, and won't be
able to budge from here. Ko one will be able to
cure you, no, not even the healer "od himself,
but only I who gave you the burn, that's
strangest of all is that I shall snake you long
for more, and you'll always submit to being
treated with my painful cure and, even though
you're pelted with stones, you'll never try to
escape its sweet pain. hy do you laugh?..."

i hor 6.

The parallel passage in the ' 'etamornhosea. Fotis' first speech,
readsi

"Disced©", lncuit "micelle, quara procul a raeo
foculo discede. ham si te vel modice meus

igniculus afflnverit, ureria intime nec ullus
extin uet ardorera tuvun nisi ego, quae dulce
condiens et oliam et lectulura suave quatere
novi."

II.7

Palaestra's speeoh continues!

"You soe before you a veritable mancooker. for
it's not merely these common foods that I prepare,
but now I know about that great and glorious dish,
man. I can kill a man, skin him, and cut him up,
and I take particular pleasure in getting my hands
right on his inside and his heart."

Onos 6
in

Fotis, in her second speech, says!

"Hens tu, scholastic©, ... dulce et amarum
guctulum cnrpis. Dave no nimia mollis duloe-
dine diutinan bilis amarltudinea contrahas."

11.10

In the fnos Lucius replies, using Palaestra's metaphorsi
"What you say is quite true, for even when I was
still a long way off, you didn't just Binge me,
but plunged .me into a general conflagration;
you've been sending your invisible fire down
through my eyes into ray inward parts and roasting
me, eveii though I've done no thin-, wrong.
Therefore, in heaven's name, heal me yourself
with that bittersweet treatment of which you have
been talking and now that I'm already slaughtered,
take me and skin me in any way you yourself please."

' nos 6
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In the '-etaaorphoses Lucius replies to Fotis' second speech,
"i.uid istic", • * • "est, mea festivitas, cum
sira paratus vel uno saviolo interim recreatus
super istum igne™. ^crrectus assari?"

11.10

and after Fotis has kissed himt

Tereo", ... "inmo iara dudum porii, niEi
tu propitiaris,"

3n both versions ' alaestra's / Fotis' activity, that of cooking,
is used as a source of the two dominant metaphors, that of fire,
and that of food? but there is a radical difference in the treatment

of the metaphors between the two versions. In the trios the fire

metaphor, used in the first part of I'alnestra's speech, is that of
inflicting a burn on Lucius, - Palaestra speaks of a nasty bum.
of a gainful cure, and of sweet rain; in Fotis' speech the fire

image used is that of fire being kindled in Lucius which only Fotis
can extinguish I there is no i ea or connotation of j>hysical pain.
The food metaphor dominates the second part of alaeatra'a speech.
. he ccoifeer.es herself to be t vcritable nan-cookcr. and Lucius, as

her lover, is to be skinned, disembowelled and cut up. In Fotis•
speech the food metaphor is based on the idea of food being eaten

by Lucius. In 1 ucius• reply in the Onos. he combines the Idea of

being- burned, the idea of pain-cure, with that of an animal being

slaughtered and skinned, in preparation for being cocked.4' In
Lucius' reply in the •cuu-'oru-hogcr there is only one idea, that of
I ucius being willing:- to be roasted over the fire. The use and

choice of metaphor in . al&estra'r speech and Lucius' reply in the
iiios cast a sadistic light on their relationship. Their love-affair
is seen in terms of (i) inflicting pain on Lucius, (ii; treating
Lucius as an animal to be cooked, - in both metaphors Lucius*

position is that of a passive victim. In the dialogue in the
Fetternhoset? this sadistic element is completely absent. As the
noe is generally agreed to be an abbreviated version of the Greek

original, one may assume that Apuleius made the modifications to the

witty, figurative dialogue. Finally Apuleius enphaeises otis'
enthusiastic response to Lucius* approaches, both in the narrative,
'laacue aemula libidine in amoriB parilitaten congermanescenti
aeoun' and in her final speech, '"Fan ego tibi rautua voluntate

aanoipata sua, nec voluptas nostra differetur ulterius, sod prima
face cubioulun tuum adero..."' (11,10),
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The description of the love-making in the inos is somewhat out
of proportion to the length of the entire narrative, and is twice
as Ion-, as the parallel description in the "etanornhoBes, It takes
the form of an initial brief description of the room, and two long

speeches of Palaestra, preceded by brief dialogues between Lucius
and Palaestra* The tone and technique of the whole scene hin ges on

the name ; aleestra* She assumes the role of a wrestling instructress,

nd is depicted as an athletic, bossy, young amazon.^2 heir
love-making is described in two long speeches, instructing Lucius
as to what holds she requires. Lcobie^ notes 'the ataosphere of

unrepentant joviality,*** as neither party its emotionally involved.'
and draws attention to the laughter of both Lucius and Palaestra,
(Onos 10). Throughout the description the centre of attention is
the ingenious and witty techniques used for a clinically full and

precise presentation of their love-making.

he description in the etujioi ho e.v begins with a setting of
the scenes

. . . et grabatulum meum astitit menaula cenae
totius honestrn reliqujas tolerann, et calices
boni, iaia infuso latice semipleni, solan
temper!em sustinentes, et lagoena iuxta
orificio caesim dehiscente patescens facilis
hauritu, prorsus gladiatoriae Veneris
antecenia.

11.15
The words -ladiatoriae Veneris indicate the change of metaphor
between the etrmorrho; es and the Cnoos the metaphor of combat,
military and gladiatorial replaces that of wrestling.'' .puleius
then continues to describe Fotis* entrance, '. . . laeta proximat
rosa serta et rosa soluta in sinu tuberante ac me pressim - /
deosculato . . .*, and the ensuing wine-drinking flirtation in
minute detail. Luoiue, 'vino madens nec animo ttin turn varum etiaa
corpor© ipso ad libidinem inruies, alioquin et petulant' et iam

sauoiuE', takes the initiative.45 He addresses Fotio in highly

figurative language, using the metaphor of military combat and
that of Cupid's bow and arrow, which he twists into witty

appropri atertess.
... ubi primam eagittara saevi Cupidinis in ima
praecordia mea delapsam exoepi, arcum meum et
ipse vigorate tetendi et oppido forraido ne nervus
rigoris nimietate rumpatur ...

II. 16

Ke ends his speech with a request which eohoes his expression of
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taste in his digression on hair, 'Led ut mihi sorem plenius gesseris,
in effusum laxa crinea et capillo fluent© uncianter ode oomplexue
amabiles.' Foils responds to his 'impatience', ana is described in
a witty and elaborately erudite picture of the Praxitelian
Venus ' udioat

* . . laciniis cunctis suis renudata, crinibue
euam dieeolntis ed hilarem lasciviora in epecien
Veneris quae raarinos fluctus subit pulchre
reforraata, pan!leper etiam glabellar! feainal
rosea palraila potlua oburabrsns de induatria quaa
tegens verecun&ia.

11.17
his sketch of Fotis' pose as Venus rudica. a post which is ironically

undermined by the final words of the description, reflects Apuleiue'

technique of treating the love encounter between Fotie and Lucius in
tm artificial, quasi-romantic manner. ?otis, in her speech, wittily
continues and elaborates the netsphor of combat. The description of
their love-making is brief compared to that in the '■ nos. It is
treated in two phrases describing position and movement, find then
the rest of the night is described in a broad, general summary.

Apuleius' technique in this passage is not to produce a description
of sexual gymnastics, as in the noc. but to concentrate on the

courtly preliminaries to their love-making, and to create an

atmosphere and impression of warm and elegant sensuality.

The feast with Byrrhaena is prefaced by a brief scene between
Lucius and Potis.^° This serves to form a bridge between the
erotic encounter of the preceding passage find the feast of yrrhaena
and Its aftermath, the Festival of Laughter. The content of Fotis'
speech also foreshadows the utricities

I - r 1*1 mil ti r

"nam vesana factio nobillssimorum iuvenuia pacera
publicum infestats passim trucidatos per median
plateas videbis iacere, nec praesidis auxilia
longincua levare civitatem tanta clade possunt."

n.18
The scene maintains the atmosphere of romantic gallantry, depicting
Lucius' pose as a gallant, obedient, appreciative young lover, and
Fotis* affection and concern. Lucius approaches Fotis to ask her
permission to dine out with an air of affectionate irony. Fotis

replies with a warning in which Lucius' social status and wealth
are again stressed, "'Tibi vero fortunae splendor insldias

contemptue etinra peregrination!s poterit afferre.'"(ll.l8).

After the Festival of laughter Lucius retires to bed in a state
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of ex trans depression* Fotis* mournful entrance is in deliberate
contract to her earlier entrancei

tandem Fotis rcea •*. sui long© diesinilis
advenit: non onim laeta facie nec serraone

dicaculo, sed vultuosam frontera rugis
insurgent!bus assevei'abat.

III.13

lie immediately begins a melodramatic speech of self-accusation,
affir.sin her involuntary guilt for Lucius1 suffering and hor
love for Lucius:

" go", incuit, "ipsa confiteor ujtro, ego tibi
huiua aolestiae fui" et cum dicto lorua quenpiam
sinu suo deproiriit mihique porrigens, "Gape,"
incuit "Oro te, et de perfida muliere vindictam,
irarao vero licet maius quodvis supplioium some.
Kec tamen me putes, oro, spor.te angorea is tuns tibi
concinnasee: di raihi melius, quaa ut mei causa vel
tantillum scrupulura paticre, ac si quid adversi
tuum caput reepieit, id orane protinus neo luatur
sanguine. Sed quod alterius rei causa facere
iussa sunt, mala ruadan mea sorte in tuari
recidit iniurinmi"

III.13

As yet every thin,;; remains unexplained. hat this speech serves to
do is to build up an atmosphere of suspense and emotional
excitement by its melodramatic tone.Her emotional out-burst
is completed by the histrionic gesture of offering the whip to
Lucius. Lucius replies in kind, picking up her emotional tone,
and echoing tho motifs of the whip, their love, and unlucky chance.

Although using the same emotional terms as Fotis, Lucius

carefully manipulates his words in order to elicit the truth."'

In the elaborate proem to her explanation .Fotis emphasises
both her love for Lucius, and his qualities which enable her to
trust him with esoteric knowledge, -he concludes the explanation
on a note of witty burlesque which Lucius continues in his

response.

"... cum ecce crapula raadens et iraprovidae
noctis deceptue caligine, audacter nucrone
destricto in insani aodura Aiaeis arcvatus,
non ut ill© vivis pecorihus infestus tota
laniavit arraenta, sed long© fortius, qui tres
inflates caprinos utres exanimaoti, ut ego te
prostratis hostibus sine macula sanguinis non
homicidam nunc sed utricidara amplecterer." Lit
sic lepido sercaone Fotis, at invicem cavillatus
ego "Igitur iam et ipse possum" inquara "mihi
primasa tstara virtutis adoream ad exemplum
duodeni laborie Kerculei minerare, vel
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trigeminy corpori Geryonis vel tx-iplici forme
Cerberi, totidem peremptoe utree coaequrndo."

III.18-19
Potis' use of heroic diction and mythological simile closely
echoes Lucius' earlier account of the 'heroic' brawl. In the

latter the heroic allusion seems initially to have eorte validity,
and helps to create the necessary illusion: in the conversation
between Lucius and Potis it deliberately recalls and shatters the
heroic illusion, revealing in retrospect the latent irony and
rockery in Lucius* account, and concludes the episode, focusing

again on the point where it began, in the sane terms, but in a

new and real light.

Having extracted the explanation, Lucius continues to use

Fotie' sense of guilt to persuade her to allow him witness some

of ramphile's magical practices:
*T. ed ut ex ani :o tibi volene onsie delictum,
quo me tantis angoribua implicasti, remittiia,
praesta quod sunmls votis expostulo et
dotainan tuara, cum aliquid huius divinae
disciplinae molitur, oatende, cum deos
invocat, certe cum reformatur ut videam:"

III.19
The cun reforantur^' reveals Lucius* obsession with the idea of

metamorphosesj it is to be noted that Foils has said nothing about

Faraphlle's ability to do this. Lucius then goes on to give a

precise description of his situation, confessing both his obsession
with magic and his love for Fotis. In this speech the erotic theme
and the magic theme are closely interwoven. Fotio is not just seen

as a means to an end, but as part of the world of magic with which
Lucius is obsessed. It ic during this episode, wheal the erotic
and magic themes coalesce, that Fotis' position ae a sorceress'

apprenticed becomes apparent, loth in Lucius' wordc, 'quaraquen
mihi nec ipsa tu videare rerum rudia vel experts', (III.19) and in
Fotis', 'alioouin publicitue raaleficae diseiplinae perinfames
kuibub*. (ill.16) Fotis acquiesces to Lucius* request, stressing
both her love for Lucius and the danger involved,51 and the scene

ends in love-maiding.

This scene lias an important function in the narrative. In it

Apuleius uses the erotic theme as background for the explanation
for the utrlcide and the Festival of Laughter. Two seemingly

independent episodes are here integrated into the structure of the
main action by affiliating thera with the theme of magic. The
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incident of the Festival of Laughter is shown to have its origins
in the magic practice* of Ftuaphilej the instrumental part which
Fotis played in it associates it with the erotic these. Folic'
explanation, her sense of guilt and her devotion to Lucius,
motivates her revelation to Lucius of Paraphile'e magic, and affords
him an opportunity of realising his decire to experience magic

directly, and thus motivates the action to progress towards the
climax, Lucius* metamorphosis.

The final scene between Lucius and Fotls ia that of lucius'

transformation. Lucius* reaction to his first direct experience

of magic is that of comic bewilderment.
... at ego, nullo decantatus carmine, praeoentis
tan turn facti stupors defixus cuidvis aliud magic
videbar esse quam Lucius, sic exterminatus axiimi,
attonitus in -.mentiara vigilane somniabar;
defriotis adeo diu pupulia an vigilarem scire
quaerebam.

111.22

Immediately he asks Fotis to allow him to experience a

metaa rphoais, manipulating the emotional relationship between

them, and promising constant fidelity, he concludes on a note
of burlesque mythological flattery and gallantry, which wittily
anticipates his metamorphosis and repeats the Venus metaphor for
Fotis: *"... ac iam perfice ut ineae Veneri Gupido pinnatus acsistan
tibi."* Fotis cute through the gallantry and states her objection

briefly and directly:
"Ain?" incuit "vulpin&ris aaaaio, meque
sponte asceam cruribus raeis illidere oorapellia?
Lie inermem vix a lvspulis conserve Thesoalis;
hunc alitem factum ubi cuaerma, videbo quando?"

ni.22

Lucius reacts with even more el.-borate onthological flattery,

changing his bird simile to that of Jupiter's eagle. He
re-affirms his love for Fotis, once again using the motif of
her hair, and then proceeds to prove that Fotis' jealous fear
is unfounded by a reductio r-d abourdun argument:

"... quan pulchro enim quaraque festivo
matron.ee perfruentur anatore bubonei uid,
quod istas nocturnas aves, cum penetraverint
lax-em quenpiam sollicite preheneas foribus
videraus affigi ut, quod infaustis volatibus
faailiae rainantur exitium, suis luant
cruoiatibus?"

111.23
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He concludes confidently with nn enquiry about his transformation
back, assuming that his persuasion has worked. Fotis sprees, once

again revealing her esoteric knowledge, 'quod ad huius rei
curam pertinet" ... "nam mihi doaina singula monutrnvit. .."* Having
been transformed into an ass Lucius' violent impulse to murder
Potia seems to be excessive and out of character with his normal

behaviour*, This discrepancy is perhaps explained by the

suggestion that the passage is modelled on a similar incident in
the Odyssey.^ Ftowever, it also indicates the change in Lucius'
nature, and the consequent change in his attitude towards Potis.
This final scene between Potis and Lucius forms the crisis of the

first movement of the action; the erotic theme is skilfully

exploited to lead into Lucius' experience of magic. Fotio' love
for Lucius is her motivation for allowing him to experience magic,
and at the same time her jealousy and fear of losing him occasions
the witty dialogue, and is used as a means of delaying the crisis
and increasing the suspense. Finally the atmosphere of the gallant

dialogue forms an effective contrast to the seriousness of the

business, find the catastrophic transformation which follows.

In dealing with Lucius' adventures in Hypata two episodes, one

major and one minor, have been passed over, that of the Festival of

laughter, and that of the meeting with Pythias. These episodes
will be treated in conjunction, for, despite their obvious difference
in scope and in action, they display, both in treatment and in theme,
a basic similarity; both show Lucius as the uncomprehending and
confused victim of ill-luck in situations which border on the

absurd. Auerbach,^3 discussing the Pythias incident, speaks of

an,

impression of a half silly, half spectral
distortion of ordinary, average occurrences
in human life. ... The whole affaire, with
all its silliness, is carefully calculated
to fool Lucius and to play him a mean trick -
but for what purpose and to what end':' Is it
silliness, is it malice, is it insanity?
The silliness of it cannot prevent the reader
from feeling bewildered and confused.

These remarks, with slight modifications can be applied to the
Festival of Laughter. In both incidents the element of distortion

is present, though of a different quality, - in the Pythias
incident, the absurd distortion of logic, in the Festival of
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laughter, a nightmare distortion of reality. In both incidents
Lucius playe the pert of a bewildered naive victim, involved in an

action which he does not fully understand, both incidents

ultimately lack a logical explanation, for despite Fotic'
explanation of the ntricide. much of the background and procedure
of the incident remains unexplained and open to speculation,
while Pythias' behaviour prompts such reactions as that of
Auerbach s ^

The behaviour of Lucius* long lost friend ...

is either wilfully malicious (which he had no
reason to be), or insane (but there is no
reference to his being not quite right in his
mind).

falsh55 explains the incident by suggesting that a market

place humiliation was a common motif in the ilesian Tales. The

only other evidence for this *' ilesicn motif' is the existence of
a market scene in the .atryicon; however in that scene neither

ncolpius nor Ascyltos suffer any form of comic humiliation.
Junghanne-' notes that the porapoaity and stupidity of municipal

537
officials was a frequent motif in !oman satire. The element of
satire is quite overt in the Pythias incident, especially in the

58
brief cnricnture-like portrait of the petty official:J Pythias'
address to the fishmonger is comically rhetorical; he exaggerates
the incident and its effect to increase his own feelings of power

and dignity:

"lam, iam", inquit "nee araieis cuidera nostris
vel oranino ullis hoepitibus parcitis, quod tarn
magnis pretils pieces frivoles indicatis et
florem Thesealicae regionis ad ins tax solitudinis
et scopull edulium caritate deducitie? Sed non
impune: iam cnira faxo scias queraadmodum sub meo
magisterio mall debent coerceril"

1.25

His warm welcome of Lucius, 'amanter agnltura invadit, amplexueque
ac comiter deosculatus...', and hie patronising offer of help,
'

... et si quid obsonare cupis, utic ue eotamo&abiruus', stand in
ironic contrast to his behaviour. The extravagance of his speech
to the fishmonger and the flamboyant violence of his order to his
servant show his desiro to demonstrate to Lucius his power and
office at work. Lot only is his pride and his flaunting of hie
official power the subject of laughter, but also - and mainly -

the ridiculous twist of logic whereby he destroys the fish 3 ucius

has paid for rather than those of the guilty fishmonger. Yet his
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absurd process of thought does not boomerang back on hin, but
on Lucius, who ie ultimately the real comic butt of the situation.
Lucius ie the only one to suffer by the comic distortion of logic,
and if left the bewildered passive victim of the situation!

his actis constematus ac prox'sus obstupidus
ad balneao me refer©, prudentic condiscipuli
valido consilio et nuamis sisul privatue et
cena ...

1.25

The action is a grotesque and farcical variation and
intensification of the action with ilo which frames this incident.

In both the Pythias action and the kilo action the theme of the
absence of food figures prominently, and this frustration of
Lucius' needs crystallises Lucius' role as a young: man plagued by
ill-luck which will increase in intensity in Lucius' experience in
the Festival of Laughter, and reaches its climax in his

metamorphosis•
tjO

Ccobie, ^ in his study of the characterisation of Lucius, uses

the Festival of Laughter episode as a test case for investi ating
the author's attitude to and treatment of lucius. He concludes

that Apuleius has managed to guide Lucius through the episode
without arousing the disdain or derision of the reader, and that
the final impression Is that Lucius has been treated unfairly in

being used as an impersonal stoo -e or a sacrificial victim for an

amusing ritual. To support his case he makes certain points! (i)
Lucius* simpllcitas ie not ridiculed by ending the episode at the

point when the practical joke is revealed; {ii) the sympathy towards
Lucius is emphasised by Milo's delayed kindness to hi®, by the

profuse apologies of the magistrates, and by Foils' violent

repentance. A further fact which reveals Apuleius* sympathetic
attitude towards Lucius during the Festival of Laughter is that the
reader is in the same position as Lucius, - that of ignorance. For
Lucius to be treated as an object of ridiciile it would be necessary

for the reader to be aware of the trick being played on lucius, -

i.e. to be in the same position as the audience of the 'trial'.
As it is, the reader experiences the Festival of laughter from
lucius' point of view, and what he experiences are Lucius' reactions
of fear, anguish and bewilderment, not the sadistic enjoyment of
the audience.
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The fflomin after the utriolde Lucius awakes fully convinced

of his guilt.

Aestus invadit animus veepemi recordatione
facinoriej coaplicitis denicue pedibus ac
palaulio in altexnas dlgitorum
vicisoitulines super genua connexis sic
gratratum cossia insiders ubertin flebara, iam
forum et iudicia, taM sententiam, ipeum denique
carnificera imaginabundus. "An mihi quisquara
tain raitis ta»que benivolue iudex obtingat,
qui me trinae oaedis cruore perilturn et tot
civiura sanguine delibutum innoceniem
pronuntiare poterit?"

III.1

This coriviction of Ms own guilt, which emphasises the helplessness
of the situation, is repeated after the prosecutor's speech, 'At
ego nihil tunc temperis ampHub quam fiero potaram, non tara
Hercule truculentam aecusationea intuens quasi raeara miseraa
coneolentianl' (III#4) IHie element of helplessness is ewphaeieed
in the choice of simile, that of a sacrificial victim, which is
used twice, in the description of the public procession of the
accused, and in the description of luoius' position on stage at
the trial.' To Lucius' shame as he is led in the procession is

added his bewilderment at the laughter of the audiences

... et quamcunra capite in terrain, imrao ad
ipsoB inferos iam deiecto raaestus incederera,
obliquato taraen aspectu rem a&mirationis
maxiaae conspicio; nam inter* tot milia
populi circumstrepentis nemo proreum, qui non
risu dirumperetur, aderat.

III. 2

In reply to the prosecutor's speech in which he is portrayed as

'istuia ci-udelissiraua iuvenera riucrone dee trie to passim caedibus

operantem ... eaevitia eius {III.3} Lucius forwards a speech
of special pleading in self defence. This speech is interesting
as it reveals Lucius' imaginative method of dealing with an

impossible ituation, - that of defending himself when convinced
of his own guilt. It is constructed on the traditional lines of

forensic oratory: the exordium, statin;: the difficulty of the cane

and attempting to win public sympathy, the nairatio giving an

imaginative account of the utricide, and the reroratlo emphasising
Lucius' previous good character and his lack of motive. Lucius'
thesis of defence is *" ... me discrimen capitis non meo merito
sod rationabilis indignationie eventu fortuito tantara criminis
invidiam frustra sustinere"'. (III.4} He attempts to reverse the
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situation by changing hie role of a cruel murderer into that of a

good citi; en and a defender of the public peace:

"Sic pace vindicata, domo ue hospitum ac
salute communi protecta, non tantura
itnpunem me, verum etiam laudabilem publice
credebam fore,.."

III.6
Hi: account of the crime shows a remarkable degree of creative
invention and exaggeration.^1 The drunken brawl is transformed

6?into a military battle, and the leader is given an aggressive
Breech of exhortation.^ Lucius' speech ends with his assertion
of his own good character, an ironic assertion after his

deliberately deceptive speech, and a tearful but calculated plea
for mercy, 'Curacue iara hunnnitate commotos, misericordia fletuum
affectos omnes satis crederem...* (III.7)• His situation is made
worse by the emotional laments of the widows, and by the
scepticism of the judge who successfully deflates Lucius' heroic

pose by doubting its credibility.^ The decision to use torture
find the widows' suggestion that Lucius should unveil the bodies

greatly increase his mental anguish. The widows' suggestion works
on two levels; the superficial one to make Lucius apparently work
his own undoing by the revelation of the results of his violence,
and the real one, to increase his comic humiliation by making him
the exposer of his own duping. The Bhock which Lucius receives on

discovering the true situation, results in a sort of mental and

physical paralysis:

... subito in contrariam faciem obstupefactus
haesi nec possum novae illius imaginis rationem
idoneis verbis expedire: ... At ego ut primum
illam laciniam prenderam, fixue in lapidem
steti gelidus, nihil secus ouam una de ceteris
theatri statuis vel columnis ..

III.9-10
His furtive retreat from the theatre stands in sharp contrast to
the public procession of his entrance:

... Milo hospes accessit et iniecta manu me
renitentem lacrimiseue rursum promicantibus
crebra singultientem dementi violentia secura
attraxit et observatis viae Bolitudinibus per
cuosdam anfractus doaum suam perduxit
raaestumrue me atque etiam tunc trepidum variis
solatur affatibus...

III.10

The Festival of Laughter is officially brought to a close by
the magistrates who attempt to whitewash the whole affair in their
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grandiloquent apology.They em.phatiire) uciur' social status,
the absence of intended ineiilt, and finally offer hira civic
honours'At tibi nivitas omnis pro ista gratia honores

egregios obtulit; nan et patronum scrips!t et ut in aere stet

imago tua decrevit'. (1II.11) Lucius responds graciously, but
distantly. He politely declines the honours, thus refusing to
cooperate in his own humiliation by regarding it as a special
distinction. He likewise refuses the invitation of Byrrhaena to
dine with her that evening. The words which preface the refusal,
'Ad haec ego forraidans et procul perhorrescens etiam ipsan donua
eius* (III.12), have been interpreted to indicate Tyrrhaena'a
involvement in the plotting of the practical joke.'^ However, it
is ^uet as easily interpreted as an irrational fear, symptomatic
of Lucius' aftermath reactions to the whole incident, as well as

a disinclination to appear in public, especially among the
illustrious company at Tyrrhaena'b, after hie public humiliation.01

Two themes dominate the first three books of the , 'etamor-.hoces.

that of Lucius' role as a young .man plagued by ill-luck, and that
of Lucius' obsession with magic. The first theme hat! been briefly
dealt with: it remains that Lucius* attitude towards magic should
be investigated.

The first indication of Lucius' obsession cones in the

conversation with Arlstomenee and his sceptical companion on the
road to Hypata. Lucius, hearing the sceptic's laughter and
assertion of disbelief, confesses in an editorial aside to the

reader, not do much his curiosity as his desire for novelty, .and,
in a way, for knowledget

Ietc accepto sititor alioouin novitatie
"Iramo vero" inquam " import! te sermon is
r.on quiclem euriosura, sed qui velim scire
▼el cuncta vel certe plurima.."

1.2

Having discovered that the cause of the sceptic's laughter is a

story dealing with magic, Lucius adopts a scientific attitude to

prove the possible credibility of the storyi
"Tu vero erassis auribus et obstinato corde

respuis quae forei tar. vere perhibeantur.
"inus Hercule calles gravissinis opinionibus
em putari. raendacia, quae vel auditu nova vol
visu rudia vel certe supra captusa cogitationis
ardua videantur; quae si paulo aecuratius
exploraris, non modo compertu evidentia, veruia
etisua faetu facilia senties."

1.3
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However, despite the superior and rational tone, Lucius* anecdote
which follows does nothing to substantiate his pose of an

objective obserrer/investigator of supernatural phenomena, but
rather illustrates hie imaginative response to the marvel he has
seen. At the end of Ariatoaeries' story the sceptic once again
asserts his disbelief and appeals to Lucius to support him, Lucius
declines and expresses, in contrast to his former attitude, an

acceptance of an irrational universe governed by ;>,atei
'

go vero" inruam "nihil inpossibile arbitror,
scd utcusjque fatn decreverint, ita cuncta
mortalibue provenire: nam et mihi et tibi et
cunctis horainibus multa usu venire mira et
paene infeeta, quae tamen ignaro relets fidem
perdant."

I,20

This tendency towards fatalism is echoed in Lucius' words to 'otis,
'L ed mihi cum fide rneriora, quod toum factum fati scaevitas
consecuta in meun convertit exitiutn" (111,14) and in the continual
references made by Lucius to the workings of 'ortuna, throughout

Co
the narrative, 7

The dinner scone with ; ilo in ;iook shows the same pattern

being used, I an hile forecasts the morrow's weather from a lamp.
ilo'B amused scepticism prompts Lucius to a defence of divination

and a reference to his own experience of fortune-telling:
"Lunt" aio "prima huiusce divinationis
experiments, nec mirum licet modicum istun
igniculum et nanibUB huraanis laborstun,
memoreo tonen illius rialoris et caelestis
ignis velut sui parentis, quid is esset
editurus in aetheris vertice divino
praesagio et ipaum scire et nobis
enuntiare ,,,"

II.12

Once again he argues rationally, using stoic cosmology to support
his position. Yet it is clear that his attitude towards magic
is imaginative, not intellectual: he is not interested in or

capable of logically rationalising supernatural phenomena.

ibis imaginative attitude is fully illustrated in the account
of Lucius* first morning in Kypata, in which his mental and psychic
reactions to being in Thesealy, the centre of magic, are presented,?1
This account chows hie mental and emotional excitement in his

search for occult knowledge and experience:
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... anxiur alioquln et nimis cupidus
cognoseerdi euae rara mirocue sunt,...
suspenses alioquln et voto simul et
studio, curios© singula ccnsiderabom. ••

sic attonitus, immo vero cruciabili
desiderio stupidus...

II.1-2

This mental tens ion takes the form of tin imaginative fantasy in
which he mentally transforms everything he sees. Every concrete
normal object becomes the result of a magical transformation, end
loses its reality:

hec fuit in ilia civitate quod aspiciens id
esse crederen quod essot sed omnia prorsus
ferali raurmure in aliam effigiem translate,
ut et lapides ruo$ offenderem de homine
durates, et aves c.uas audirera indidem
plumatas, et arbores quae pomeriuia ambirent
similiter foliatas, et fonfcanoE latices de
corporibus humanis fluxoe crederem. Iam
statuas et imagines inceesuras, parietes
locuturoe, bovcB et id genus pecua dicturas
praeeagiiun, de ipso vero caelo et iubaris
orbc subito venturun oraculum.

II.1

fhis record of Lucius' reactions to an environment imbued with

magic reveals Ids attitude towards magic, and the subject of his

obsession, - metamorphosis. It also combines with the Aristonenes*

storyto create the atmosphere for the ensuing action, in which

magic plays the major part, - Aristoraenes• story operating from a

general and typical point of view, I ucius * account of his own

reactions from a subjective and particular point of view.

The came mental excitement is seen in his reactions to

kyrrhaena'B warning that J arapnile is a witch. It is expressed in
his confused monologue and the araawing rush of words of excitement
and madness describing his abrupt and violent exit from Iyrrhaona's
houses

At ego curiocue alioquin, ut priraum artic
■iagicae semper op taturn noraen audivi, tan turn a
eautela Pamphiles afui ut etiam ultro gestirem
tali aagisterio me vel ampla cum mercede
tradere et prorsus in ipsum barathrum saltu
concito praecipitare. Festinue denique et
vecors animi nanu eius velut catena quadam
menet expedio et, 'salve' propere addito, nd
Milords hospitium pernicitei- evolo: ac dura
amenti similis celero vestigium, ...

II.6

In his determination to experience magic Lucius is fully aware of
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the danger involved*

"Age" inquar, "Juci, evlgila et tecum estos
babes exoptatam occasionem et voto diutino
potirie. Fabulis rairis explore pectus,
aufer forrddinee puerilea, corrdnus cum re
ipsa naviter congredere,..."

II.6

This marks a turning point in the narrative, when Lucius, heedless
of all warnings, determines to abandon the civilised world to
satisfy his obsession.

At the beginning of this chapter two questions were

formulated, (i) what kind of character does Apuloius present as

his hero, (ii) to what extent and how does Apuleiuo evoke sympathy
for his hero. he answer to the first question has been fully
dealt with above, and may be briefly summarised here. Lucius is
a typical young man of , ;ood family. He is well educated, and his

learning manifests itself in a tendency towards pedantry. ith
his social equals he has a natural modesty and sense of polite

etiquette which "ilo exploits unscrupulously. This modesty <"jnd a

certain naivety result in Lucius* continually being plagued by
ill-luck throughout Books I - HI. In his relationship with Fotis
he displays a sensuous and sophisticated gallantry. . more

idiosyncratic trait is his tendency to effect an imaginative
transformation of reality. This is displayed in his eight-seeing
tour of Lypata and in his self defence at the trial. This tendency
is related to his non-rational attitude towards the world, which
seeks to go beyond the empirical and to comprehend the supernatural.
Lucius' dominant characteristic - his curio-, Ltas - is part of this
attitude. Throughout the : '.etaroorphoses it seems to have two

aspects, a passive aspect which manifests itself in his fascinated

observation of his environment, and an active aspect which manifests
itself in his interference and involvement in events. In the first

three books magic is the most important object of hie orrio&itas.
both in observation and experimentation.

Scoble in his comment on the treatment of Lucius in the

Festival of Laughter has indicated the answer to the second

question; by presenting the Festival of Laughter from Lucius' point
of view, and by Making the reader share Lucius* feelings of

surprise, anxiety etc., and not the superior laughter of the

audience, Apuleiue manipulates the reader's attitude towards
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Lucius to be that of sympathy and identification, and not that of
ironic detachment. This is also true of other situations where

his naivety mid modesty result in his ill-treatment; e.g. in the
Pythias incident we share Lucius' confusion and helplessness. In
both this incident and the encounters with Milo he ic presented
as a victim of ill-luck, - we sympathise with the victim, not with
the stupidity or the egoism of the aggressor.

.his sympathy with Lucius is enforced by the favourable
comments of other characters, and his behaviour throughout
rooks I - III. This is especially true of his relationship with
'otis where ..puleius seems to have altered the original tone of
the whole episode with the result that Lucius does not, like the
hero of the Onos. appear to be casually exploiting the maid merely
to gain information, but is presented as being involved in a

romantically elegant and sensuous encounter, the tone of vdiich is
that of tender gallantry rather than of sexual gymnastics.

To conclude, in Books I - III Apuleius has presented a full,
vivid and consistent portrait of his hero, combining typical and

idiosyncratic features, and has done so in such a way as to
ensure the reader's sympathy for Luoius throughout the
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CHATTLJt II

THB AS IS IKK HERO

Once Lucius has become an ass his range and mode of experience
becomes radically altered and, to a great extent, limited. Kis
asinine form controls and restricts his physical activity, rrnd
frustrates his emotional and intellectual reactions by denying him
the means of expressing them. In addition, he loses control over

what he experiences; he no longer has any effective initiative; he
car no longer freely seek and undertake experiences and

relationships. Instead he is a victim of circumstances, to a great

extent powerless and at the mercy of human ignorance and cruelty; he

experiences to an extreme degree the role of the helpless victim of
ill-luck.

The material of the Lucius-narrative of Books I? - X reveals

the limitation imposed by Lucius' situation. He has a simple choice;
he may co-operate, work for his master and share peripherally in his
master's adventures, or he may refuse to co-operate and attempt to

escape either the immediate situation or his asinine form. The
restricted sphere of activity of the hero could have led to a monotony
in the material of the narrative. This is prevented by a number of

devices; the addition of digressionary stories, the use of the motifs
of eurioaitas1 and 'ortuna to diversify the material, the transfer
of attention to other characters,^ who are either sharing a common

experience with Lucius, or are on the periphery of Lucius'
experience, and finally the pattern^ of changing masters. These
devices serve to expand the range of the narrative, to divert the
centre of interest from Lucius, and, by expanding and varying the
focus of the narrative, give depth, fullness and complexity to what
could have remained a witty, but simple and shallow, tale.

-.hen examining Lucius' role as an ass the initial question is

why Lucius remains an ass, why does ho not terminate the situation

by obtaining the antidote, roses, - a fairly ocramcn commodity. In
fact when Lucius ic first transformed, he is primarily concerned with
obtaining the antidote. Within the first twenty-four hours of his
transformation he makes two attempts to obtain and consume the

antidote; the first when he tries unsuccessfully to seize the roses

from the shrine of Lpona;^ the second when he mistakes the poisonous
laurel roses for real roses.^ The absence of any further attempt has
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7
been criticised ae an example of Apuleiue' carelessness and
indifference to probability. However, this criticism is misplaced.
Book III ends with a passage in which Lucius considers attempting
to escape and explains his restraint?

... consilium me subit longe salubrius, no si
rursum asino reraoto prodirem in I-uciura, evidens
exitiura inter nanus latronum offenderen vol
artis magicae suspectione vel indieii futuri
criminations. Tunc igitur a rosis, et quidens
necessario, temperavi,•••

III.29

The reality of both dangers is later confirmed; the first by Isis'
assurance to Lucius about the safety of his public transformation;

... nec inter hilares caeriraoniae et festiva
spectacula cuisquam deformem istan quam geris
faciem perhorreocet, vel figuram tuam repente
mutataa sequius interpretatus aliquis maligna
criminabitur.

XI.6

the second by tho robbers' unscrupulous indifference to violence.
These dangers explain why Lucius is unable to make use of the
antidote while roses are readily available; the circumstances deny
him the necessary privacy to use the antidote safely.

The second and more natural reason why Lucius makes no further

attempt to escape is a seasonal one; roses are only available in
c

Spring5" and therefore he has only a very limited period of time in
which to obtain the antidote. It is to be assumed that his

transformation occurs in late Spring. After a short period of time
with the robbers and after the celebration of Charite's wedding
it i3 clear that Eipring and the rose season are over; LuciuB looks
forward to the following year for his transformation, *... nanctaque
libertate veris initio pratis herbantibus rosas utique reperturus

aliquas.' (VII.15). from this point onwards the idea of the antidote
is put aside until the possibility of obtaining it returnsJ

3"lane tenui specula solabar clades ultimas,
quod ver in ipso ortu iaa gensulis floridis
cuncta depingeret et iam purpureo nitore prata
vestiret, et comnodum diruptc spineo tegaine
spirantes oinnaraeos odores promicarent rosae,
quae me priori meo Lucio redderent.

X.29
A fundamental element in the examination of the presentation of

Lucius in Books IV ~ X is the treatment of metamorphosis. Hie
situation is essentially an open one, the tone may be conic, grotesque,
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macabre, pathetic or tragic. The description of the actual scene

of metamorphosis in Book III indicates the attitude of the narrator
towards the situation, and forecasts its eubsecuent treatment.
Lucius puts on the ointment and prepares to become an owl, carefully
imitating iainphile's motions:

Iaracue alternis conatibus libratis brachiis
in avem similem jestiebum: nec ullae plumulae
nec usquara pinnulae, sed plane pili mei
crassantur in saetas, sed cutis tenella
duratur in coriura et in extimis palnulis
pordito numero toti digiti coguntur in
singulas tmgulae et de spin.ae meae termino
grtrndis Cauda procedit: las facies enormia
et og prolixum et nares hi*oites et labiae
pendulae, sic et aures inmodicis horripilant
auctibus; nec ullum mieerae reformstionio
video solaciu® nisi cuod raihi iaffl nequeunti
tenere Fotidem natura crescebat.

III.24

The vivid and realistic itemization of detrd.1 creates a visual

impression, which is an amalgam of distorted features, rather than a

body. This caricature treatment and the joking conclusion of the

description immediately introduces the pattern of laughter at Lucius'
expense, which is a const;mt motif in the middle section of the
"'etamorphoses. The laughter arises from tvo sourcest (i) the
farcical physical situation of a sophisticated young mm being
turned into a humble, despised and rather ungracious beast of
burden;-' (ii, the failure of Lucius to deal with the situation

adequately, here expressed by his comically inept motions.

lire physical humiliation and discomfort resulting from Lucius*
transformation are clear from his om comments; he refers to his

10
new form as aerumnabilir; deformit y; his life as an ass is

eruciabilis vita:^ ^ he declares that the transformation is the most

extreme example of Fortuna's cruelty to hira

Sed quid ego pluribur de Portun <e scaevitate
conqueror'; uaa nec istud puduit, me cum raeo
faraulo meorue vectore illo e<.,uo frotun
conservun atrue coniugem.

VII. 3
The physical humiliation is further stressed in the unflattering
descriptions of Lucius by other characters: 'ruptum isturn asellun
nunc etiara claudum' (one of the robbers, VI.26); '... et ecce

illius scabioci asini fnciea...* (the miller's wife, IX,22); *...
iners p.sellus et nihilo minus morbo deteotabilp caducus* (the gardener,
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XX,39) | pessiaae raihique detestabilis ieusdudum beluae istius
corio te protinus exue..» nec,., quisquara defornera is tan quara

geris faoiem perhorrescet' (Isie, XI,6). Lucius' husiiliatiori ab

an aae is most vividly and dramatically shown in the auction scene;

both in Lucius' account of his experience as an animal for sale,
and in the auctioneer's anusing and disparaging remarks about hiras

••• at me relictura solum ac subsecivutn cum

fastidio plerique praeteribant, laraque
taedio contreetationis eorutn, qui de dentibus
meie aet&ten computabant, raanum cuiusdaa
faetore cordentern, qui gingivae identidem
raeas putidis acalpebat digitls, mordicus
arreptara plenissime conterui: quae res
cireamstantium ab emptione mea utpote
ferocissimi deterruit animos. Tunc praeco
diruptis faucibue et rauca voce saucius in
taeas fortunas ridiculos construebat iocoB
"(uem ad finera canthorium isttua venui
frUBtra subicienus, et vetulura et extritiB
ungulis debilen et dolore deformera et in
hebeti pigritia ferocem nec quicquaxa amplius
quaa ruderariuia cribrum' Atque ideo vel
donenrus eua cuipiara, ai qui taraen faenvun euura
perder© non gravatur."

VIII.23

The comic treatment of Lucius? physical transformation is further

developed by the occasional vivid description of his physical
activities» his silent but pathetic appeal to Fotis;^ his attempt
to snatch roses from the shrine of ^pona;'' ^ his attempt to protest
his innocence!^ his enthusiasm in celebrating Charite's return,^
In all these descriptions there is an element of absurdity which is
the result of Lucius' attempt to adapt his asinin© form to
activities prompted by his human nature. Finally, both these
comments and these descriptions have the effect of vividly reminding
the reader of the physical fact of Lucius* transformation.

The second source of comedy in Lucius' situation is the

psychological one, - Iuciu3 has to deal with the dual nature of
his existence, a man's mind in an ass's body, 'This duality is
stressed immediately after Lucius' transformation, *,,, ego vero

quamquam perfectus aeinus et pro Lucio lumenturn sensun tainen
retinebaxa humanuxa,' (111,26), The reader is kept aware of thiB

duality by the constant reminders in the narrative that Lucius is
an asB,^ and the occasional references to the transformation, made

consciously by Lucius^ and ironically and unconsciously by other
1ft

characters,,v
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he moit important rerult of Lucius* duality is his isolation, -

he is placed outside both human and animal societies. This isolation
is immediately shown in hi® initial experience as an ass whoa he ie
rejected, first by hie own horse and the other ass in the stable,1"
and then by his own servant who abuses and beats hira when he attempts

SO
to eat the roses at the shrine of upona. He is also rejected
again when he attempts to join the mares at the bailiff's far® and
is attacked by the stallions.21 lucius* rejection by the animals
is in ironic contract to his expectation of human x-eactions and.
modes of behaviour fro® other animals*

... atque ego rebor, si quod ineeset mutis
animllbus taciturn ac natural© sacranentum,
agnitiono ski nis©ratione quadam inductuis
eqxroa ilium aeura hot_.pltium ao looa leutie. nihi
praebiturum|•••

III.26

His ensuing indication reveals hie failure to realise the absurdity
of ouch expectations. A similar attribution of human behaviour to

animal® occurs in the case of the other ass who collapses on the

journey to the robbers* cave, t)rus spoiling Lucius' plant
Eed tarn bellum consilium taeun praevertit
eorc deterriraa; naaque ille alius asinuss,
divineto et an tecapto neo eopitatu, statin
se aentita lassitudine cm® rebus totis
offudit...

IV. 5

however, towards the end of his experiences Lucius no longer has
such expectationsx

... sic ipse raecun reputing, quod in aaplexu
venerio scilicet nobis ©ohaorentibus quaocuraque
ad exit!um aulieris bestia fuissct issaissa, non
adeo vel prudentia oollers vel artifioio docta
vol aba tinentia frugi posset proven ire, ut
odincentem lateri neo laceraret oulierers, mihi
vero quasi indemnato ©t innoxio parceret.

X.34

Lucius* expectation of human behaviour from Other animals is
matched by his problem of having human Impulses and responses

without adequate means of expressing them, iheoe human reaction®
lead to abortive attempts to speak' which or. two occasion® are used

oo

for purely coaic effect,^ and on the third occasion result in the
comic betrayal and public humiliation of the eunuch piles te.2^
Lucius* inability to speak also reeults in ironic situations where
Iucius is unable to communicate essential information, a minor

case of this is that of the viator who is falsely accused of
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murdering: the cruel boy} he protests to the peasants, "'Atque utlnaa
ipse acinus" lnquit "quern mmquan profecto vidlsoem, vocem quiret
humansue flare me&eque testimonium inr.ocentiae perhibere poeset;
profecto voe huius iniuriae pigeret."' (VII.25). Again, Lucius'
speechlessness plays an important part in the abortive attempt to
escape with Charite; Lucius knows the safe route to take but is
unable to communicate it to Charite, and, while struggling over

which way to go, they are recaptured.^
ji.nother aspect of Lucius' human behaviour is his tendency to

make optiiaietic plans in order to deceive his owners; plans whose
failure is usually the result of his naive optimism and faulty

anticipation of the course of events and of his owner's reaction.
The execution of his first plan to refuse to go my further with
the robbers iu forestalled by the other ass's collapse, find the
robbers* brutal remedy for it, 'Tunc ego miseri commilitonis
fortunam cogit ns etatui ian dolis abiectis et frotudibus asinum
me bonae frugi doiainis exhibere. • •' (IV.5} . After his abortive

escape attempt with Charite Lucius feigns lameness, but to no effect

except the amusement of the robbers.2'' To avoid being bought by
I hilebus Lucius considers acting fiercely but the plan is defeated

by the speedy purchase..hile with the priests Lucius' life is

endangered by a plan to substitute him for a piece of venison, but
his plan to avoid this fate results in further danger as he is

suspected of having contacted rabies.Finally while at the mill
lucius attempts to avoid mill-work by feigning Ignorance but his

PP
duplicity is soon revealed to the amusement of all present.

Lcoble2-' In Me discussion of Lucius* character emphasises Ms

tendency to comment morally on the characters whom he meets. He
restricts this tendency to after the transformation since it is only
after 'he has become a quadruped that he coiaes into contact with
criminals and perverts.'-^0 Kis list of these moral common to is

impressive; however to take such comments of Lucius at their face

value seems somewhat naive. Then examined in context these comments

often reveal a complexity of motivation and effect. Charite is one

of the first victims of Lucius' moral indignation. He is shocked
when the young lady towards whom he previously seems to have
harboured a somewhat inappropriate romantic affection,is

delighted by the plan to send her to an expensive brotheli
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... ut nihi raerito subiret vltuperatio totius
r.exus, cum viderem puellnm, proci iuvenia araore
nupti;irum<ue oostarua deriderio simulato,
lupanaris spurci sordidirue subito delectari
nomine; et tunc cuidem totarum arulierum eecta
raoresrue de asini wendebent iudicio.

VII.10

Here the conclusion undercuts the impact of the foregoing remarks

by emphasising the incongruity of an ass, traditionally nn animal
of great lascivioutness, expressing moral disapproval. Later he
again expresses moral disapproval when ho sees Charite kissing
Haemus. However, it is clear frcia the conclusion of his remarks
that an important element in his indignation is fere: because of
the risk involved in Charite'e behaviour:

rid, si cuo node latronea ceteri
persenserinf; ! on rursum recurres ad asinum
et rureum exitium mihi parable? He vera
ludis de alieno corio.

VII.11

;\irthern>ore, Lucius' comments are the result of a micperception of
the situation and are, therefore, totally misplaced, vhe effect of
these comments is not a superficial or simple one but a complex
combination of irony, amusement about Lucius' concern for his own

life and belated amusement at his misreading of the situation, and
the inappropriate sentiments it evokes. In the case of the criminal
woman condemned ad beetles it becomes clear that Lucius not only

objects to the disgrace of a public mating with such a vicious
character but also is very concerned about the danger to himself
in the execution of the woman:

At ego praeter pudorem obeundi publice
concubituc, praeter contagiuxa scelestae
pollutaerue feminae, metu etiam mortis
maxirae cruciabar...

X.34

in two incidents Lucius' moral indignation has an important
function in the structure of the narrative: in the case of the

eunuch priests it results in their comic exposure and humiliation;^'-
in that of the miller's wife Lucius' exposure of her adultery-^
motivates the divorce, the supernatural secuel and the final
break-up of the household, this is not to deny .coble's point that
a certain moral awareness is an important part of Lucius' character.
However, /puleius uses this characteristic for a multiplicity of
effecto; on two occasions it is used to motivate the development of
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the action, hut more usually it is used to create a witty comic
effect. Lucius, is often, as Scoble has shown, self-consciously
moralistic} however, the moral sentiments which he expresses are

incongruous and comic coming from an ass; furthermore, they .are

often undercut either because they are misplaced or because they
contain a strong element of self-interest.

A Bimilar effect is achieved by Lucius' pedantic

philosophising} the exalted comments and sentiments are undercut
at the conclusion by a sudden emphasis on the fact that the

'speaker* is an ass. The philosophical digression on For tuna ends
with a comically abortive attempt to speak and a return to his own

ridiculous and humiliating situation.
... hoc tan turn impatientia perduetue volui
dieere 'Hon feoi* 3t verbura qui&era praecedens
seme! ac saepius immodice clamitavi, sequens
vero nullo pacto dioserere potui, sed in prima
remansi voce, et identidem boavi "Kon, non,H
quamquam nirrda rotunditate pendulae vibraaeem
labias.

VII. 3

His attack on the corruption of justice ends similarly with a

self-conscious and amused glance at the incongruity of the
outburstt

fed ne quis indignationie mea© reprehendat
impetum, cecum sic reputans; 'Kcce nunc
patieaur philosophantem nobis asinum',..,

X.33

In Books III - IX the comic duality with which Lucius has to
deal remains an inner psychological one; in Book X the duality
becomes externalised. A new ironic dimension is added to the

situation, that of a man transformed into an ass being taught how
to behave like a man. hen they discover Lucius eating human food^*
the initial reaction of Thiasus and his household is that of

amazement and laughter.^ Lucius seising the opportunity proceeds
to ingratiate himself with Thiasus by continuing the performance.^
For the first time since his transformation he finds himself in a

situation where he is able to exploit hie dual nature. He allows
himself to be taught human manners, being prudent not to be

overprecocious.^ For once he seems to be in a superior position,
to have, to eorae extent, control over the situation. However, this
superiority proves to be totally nebulous; for it is his human
behaviour with the natrons, which leads to the highly dangerous
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performance with the condemned woman at the games#

Throughout this false human!cation the comic attitude towards
Lucius is still maintained# His reactions of pride in his

reputation and in his position as Thiasus' favourite sire treated
with naive and unconscious self irony. ^ LXrrthermore the physical

expression of his duality, the incongruous combination of asinine
form and human behaviour, is presented so as to show it to be
ridiculous and grotesque. The descriptions use the same caricature
technique as before, that of creating a comically grotesque and
distorted impression by concentrating on vivid physical details:

#•# nec ulla tamen ego ratione conterritus
otiose ac satis genialiter contorta in
aodum linguae postreraa labia grandiEsieium
ilium callcem uno hxiustu perduxi#..

X.16

In the episode with the matrona the same element of grotesque and
ridiculous incongruity 1e stressed. This results from the contrast
between the human delicacy of the woman and the bestial coarseness

of Luciusi

bod angebar plane non exili metu, reputans
queraadmodura tantis tamque sagnis oruribus
poseera delicatam raatronam lnscendere, vol tarn
lucida tanoue tenera et lacte a.c nolle
confecta membra durie ungulis conplecti,
lablasque modicas arabrosio rore purpurantes
tarn anplo ore tamque enorrrd et oaxels dentibus
deforrai saviari,...

X.22

Here again the vivid physical details pinpoint the contrasting
human and bestial qualities. The contrast is further enhanced by
the conventional erotic paraphernalia of the setting,39

Cuattuor eunuchi confestim pulvillis
corapluribue ventoee turaentibus pluma
delicata torrostreia nobis cubitura
praestruunt, sed et stragula vest© auro
ac murice Tyrio depicta probe
constemunt,...

X.20

and the delicate and sentimental manner of the natrona.

Tunc exosculata pressule, non qualia in
lupanari solent basiola lactari, vel
meretrlcum poscinumaia vol adventorum
negantinuramia sed pura atque sincera
instruit, et blandissiaos affatrust 'Arao*
et 'Oupio* et *Te solum dlligo1 et 'Sine
te iaa vivere nequeo*

X.21
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The episode is framed by two almost inevitable allusions to the
Pasiphae Myth; both references are overtly conic. The witty

economy of asinarlge | ftp? nhnpe and the burlesque note of adultero
i.aw-.icnte indicate the tone of treatment, the witty and decadent

artificiality. The whole approach which stresses the ridiculous
and grotesque nature of the encounter and the burlesque erotio
romanticism places the reader at a certain comic distance so that
he may grasp and enjoy the grotesque comedy of the situation.

To have seen how in Books I - III Apuleius establishes an

attitude of sympathy towards his hero. Once Lucius has become an

ass this attitude is tempered by the presence of ironic commentary
and grotesque comedy at his expense. The very fact of physical
transformation may in itself place a certain distance between hero
and. reader, especially as the reader is kept constantly aware of
the physical change by continuous references to it. urthermore,
the physical change and Lucius* inability to deal with it is
treated comically; the grotesque aspect of the situation is stressed.
This comic treatment increases the distance between hero and reader.

It is also an indication of a different kind of relationship
between narrator and hero and a different perspective on the events
narrated than that which existed in Books I - III.
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CHAPTER III

HAItEAUVS TBCHHICJJB IK OT3 ROBBER EPISODE

The period which Lucius spends with the robbers forms a large
portion1 of the total narrative, and approximately one third of the
narrative describing his time as an ass. However, the actual time
which he spends with the robbers, from his night capture to the
annihilation of the bandits,^ is a mere three days. One reason for
the contrast between the large percentage of material and the short
period of time1* is the considerable amount of interpolated material^
present, the three robber stories, the Cupid and Psyche story, and
the Plotina story. However, the material of the primary narrative
still receives a fuller treatment than any other part of the primary
narrative in which luciur is an ass. The reason for this is twofold*

firstly, as this section treats Lucius' initial experiences as ran

ass, the material is now and its range and possibilities may be fully
explored; secondly, Apuleius weaves into the experiences of Lucius
the story of the robbers, the loss of their leaders, the arrival and
acceptance of the new leader, and the story of the kidnapped girl,
Charite. The two later stories are of course closely inter-related,

however, the two strands are developed separately until the climax
when the two subplots fit together to resolve and conclude the whole

episode. These two stories are in turn linked, though more casually,
with the Lucius story. 3y this interweaving of separate strands

Apuleius is able to modulate the narrative around separate but
inter-related centres of interest, each of which predominates for a

period before fading into the background. In this way none of the
themes becomes plnyed out but is developed within a complex
structure.

A brief look at the structure of the robber episode reveals
how this movement of the focus of attention is achieved. The same

night as Lucius has been transformed the robbers attack Milo's house

end take Lucius, his horse and the other ass to carry the booty.
Once he has been taken by the robbers the narrative is solely
concerned with his reactions and adventures on the way to the cave.

£
The journey section" is used to explore his new situation, both as

an ass and as a captive; the robbers remain completely in the

background. Once they reach their destination the focus of attention

is immediately moved from Lucius to the robbersi their picturesque
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and violent way of life, their ridiculously heroic values are

presented in the narrative and the interpolated stories told at the
feast*' The ensuing night, during which Lucius comically tries to

g
appease his hunger by eating bosket after basket of bread, provides
a bridge between the section in which the robbers are the focue of
attention and that in which Charit© the kidnapped girl, and her
pathetic and romantic situation become the centre of Interest.^
Lucius and the robbers emerge into the foreground of the narrative
again in the journey to collect the hidden booty. The robbers*
decision to kill Lucius as an animal of ill-luck10 results in his

resolve to escape. In his abortive attempt11 and lie aftermath the
: uoiuc strand and the Charite btrend bcoowe closely interwoven, said
their cosrrunetl death is only prevented by the arrival of the
•Macedonian' robber, Rsessus*1^ His introduction is preceded by the

1 "4
report of th® robber who was left as a spy at Kyp&ta. J R© reports
on the aftermath of th® robbery, - the suspicion laid against Lucius,
which result® in hie digression on "ortuna.1^ reviews the situation
of th© robbers, suggests a recruitment campaign, and offers Kacaus
as th© first new recruit. Cnce Enema has been introduced he

dominates the action, in his autobiographical speech,1-* his
leadership of the robbers,10 and even in Me brief interchanges
with Charite1? in which she remains very much in the background. In

summary once Lucius has reached th© robbers' cave the main tendency
is that the focus of attention moves from th© robbers to Charite

and finally to Rasmus.

This is not to suggest that Lucius remains completely in the
background in this episode. The reader la made aware of his presence

both as a narrator and as part of the narrative in a number of ways.

Firstly when he figures an an agent In the main action, e.g. his
4 p

©scape attempt with Charite,secondly, when he is used to provide
bridge sections between different parte of the narrative, e.g. his

night eating,1^ carrying of the booty,'0 thirdly, by his editorial
comments,1 and finally, and perhaps aott importantly, the inclusion
In the narrative of hie reactions.

The treatment of these reactions vary: they are eonetimes

aooentary and cast a personal and often idiosyncratic light on the

action, e.g. Luciuo' comment about Charite, ' ... puellaa meheroulea
et aaino tali concupiscenda© ... advehobant.* {IV.23)5 coaetinee they
are longer reports of his thoughts, e.g. his first plan to escape
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from the robbers}22 occasionally his thoughts are presented as

dramatic monologues, e.g. his monologue exhorting himself to escape,23
and finally in the latter part of the Kaesus episode Lucius*
misreading of the situation, and his consequent disapproval and
anxiety, are an important and ironic part of the narrative.

Just as Lucius' transformation into an ass affects the material

available to the narrator,so too does it affect the way in which
the material is treated. It has been noted above that much of the

narrative of the first three books consists of interaction between
2b

Lucius and other characters which is presented in dramatic scenes.

In Books IV - V this type of material arid mode of presentation
become less accessible. An examination of the texture of the

narrative of the robber episode reveals a difference in the mode of
presentation. A number of different techniques are present in the
narrative: straightforward narration of actions etc.; dramatic
scenes in which what is happening is shown to the reader, and the
interference of the narrator and an awareness of his presence is

kept to a minimum} description, when the narrator stops the flow
of fictional time and turns from what is happening to describe what
is there, i.e. the narrator is concerned with the object rather than
the action; dramatic monologues, in which the narrator turns
inwards and expresses dramatically what he felt or is feeling;
finally, summary, in which the narrator telescopes events and
presents them simply without detail, or presents the outcome of
events, and not the process leading up to them.

Of course, the material can not be rigidly categorised; rather
it shifts imperceptibly from category to category, according to the
nature of the material and the desired effect, e.g. the passage

describing the recapture of Chariie and Lucius includes narration,
dramatic monologue, and finally tends towards a dramatic scene.

However, compared to the first three books there are three important
differences in the robber episode: (i) there are fewer dramatic

scenes, narration becomes the predominant mode of presenting

material;26 (ii) Lucius' emotions, thoughts, and reactions receive
more attention as his outer life becomes more restricted;2? (iii)
those passages which concentrate on Lucius are normally presented
as narration.^
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The tendency towards narration is reflected in the lower
percentage of direct speech, approximately forty one per cent.
However, this percentage is rather misleading, a© direct speech
occurs not only in dramatic scenes but is also used elsewhere for
various effects. In fact, there are only four fully realised
dramatic scenes in this part of the I etamorphosess the conversation
between the robbers and the old woman,2" the discussion at the
robbers' feast,^ the scene between the old woman and Charite,31
and the scene in which Haerous is introduced to the robbers.

Why are dramatic scenes used at these points in the narrative?
A brief look at the passages seeras to indioate two functions,

firstly, in three of the passages the scene serves as a background,

presenting a milieu in which a story or a number of stories are

told: at the robbers' supper the argument between the two groups

results in the telling of the three stories to prove that it is
easier to rob from the rich than from the poor; in the scene between
the old woman and Charite, the latter tells of her abduction to
arouse the old woman's sympathy, and the old woman, in order to
comfort Charite, tells her the story of Cupid and Psyche; finally,
in the scene din which Ilaemus is introduced, he tells the robbers the
Plotina story in order to explain his present appearance and

condition. In these three scenes the interaction and conversation

of the characters serves to provide a dramatic motivation for the
stories and a dynamic setting in which they may provoke reaction
and response.

The scene which does not fulfil this firBt function most

clearly reveals the second. Up to the moment when Lucius and the
robbers arrive at the cave, the robbers have remained a curiously

anonymous and characterless group. However, immediately after the

description of their den the narrative suddenly breaks into a vivid
scene between the returning robber® and the old woman who takes
care of thera. The robbers attack her in a string of grotesque and
rhetorical insults, accusing her of laziness and drunkenness:

"Ktiaone tu, busti cadaver extrenura et vitae
dedecus primura et Croi fastldium solum, sic
nobis otioca dorai residena lusitabic, nec
nostris tarn aagnis taraque periculosis laboribus
solacium de tam sera refectione tribues? uae

diebus ac noctibus nil cuiccuam rei quara raerum
saevienti ventri tuo soles aviditer ingurgitare."

IV.7
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She replies, etrident! vocula pavida. flattering them and cajoling
then:

"At vobis, fortissiiai fidelissimique nei
hospitatores iuvenes, affatis cuncta suavi
sai?ore porcocta pulmenta praesto sunt, paniB
numerosue, vinum probe calicibus exfricatls
affluenter immissum, et ex more calida
tuxnultuario lavacro vestrc praeparata."

IV. 7

Ihe relationship between the old woman, cringing and attempting to

placate the robbers, and the robbers, blustering in manner and
violently grotesque in language, is so extreme as to verge on the

parodic; both seem to be playing with relish the stock roles of the
brutal criminal and the whining conciliating old hag. The scene is

brief, but it gives a vivid glimpse into the robbers' life, their
brutality and their exaggerated mode of thought and expression, and
provides a graphic intimation of the kind of community in which
Lucius finds himself. This kind of insight could not be given so

effectively and economically in narration or summary. This then is
the second function of the dramatic ecenex that of crystallising
a situation, a character or a whole area of experience and action.
This function is not confined to this passage but is also present
in the other scenes: the robbers' feast develops the insight into the
robbers* way of life; the scene between Charite and the old woman is
used to give a vivid and dramatic presentation of Charite's grief
and her pathetic story; finally, the scene of Ilaenrua' introduction
allows the reader to experience the same impact as the robbers

experience of his bombastic and self-confident presentation of
himself. In the last two scenes, and the scene between the old
woman and Charite, it is interesting to note that the scenes occur

at the beginning of a new part of the narrative: they thus serve

as an effective and economical method of introducing a new centre
of interest which vividly capture® the readers' attention.

direct speech is not confined to dramatic scenes but occurs

in passages of narration. In the robber episode there are five
such passages33 in which direct speech is present but which cannot
bo described as dramatic scenes; there is no interaction, no

movement; the effect is momentary rather than complete .-and sustained.
A brief look at these passages reveals that they all have one factor
in common - for the words to be fully effective they need a personal
voice. The full effect would not be achieved in reported speech or
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summary. The only exceptions to this are Kaemus' words of assurance

to Charit*, '"Bono nnirao os" inquit "Charite duleissima, nam totos
istos hostes tuos statim oaptivos habebis."' (VII.12). On this

occasion, Lucius is reporting what he overheard so that the reader
may review the evidence on which, the conclusion is based.

The conversation^ between the disgruntled robbers about
Lucius* inadequacies is a fairly simple example of this need for a

personal voice{ it shows the typical double-think of the robbers,

who, depressed by their recent misfortunes, shift the responsibility
for their ill-luok to LucIub. It also has the comic side-effect

of presenting an unflattering picture of Lucius,ruptura isturn
aeellum, nunc etiaa claudun frustra par,cearus?(VI.26}• The
second example involving the robbers,^ follows a similar simple

pattern; here, however, sarcasm is the salient ingredient in the
taunting remarks addressed both to Charite and Lucius. The third

example^ involving the robbers also contains an element of sarcasm.

Having recaptured Charite and Lucius, the robbers debate a suitable
method of punishing them. A number of suggestions are made which
are narrated in summary, *... ut primus vivam cremari censeret

puell am, secundus bestiis obici suaderet, tertius patibulo
cuffigi iuberet, quartus tormentis excamificari praeciperet ...*
(VI. 31}. Finally, one of the robbers addresses the gathering
pinei do sc.rr.one. He supports with arguments of moderation and

appropriateness Ms proposalt 'Fee sectae collegii nec raansuetudini
singulorum ao ne aeae quidem modestiae congruit pati vos ultra mod.ua

delictique saevire terrairrum ...' (VI.31); the robbers are to refrain
from killing Charite, but instead are to sew her up inside the skin
of the dead ass, and leave her to die stiffering a multitude of
torments. The use of direct speech for this proposal has two
functions. Firstly, it expresses the ironic, mock moderate attitude
of the speaker, wMch at first appears sincere as he rejects the
punishments previously suggested and argues for clemency and

justice, but is gradually revealed to Mde the reality of an even

more Mdeous punishment. Leoondly it conveys the full effect, both
the witty appropriateness and the sadistic cruelty of the punishment.
In reported speech or summary such a graded multiplicity of effect
would be impossible.

The final example, Charite*s prayer during the abortive escape
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attempt, 37 ie a similarly complex case. Here the direct speech, the
subjective voice, heightens the excitement of the escape and the
pathos of Charite's hopes and anticipations. It also adds a touch
of irony both in Charite's tender promises to Lucius about the
future, and in her romantic speculations about who the ass may bei
""•uod si vere Iupiter mugivit in bovem, potest in asino meo latere
allqui vel vultus hominis vel facies deorua" • (VI. 29) . In all of
these examples the function of direct speech is the same? it is used
to highlight the narrative by the introduction of a personal voice
which is necessary to express a particular and often subjective

attitude, tone or emotion.

Having examined the method of presentation in the robber
episode it remains to consider the material itself. The initial
function of the robbers is essential to the development of the

story; It causes Lucius to set out on his travels; it removes him
from an environment in which a second transformation would be

possible on the morrow, ^ and places him in hostile surroundings
in which a transformation may be extremely dangerous.39 Apuleius
has carefully prepared for the arrival of the robbers both by Milo's
obsessive fear of them,^ and by the utres incident.It has been
noted nbove^ that the robbers remain very much in the background

during the first part of this episode, the journey to the cave. Yen

when they have reached the cave, they receive a minimum amount of
attention in the Lucius story, except for the brief soene with the
old woman and the acoount of the feast. In those parts of the
narrative in which they appear, they play a somewhat ancillary role,
and the attention is deliberately diverted to other characters,

furthermore, they are never individualised or particularised in the

primary narrative, instead a vague formulaic designation ie always
used.^3 PacKay^ has interpreted this group-treatment as a

reflection of 'outlaw democracy' and has called attention to the
fact that, unlike the Greek romances,^5 the narrative does not
concentrate on the leader of the robbers. The reason for this is

not so much the democratic structure of the robber community, but
rather the fact that their leader or one of their leaders has just
been killed^'0 we see the robbers during a kind of interregnum,
between the loss of one leader and the selection of another, Haemus.^7

The only member of the robber community who receives any degree
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of characterisation in the Lucius narrative is the old woman.

She is described on various occasions as anurn cuondan curvatam

Tf^vi senio .m CQiY'•ellant. (3Y.7), dy^ra ,e1f togulont^ ...

(VI.25), cuetoiliam ^pug geqimortuqe formdablG (VI.26).
The reason for this individualization is her important function as

Charite's guard and her role as Charite'a comforting confidante.
She io introduced in the scene with the robbers, where her complete
subservience towards them and their bullying and contemptuous
attitude towards her are depicted.^ Her scolding of Charite
further shows her protective loyalty. ***Nimirum" intmlt "tanto
cosapendio tuae redemptionis defraudare iuvenes meos destinae'"
(IV.25). .hen Lucius tries to escape she vainly tries to prevent
hi: i, becoming part of a farcical picture, videt ... non tauro
sed asino dependent®!? Dixcen aniculam ...' (VT.27). Having failed
to prevent the escape of Charite and Lucius, in anticipation of
the robbers' anger she hangs herself, but not without previously

preparing their supper. This final detail, which shows her abject
and terrified subservience to the robbers, completes the grotesque

end, to a certain extent, pathetic portrait of the old woman.

The lack of attention given to the robbers during the Lucius
narrative is balanced by their treatment in the three interpolated
stories.^-' /.puleiUB uses these stories not only to diversify the
narrative but also to explore the robbers' life style, their

concept of themselves and their ideals and values. He organises
this material around the stories of the downfall of three robbers,
each of whom, unlike the robbers in the main narrative, is named
and individualised. He adds a further dimension to the stories by

using one of the robbers as a narrator. This narrator shares the
Ideals and values embodied in the stories. He takes a sympathetic,
naive and almost idolising attitude towards the dead, to whose
foolhardiness find inefficiency he is totally oblivious.

The soene is set for this exploration of the robbers kind of
existence by the description of their headquarters.5° This

description which develops from the picture of the splendidly gothlo

setting to that of the simple and ramshackle building provides a

ludicrous contrast which foreshadows the failed and self-conscious

heroics of the robbers. The feast which follows their return gives

a succinct indication of the violence and unruliness of their way

of lifei
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• estur ac potatur incondite pulraentis
acervatixa psnibus aggeratira, poculis agoinatia
ingestisj clamore ludunt, strepitu cantillant,
conviciis iocantur, ac iara cetera seniferis
lapithis evantibus Centauriscue sirailia.

IV.8

An argument which develops between the two groups of robbers,
occasions the telling of the stories of the deaths of karaachus,
Alcimue and Thraeyleon.-'1 fhe stories are told as heroic tales of
bravery, but, as Tatum-'"' has pointed out, the story of Alcinus,
although its position - sandwiched between the stories of Lamachus
and hraayleon - suggests that it is one aore of the series of
hemic deaths, is, in fact, in no way heroic. It is rather a story
of comic stupidity and blundering inefficiency. Alcimus' death is
the result of three mistakes: his mistake of oversight in initially
not killing the old women, his mistake of greed in waking the old
woman in order to steal the bedcovers, and his mistake of
gullibility in believing the old woman.

In the remaining two stories which are told at great length
and in a much more exalted and sententious fashion, the narrator
stresses the heroic stature and bravery of the dead robbers, but
in both stories the account is undercut by an element of comic

grotescueness, bathos, and exaggeration: Laaachua declining to
survive the loss of his arm, dispatches himself with his sword,
having made the appropriate melodramatic gesture of kissing it,
and is buried in the sear Thraayieon dies, loyalty playing the

part of the bear to the bitter end, 1... sed iam raorsibus laceratus

ferroquc lmiatua, obnixo mugitu et ferino fremitu praesentem casum

generoso vigore tolerans gloriam sibi reservavit...* (IV.21). what
emerges from these stories is not the heroism and undying glory
described by the narrator, but their ludicrously exalted concept
of their mode of existence, their exaggerated code of honour and

loyally, and their incredible inefficiency.

It is to these exaggerated values and heroic concepts that
Baeraus appeals when he attempts to infiltrate the robber band. He

presents himself as a kind of Tamburlaine figure:
..."nam praefui vaMissimae raanui totamcu®
prorsus devastavi Tacedoniara, Ego sum praedo
fanosue, Haersus ille Thracius, cuius totae
provinciae nonen horrescunt, patre Therone
aeque latrone inclito progrvatus, humano
sanguine nutritus interque ipsos manipulos
factionis educatus, hereg et aesiulus
virtutis patemae."

VII. 5
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His sentiments of hysterical valour, 'libentius vulnera corpore

excipientem quara anrura manu suscipientem, ipsaque morte, quam

formidant alii, aeliorem* (VTI.5)i his bombast and his self-esteem
are so exaggerated as to appear to be an ironic parody or caricature
of the values and attitude of the robbers. To explain the

discrepancy between his speech and his appearance he tells the

story of the destruction of his band. This story stands in sharp
contrast to the other robber stories: in the earlier stories the

unsuccessful robber is treated heroically and the agent of his
downfall is despised and denigrated;^ j.n naenaie' story a strangely

sympathetic portrait is given of the woman who was responsible for
his downfall. Kaenus seemingly aware of this oddity excuses it:
'Sed protinus sanctissima - vera enim dioenda sunt - et unicae
fidei femina, bonis artibus gratioaa ...• (VII.7). The story also
seems strangely inappropriate for its function,i.e. to persuade
the robbers to accept him as their leader, as it involves not only
Kaemus' defeat by a woman, but also the comic humiliation of his
disguise as a poor female donkey driver, a humiliation not offset

by his continuing indulgence in petty burglary. However, the defeat
of Haemus* band is made to seem inevitable because of the godlike
and irresistible interference of Caesar, suggested in the phrases,

•preeibus ad Caesaris numen porrectis', 'denicue noluit esse Caesar
Haemi latronis collegium et confestim JLnterivit, tanturn potest rrntus
etlam raagni principle', (VII.7). The very gusto with which Baemua
tells his story, his overwhelming self-confidence and his heroic
presentation of himself, convinces the gullible robbers, who are

oblivious to the warning inherent in hie previous use of disguise and
seem to aocord - strangely - more esteem to defeat than success.

Once elected as their leader, he triumphs over their gullibility
and inefficiency, cleverly persuading them to spare Charite, and
finally organising them for their annihilation, which is

paradoxically unheroic, ignominious and above all, efficient.'^
This fairly detailed examination of the episode immediately

following lucius' transformation has attempted to explore how

Apuleiue deals with the narrative problems brought about by the

changed situation of his hero. It has been shown how initially
lucius remains at the centre of the action; however once he is
taken by the robbers to their cave he recedes into the background

and the action centres around the robbers, Charite and Kaemus.
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Although the interest is focused elsewhere the reader is kept

constantly aware of the presence of Lucius, either as a character
involved on the periphery of the action or as a narrator. The
only place where he is completely lost sight of is in the narration
of the story of Cupid and Psychei here the whole dramatic framework
of the story and the primary narrative itself is eclipsed by the
scope and range of the secondary narrative. The remaining secondary
narratives in the robber section are very closely linked to the
material of the primary narrative and are dramatically motivated by
the action, not introduced editorially. They serve to diversify
the material and tone of the primary narrative, and the

Interrelationships between the two strata of narration give an

ironic depth and complexity to the whole,

Parallel to this new emphasis in material is a modification
in Apuleius* use of narrative modes• In Books I - III much of the
material is presented as dramatic scenes the nature of the material
is such that it lends itself to this manner of presentation. In the
robber section, although there are examples of different kinds of
narrative modes, the dominant one used is a fairly full and
detailed narration of events, both external and internal, - i.e.
the thoughts and feelings of Luoius. This is especially true of
the parts of the narrative directly concerning Lucius, Although
narration has replaced scene as the dominant mode, there is no

sudden increase in tempo, - in fact the high proportion of

digressionary material seems to retard the pace of the narrative,
'The narrative itself is very detailed and the presence of direct

speech and dramatic scenes add® to its vividness.
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CHAPTER IV

NABBATIYL' PATTSRSS HI BOOKS VII - X

The robber episode represents a watershed between the content
and narrative style of Books I - III and that of Booke VII - X#
It anticipates some of the changes in narrative technique of the
latter part of the Tetamorahoses. while retaining partially the
dramatic and detailed narrative style of Books I - III. The changes
In both material and technique of Books VII - X are closely related

to, and, in fact, crystallised in the treatment of time in these
books. Therefore, before examining Booke VII - X, it nay be useful
to review the treatment of time throughout the : etamorphoses.

Bp to the end of the robber episode,'' the fictional time, the

chronology of the narrative, has been treated fairly precisely.
pThere are frequent references to points of time and two references

to the passage of time;^ on the baBis of these, it is possible to
construct an approximate time scheme of events up to rescue and

marriage of Charite. In the second part of the novel,^ the treatment
of time becomes more vague and undefined. However, it is possible to
construct an approximate temporal framework for the whole work,-'
To this framework nay be added material which belongs to a period
before the action of the novel, which, although not existing within
the time span proper of the novel, belongs to the sane time
continuum, e.g. Lucius' anecdote.^

There is, however, material which does not belong to this

temporal frameworkf it has a retrospective character and its origins
lie in the narrator's persona and role, rather than in the events

narrated. The movement forward of fictional time is halted

temporarily, and editorial material inserted. This material

consists of certain types of description and secondary narrative,
editorial commentary and digressions.

The situation is further complicated by the presence of

secondary narratives. The narration of these, of course, belong
to the fictional time of the novel: the events narrated depart from
this fictional time and have a retrospective, or, in some cases,

timeless quality. Most of the secondary narratives fit into the

temporal framework. They are related to the primary narrative by
being the narration of evente which happened to a particular

person, or in a particular place, that figures in the Lucius story.
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The presentation of the temporal relationship between primary
and secondary narratives varies. Occasionally it is clear and
precisei the events of the story"^ of the fuller's wife took place

c
on a certain night when the miller visited his neighbour; it is

contemporaneous with a particular and current section of the Lucius

story, Similarly Charite's story of her abduction can be precisely
located in time,9 Other stories are also contemporaneous with the

primary narrative but lack a precise location in time. The
Jhaedra story,10 or certainly the trial at its denouement, is
narrated as taking place while Lucius was in a certain small town,
but there is no precise relationship between the two lines of

action; Lucius resumes his story with a vague summarising phrase,
'At ego tunc temporis talibus fatorum fluctibus volutabar.,•• (X.13),
The robber stories11 are the activities in which the second group of
robbers were engaged while the first group attacked Kilo's house,
and are therefore contemporaneous with a certain part of Lucius'
story. However, as the events described must have taken place over

a number of days,12 they can not be related to exact points of time
in the Lucius story, only to a general area, 'Hie Btory of the three
sons1 ^ has a similar, vague contemporaneous settings while Luciuc'

owner, the gardener, is dining with the nater-familias, news is
brought of the death of his sons, but no precise correlation between
this and the Lucius story is established.

One presumes that the later events narrated in the story of
the woman condemned ad bestiaa*1^ have taken place recently; however

they are not related in time to the Lucius story. Furthermore, the
story spans a long time, and therefore the earlier part is antecedent
to the Lucius story, Hie second Charite story15 follows a similar

temporal pattern. The brief earlier part, describing Thraayllus*
vicious life and unsuccessful courtship of Charite, is antecedent
to the events of the novel; the later part, from the rescue of
Charite to the end, is contemporaneous with Lucius' time at the
bailiff's farm. Here events in the primary narrative, the rescue

and marriage of Charite, reappear briefly in a secondary narrative.

This, as well as giving an added and rather strange density of
perspective to the story, also precisely relates and interlinks the

primary and secondary narrative structures at a certain point.
The only other occasion that this ocours is Fotis' account of the

events which led up to the Festival of Laughter,1^ In the old
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woman's story of Arete and Barbarus^ there are no indications of
time; however it is told sis contemporary gossip, and the hero,

rhileoitherus, reappears immediately in the Lucius story as the
1 P

would-be lover, still young and desirable, of the miller's wife,,u
Therefore one may argue that the events of the Arete story are

very recent.

Three stories definitely take place before the action of the
novel begins; the Arietomenes story,''? the Diophanes story^ and
the Thelyphron story,2"* Kone has an explicit time setting. There
are no indications of when the events of Kilo's story about

Diophanes took place. Thelyphron's adventures took place while
he was a young man,2'1' AriatomeneE has embraced a voluntary exile
and remarried since the events of the story took planehowever,

they are still recent enough to be widely spoken of in Kypata.2^
There remain two stories, that of the adulterous slave25 and that

of the poor man's wife,2** whioh belong to the temporal framework of
the primary narrative. However, it is impossible to assess whether

they are antecedent to the fictional time proper of the novel.
Both are introduced vaguely as being connected with a particular

placet
... pagus quondam accedimus, ihique totarn
perquieeclxsus noetera; ubl coeptum facinus
oppido raemorabile narrare oupio.

VIII.22

,,, et hospitio proxumi stabuli recepti
cognoscious lepidam de adulterio cuiusdara
pauperis fabulam, quam vos etiam
cognoscatis volo,

IX.4

At the end of the story of the adulterous slave, there is a hint
that the events are fairly recent, as the grief of the villagers
is still fresh.

Two stories are outside the temporal framework of the primary

narrative, that of Cupid and Psyche,2? and that of Plotina.2^ The
story of Cupid and Psyche, unlike the other secondary narratives in
the TotamorohoGos. is not introduced as something which has actually

happened; It is introduced in a typical timeless fairy tale manner,

'Brant in quadam civitate rex et reginat.,,' (IV.2P), The story of
Plotina is presented by Tleptolemus as autobiographical; however it
is later to be a fiction used by Tlepolemus to give himself a suitably

convincing brigandish background, and therefore the events narrated
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have no place In the fictional time of the novel.

The other kinde of material which do not fit into the

temporal framework of the novel are certain types of description
and commentary, Bisoussing the descriptive element in Leuciuoe
and Jlitoohon of Achilles Tatius, Hogg*1'- places them along a

continuum, the extremes being those which are 'organic* i.e.

dependent cm and integrated into the action, and those which are

independent of the action and digresaionary in character. The
former belong to the fictional time, the latter being timeless
in character.

All the descriptions in the ' 'etamoyphoaes are motivated by
the action at a particular point* Apuleius does not indulge in the
kind of independent digreseionary descriptions found in -Leucince
and Clltoohon.^ However, the degree of dependence of the major

descriptive passages on the action varies. The description o£ the
mime of laris,^1 of the Isiac procession and rites^2 are an integral
part of the action. They take place through fictional tiraej the

things described are, of their nature, dynamic. The descriptions
of static objects, also seems to take place through time; the

description parallels the activity of the hero as he contemplates
an object e.g. the description of Fotis and her hair style, *Kec
tanen ego prius inde dfecessi, cuara diligenter oranem eius

explorassem habitudlnem. * (II.8). The description of Isis^
reflects the eye of the observer as it gazes at the figure,

gradually moving downwards, noting details from head to foot. The

description of the animals at the mill-^ also belongs to this

category of descriptions existing through tine. This kind of
description can be related to a characteristic of the hero whereby
he exercises hie curiosity in rapt contemplation; one envisages a

pause in the action, while the hero gazes at an object or scene for
a certain period of fictional time.

The description^ 0f the statuary in the atrium of Byrrhaena
is rather ambiguous. The description is introduced as a visual
experience of Lucius but is presented direotedly to the reader and
not noticeably mediated through the mind of the hero. This may

indicate that thin long and elaborate description lies outside
the fictional time of the novel, i.e. there has been a break in
fictional tirae and an independent timeless element has been

introduced. The narrative resumes with the words 'Bum haec identideia
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riraabunduE exiraie delector,...* (II.5). This appears to place
the description in the fictional time; however it seems inadequate
to bear the full weight of the description - are we to envisage an

imaginary pause and silence while lueius visually explores the
statuary in minute detail?

The final example of visual description is that of the
robbers' cave.36 Here there is no plausible reason for pause and
visual exploration; furthermore the description is prefaced by a

formal introduction in which the narrator playfully refers to his

literary task. This relates it in time to the narrating, not to
the experiencing Lucius, i.e. outside fictional time.

Res ac terapuo ipsum loeorura epeluncaecue
illius cuam latrones inhabitabant,
descriptionem exponere flagitat: nam et raeun
siraul periclitabor ingeniuia, et faxo vos
quoque an aente etiara sensuque fuerim acinus
sedulo sentiatis.

IV.6

1'hia bx'ings us to another element which exists outside fictional

time, that of commentary. Here the only problem is whether the
comments are to be attributed to the narrator, i.e. x-etroepective
comments on his experiences or his taBk of narration, or to the

experiencing hero at a point within the fictional time.37
The digressions are affected by the same problem. For example

in Lucius' first ei-otic encounter with Fotis^ are we to accept
that he paused in his sensuous contemplation to consider his
reasons for rating hair so highly, or does the narrator

deliberately break the flow of fictional time and intrude an

erudite digression, to add an element of teasing suspense? The
other digressions are open to the same ambiguity. 3Cf This ambiguity
makes it impossible to assess with any degree of exactitude the

percentage of timeless elements in the total narrative, but even

at a maximum estimate the percentage would be tiny.^'
The remaining material, i.e. that belonging to the fictional

time span of the novel, may be classified into two categories, what
H&gg terms 'temporal phases of narrative'(i) material which is

located in time in a particular day or night, or part thereof; (ii)
material which does not fit into such a precise day/night framework.
The first category may include narratives of various types, - scene,

summary, certain types of description, or a mixture of aore than
one type; however, in the !ietanorphoses. especially in the early
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books, much of the material in this category coincides with the
use of scene, Material of the second category usually coincides
with the use of summary} scene may be present in this category
when it is of an illustrative or iterative nature, i.e. showing
the kind of action which was habitual,^2

In the first part of the ' etancmhoHes up to the end of the
robber episode VII, 14, most of the primary narrative belongs to
the first category. Two brief passages, both summary in nature,
belong to the second category. In neither is the number of days
specified, 'ad cuius noctis exemplar similes astruxiraus alias
plusculas.' (11,17), 'Ad hunc modum tronsactis voluptarie paucis
noctibus' (111,21), For the rest, the action is presented as the
events of a number of individual days. The exact number of days
covered In the first part of the etamomhoces can not be accurately
calculated, but in proportion to the total fiction time of two

years, the period of time is very short indeed, - at the most,

perhaps three weeks*^ Nine days are particularised. These are

not isolated, but are grouped in three sequences, bridged by

summary transitional passages. The first group deals with Lucius'
first two days in Hypata|44 the second group of two days deals with
the events surrounding the Festival of Laughters^ the third of five

days deals with Lucius' transformation and his experience with the
robbers,^

In this first part of the Tetacorrxhoscs dramatic scene is the
dominant mode. There are twenty-three scenes in all. Furthermore,
the secondary narratives in this section are dramatically motivated
and told in a particular and appropriate setting. The presence of
indefinite summarised periods of tirae^ makes it impossible to

compare the ratio of fictional time and narrative time (the actual

space allotted, in the early and later parts of the narrative. Tven
if thia were possible, the presence of secondary narratives would
greatly distort the results. What is clear is that in the first
half the events of a small number of days are treated very fullyJ
in the second half a much longer* period of time, approximately
twenty-two months,is treated in a slightly shorter narrative space.

This division of time means that the same kind of full and dramatic

treatment of material which is present in the early books of the
? etaaomhoses would be impossible in the later books. In these
books there are twenty-five passages whioh do not fit into the
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day/night framework, and twenty—four passages, covering thirty-nine
days, which use a day/night framework. The day/night unitB are

presented with a far smaller degree of detail than those in the
first half. As in Books I - VII.16, the individual days are grouped
into sequences, the number of days ranging from two to five.
Unlike the first half of the narrative there are individual, isolated,

days, surrounded by non-day/night material. This happens in fifteen

cases, and of these eleven aire in Books X and XI.

To parallel this change in tempo, there ie a change in
narrative technique: summary and generalised description replace
dramatic scene and straightforward detailed narration as the
dominant narrative modes.^ The radical change in tempo and
narrative technique and the long span of fictional time present

Apuleius with two problems: (i) how to convey the impression of the
passing of fictional timej (ii) how to deal with the range of
material contained in such a period of time. Superficially the
simplest solution to the first problem would be tlx© constant use of
time references. However, in the second part of the narrative such
time signals are not frequent; when they occur, they are vague and
indefinite.Reason changes are noted on three occasions: we learn
when lucius is en route to the bailiff's farm that Spring is over; when
Lucius is with the gardener Autumn pauses into »interp when Lucius
awaits hie public performance with the criminal woman his only

52
consolation is that Lpring has arrived. Although not exactly

conveying the impression of the pausing of time, - except the
gardener passage which is durative in nature, - these seasonal
references do call attention to the fact that a certain period of
time has passed, ae does the reference to the date of Lucius*
arrival in Fome^ they give the narrative an underlying temporal
rhythm.

Hogg, discussing this problem in relation to Chariton, suggests
that 'changes in point of view, especially between different lines
of action, probably increase the sense of the pausing of tiae.'^
Ouch changes in point of view and use of alternative lines of action
are extremely difficult, if not impossible, in an first person

narration; the frequent insertion of secondary narratives does
achieve a similar effect. This effect is, in the majority of cases

deceptive; the secondary narrative covers a period of time no longer
than that necessary for its narration. There are two exceptions to
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this effect of distortion. The Phaedra story55 is presented at one

point as being contemporaneous with the current part of the Lucius
story, i.e. it constitutes a line of alternative action, separate
but parallel to that of the Lucius story. This and the summarising
transitional phrase "At ego tunc temperis talibus fatorum fluctibus
volutabar* (X.13) used when the primary narrative ic resumed gives
the impression of a certain, thotqdi very indefinite, period of time
having passed.

The event© of the greater part of the Charite story,5^ from her
wedding to her death, are contemporaneous with a specific part of
the Lucius story, his experiences at the bailiff's farm. The period
of time during which the events leading up to her death took place
is unspecified, but it must be envisaged to be of sufficient length
to allow Thrawyllus to insinuate himself into the friendship of the
newly married couple, 'serraonibuc assiduis et conversation

frequenti' (VIII.2) and to allow a period of mourning to elapse
before Thrasyllus approaches Charite, although it is emphasised that
his approach is rash and premature.57 The treatment of time in the

parallel part of the Lucius story is also vague and indefinite? one

perhaps receives the impression of days rather than weeks. If this
is so, the narration of the Charite story corrects the foreshortened

impression and gives the Lucius narrative a retrospective time

perspective.

The nature of the material in Books VTI - X, that of a long

sequence of separate episodes, linked only by the presence of the

protagonist, contributes to the impression of time passing. This
is furthered by the use of summarised descriptions, - passages of a

durative nature, Ultimately the two problems, that of time and that
of material, are solved by the use of patterns, one of content

structure, the other of narrative modes.

The basic structure of this part of the : etaaorphOBes is that
of the changing pattern of masters. The constant change of owner, -

there are seven owners in this part of the " etiimcr-phoses. - is
fundamental to the movement and development of the Lucius-narrative.

Although no precise chronology io given of the varying periods of
time spent with each master, the multiple changes of masters create
the Impression of a series of epochs of unspecified but js^bstantial
time, (the only exception of this is the soldier episode which is
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■brief and undeveloped)• This series does not create a chronology,
but it serves to break up the total time into blocks related to
definite milieus and actions.

Allied to this pattern of changing master is the pattern of
narration in each 'master* episode. This consists of two main

ingredientEi (i) general description, either summary or rooted in
time and piece, which is related in some way to the current master}
(ii) particular and self-contained incidents in which the attention
is concentrated on the plot, the development of concrete action.
The use of this pattern differs in complexity and treatment in each
•master' section, but the continual presence of the two ingredients
modulates the tempo of the narrative, giving the inpreseion of tine

passing in the summaries, of the regular movement of time in the
general descriptions (which aire iterative - durative in nature), and
of the concrete points of time in the incidents. This pattern also
offers a means of organising the material. The general description
element and the particular event element form two strata in the
Lucius-narrative which are co-existent and complementary. The former

expresses and embodies the ethos and atmosphere, the permanent
nature and qualities of situations and nodes of existence; the
latter is concerned with the development and resolution of particular
and temporary situations and events which emerge from a definite
milieu.

The two elements in the narrative pattern may be analysed
further to investigate the various modes of narration used in the
second part of the "ctamomhoses. It has been noted in the
discus a ion about the robber episode^0-' that after lucius* transformation
there is a movement in the narrative from dramatic presentation to
narration. In the second part of the ; 'etanor-flioseg this tendency
becomes more pronounced. The contrast is no longer between dramatic
scene and straightforward detailed narration of events, but between

summary and narration. Fully realised and sustained dramatic scenes

still occur, as in the auction scene,but there is an increasing
tendency to replace them with brief dramatic sketches integrated
into the narrative to form a heightened and dramatised narration,

e.g. the dialogue between the two brother cooks.In contrast to

straightforward narration is the use of description and summary,

description, as has been suggested above, is used to express the

permanent qualities of certain situations. In many cases the
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description is fixed in a definite time and place# The description
of the public rituals of the eunuch priests takes place in the
villa of a rossesuoris beatl on the day after the auction, but these
rituals are not peculiar to that time and place; it is a typical
illustrative performance which is to be generalised to the remainder
of the time Lucius spends with the priests, 'Ad istua modum palantes
omnea illara depraedabantur regionen,' (VIII,29)• Similarly the
description of the slavae and animals at the mi11^3 is not peculiar
to the time of the description, Lucius' second evening at the mill,
but describes their typical condition. In these cases the placing
of the description in a definite time and place gives it an added
dimension of immediacy and vividness which does not detract from
the permanent or typical nature of what is described.

Elsewhere in the ?'etanorr'hoseE descriptions are used which are

summary in character; they do not describe one situation or action
but give a generalised picture which is the sun of a series of
similar pictures, i.e. they are of an iterative - duratlve nature.
There are many examples of this e.g. Luoius pillaging food,64 the
humanisation of Lucius^ and the bailiff's wife's treatment of

Luoius,^ The first part of luoius' description^^ of his

experiences with the cruel boy is summary in character; he describes
what the boy was accustomed to do. This is in contrast with the
second part°6 of the episode in which Lucius narrates what happened
on a particular occasion. Similarly the description? of the

priests' fortune - telling is a summary description, concerned with
the general application of their fraudulent practices rather than a

particular instance of it. The most formal and elaborate vice of

Bumtnary description is that concerning life with the gardener.7°
Firstly it describes ... servltii mei discipline...; then it
introduces the passage of time and the change of season and shows
its effect on Lucius' life. It finally ends with the description
of their food which effectively gives a visual image of the extreme

poverty, '... lactucae veteres etinsuaves illae, quae seninis enorai
seneeta ad instar scoparum in araaram caenosi sucus cariem

exolesount.• (IX.32). This passage shows how much can be skilfully
and economically achieved in summary form; it presents a general
and vivid picture of the shared life of the gardener and Lucius,
and provides a solid background for the episode with the
uater-fatailias. and the episode with the soldier.
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This widespread use of summary in this part of the
'"etanorphoaen reflects, of course, the time problem; the length
of time itself demands a use of suaoary. It also reflects the

71
nature of Lucius' experience which, as was noted above,' is
limited, and some of which is, of necessity, repetitive. This
brings us to the final problem; how Apuleiue uses the material
of books VII - X, particularly that centering around the various
masters.

The rather loose structure based on Lucius' frequent change
of master has the disadvantage of giving this section a certain

disjointed and episodic feeling. However, it acts as a basic
device for enlarging and diversifying the narrative; each change
of master brings the possibility of new descriptions, new

situations, new experiences, - either- of Lucius or other

characters, - and new opportunities for adding interpolated
stories. The only occasion in which such opportunities are not

79
exploited to any great extent is the episode of the soldier."

A frequent change in geographical location is also inherent
in the changes of master and in some of the material itself.

However, this element of geographical change is not reflected in
the narrative. 'Travelling forms an essential part of the priests'

existence, but it is not exploited in the Lucius story;73 one is
not aware of a continuing change of location. Similarly in the
episodes with the runaway slaves'^ and with Thiasus and the cooks
in which both group® deliberately embark on journeys, the changing
geographical location is ignored, Places are not exploited, in

any way, for effect; they do not even form vague backgrounds; they
remain undescribed and unparticularised, anonymous locations,^ in
which certain tilings happen which have no integral connection with
the place, or in which certain things have happened and are

presented by Lucius as interpolated stories. This is in sharp
contrast with the presentation of Kyp&ta in the earlier books,
where the city emerges with a distinctive atmosphere."^ Jven the

places which are named, Corinth,"^ Cenchreae^-' Home'1 remain

shadowy, mere geographical tags, compared to Hypata. The

geographical vagueness may be the result of the change in Lucius*
itinerary, presumably made by Apuleius.c1 In the Onosf2 Lucius
travels from Hypata north to Beroea and is changed back into a man
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at Thessalonica. In the "etaaomhoses Thiaeus has travelled to

Thessaly,^ not Macedonia, to buy wild animals and gladiators,
returns with Lucius to Corinth, and Lucius is transformed at

Cenchreae, six miles from Corinth. Having changed Lucius' point
of transformation Apuleius may have lacked the intimate

geographical knowledge of Greece, or perhaps the interest or

inclination to construct a realistic itinerary. Furthermore, as

Scobie indicates "the travel motif ie not of primary importance".^
In fact the travel motif seeras scarcely to be of any interest at
all to Apuleius. It is treated once in these books, in the
account of the nightmare journey of the slaves,here it is not
the travel motif which is pre-eminent but the recurring pattern of
warning and violence. This absence, this neglect of the travel
motif rather undermines the categorisation of the 'etaraornhooes as

Pfi
a wonder romance.

The frequent change of owner makes possible the wide variety
of milieus presented in Books VTI - X. Lucius experiences life in

many strata of society* the peasants at the bailiff's farm, the
wretchedly poor gardener, the bourgeois miller and hia bored wife,
the opulent but still commercially alert Thiasus. This changing
milieu offers a wide range of subjects which are treated in varying
and appropriate ways. Apuleius seems unconcerned to provide a

unity of material or form throughout the series of episodes; each

episode has a tone said atmosphere peculiar to itself, which not

only pervades the Lucius-narrative but is often also reflected in
the interpolated stories. Many attempts' ^ have been made to
construct a unity or progression underlying the material of these
books; they are largely unconvincing. These books present a

loosely structured kaleidoscope of experience, rather than a

progressive development.

The only constant thread running through these books is the
element of violence; torture,^1' aggression^"-' and death'5-' in a

variety of forma are recurring motifs whose treatment is often

elaborately detailed:
... nudum ac totura melle perilturn firraiter
alligavit arbori ficulneae, cuius in ipso
carioso stipite inhabitantium forraicarum
nidificia borriebant et ultro citro
coraneabant multiiuga scaturigine. f,;uae
siraul duleem ao raellitura corporis nidorera
persentiscunt, parvis quidem sed numerosis
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©t contimiis raorsiunculis penitu©
inhaerentes, per longl temporis cruciatum
lta, camibue atque Ipsis visceribus
adesls, honine consumpto membra nudarunt,
ut ossa tan turn viduata pulpis nitore
nimio candentia funestae cohaererent
arbori.

VIII.22

The pattern of ill-treatment, threatened violent death, attempted

esoape, and contemplation of suicide constitute the basis suspense

element of Lucius' adventures. The pattern is not only repeated
in each 'master' episode but also is duplicated and elaborated
\Tithin the same episode. The most notable and extreme example of
this is the cruel boy episode in which Lucius suffers a multitude
of tortures and a number of threats, both to his life and to his

virility.

One may argue that the violent nature of the world in which
Lucius moves is an underlying theme of the :TetamomhoBes. however,
Apuleius nowhere discusses this theme or places it in a wider
intellectual or religious framework? the incidents of violence do
not seem to combine to form a unified construct, they rather

sporadically break out, giving the text a grim and often sadistic
twist. Therefore, it is more plausible to believe that the motif
of violence is not treated thematically but rather exploited by

Apuleius for a variety of effects, sensational, grotesque,
melodramatic or pathetic. In describing scenes of violence,

especially in the Lucius-narrative, Apuleius often introduces a

mythological allusion, comic in tone, e.g. commenting on his escape

from the wrath of the cruel boy's mother, 'f,ua caecitate atque
faetore tandem fugata est a me perniciee: ceterum titione delirantls
Altheae "eleager asinus interissem.* (VII.28), These mythological
allusions are not only displays of wit in finding an appropriate

parallel, but also they have the effect of placing the violence at
a distance, by the introduction of either an erudite digressionary

tone, or a mock-heroic atmosphere.

The interpolated stories are mainly concerned with violence?
the only exceptions being the witty adultery tales, that of the poor

man's wife,^1 and that of Arete.^ The remainder of the stories
not only contain violence but violence of a particularly
sensational nature, e.g. the multiple murders of the criminal woman

etory.-'^ The form of an interpolated story has a number of
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advantages for such material. Firstly, it gives the story a degree
of authenticity, especially if the narrator is individualised and
the narration is fixed in time and place. Secondly, it allows a

greater degree of distance to exist between the reader and the

material} the reader experiences the story at a second remove where
he is less emotionally involved and therefore can more freely

enjoy the horrific and sensational elements. Finally, it allows
the author more scope to develop the possibilities inherent in the
material} he is freed from the restrictions of the I-narration and

can indulge in melodramatic setpieces, rhetorical speeches,
psychological analysis without straining the framework of his

narration.

The treatment of violence is not consistent but varies according
to its context. In this it reflects the change of tone and treatment
between the different episodes. It has been suggested above that
eaoh episode forms a unity, not so much of plot, but rather of tone
and atmosphere. This unity is formed by selecting one or in some

cases, two aspects of Lucius' situation, developing that aspect in
a particular way and reinforcing the created atmosphere by the
motifs and tone of the interpolated Btories.

'The first example of this iB the bailiff episode. The first

part of the episode is concerned with the ever increasing
ill-treatment Lucius receives, the threatened castration and death.94
In the second part the slaves who have left their home in fear and

grief, 'Tunc ilii mutati dorainii novitatem metuentes et infortunium
doiaus herills altius miserantes fugere comparant.• (VIII. 15), meet
with two warnings, the first graphically precise, 'benique ob iter
illud, qua nobis erat corameandura, iacere semesa horainum corpora

suisque visceribus nudatis ossibus cuncta candere...' (VIII.15),
the second vague and ominous 'An nulli ecitis quo loco
consederitisV' (VIII.19). The warnings are parodoxically fulfilled;
the very precautions the slaves take incite the attack of the

villagers; resting, in deceptively idyllic surroundings,95 from
this attack one of the slaves is lured away and eaten by a dragon
disguised as an old raan.96 The two interpolated stories, that of
Charite's tragedy97 and that of the adulterous slave,92 echo each
other, both being concerned with sexual passion and revenge, \aleh99
has suggested that the second part of the episode, the Journey of
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the slaves and the story of the adulterous slave, is intended to
express the complete hostility of the world, of man, of nature,
and of the supernatural. Certainly throughout the narration of
the journey a pervasive atmosphere of fear end foreboding is
created? appearances and optimistic anticipations are seen to be
unreliable and deceptive; in which violence, sudden deaths, cruel
punishments and the presence of the supernatural overshadows and
dominates the narrative.

100
The auction at which Lucius is sold introduces the episode

of the priests. The tone of satire la set immediately in the

witty dialogue between the auctioneer and the priest, and in the
elaborate satiric caricature of the latter. In this episode

Apuleius Lb concerned with exposing the false religion of the

priests. He concentrates on its exaggerated and masochistic
rituals, the sexual perversity of the eunuch priests and finally
their fraudulence. The satire works not only through the

descriptions of the priests' activity, the comic humiliation of
the discovered attempt at rape,101 and of their arrest for theft,10^
but also in the editorial comments which emphasise the satiric
treatment and indicate a satiric norm to the reader. The witty

adultery story10^ while echoing the themes of the Lucius-narrative

only in so far as it is centred on illicit sexual behaviour,
continues the comic tone of the satire on the eunuch priests.

The adultery theme Introduced in the poor man's wife's story
forms the second part of the miller episode.10^ The first part of
the episode is devoted to a graphically realistic depiction of the
unpleasantness of mill work and the appalling physical state of the
mill workers, human and animal, which is conveyed in a vivid item
by item description of their physical ills.10'' The second part of
the episode is a complex treatment of the adultery motif which is
treated in a realistic and witty style. The tone of the episode

undergoes a strange transformation at the end, when the divorced
wife avenges herself on the miller by supernatural means. This

supernatural aftermath is in sharp contrast to the witty and realistic
treatment of the bourgeois immorality of the adultery plot and breaks
the unity of the episode.

The gardener episode10^ shows a such greater degree of unity.
It begins with a highly formal .-and vivid description of Lucius'
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life with the gardener which stresses the wretched poverty of
their existence but also the gardener's sharing with Lucius of
the meagre food. The poverty and the generocity motivate the
r ator-fanili.-s incident10? in which the gardener gives

hospitality to a rich landowner, is promised a reward for which
he immediately end enthusiastically sets out. In dealing with
this incident Apuleiuc is first concerned in lavishing attention
on the series of portents which occur during the gardener's
visit.These six portents in thsir grotesqueness and

illogicality create an atmosphere which anticipates and

complements both the tragic story of the three sons and the
father's melodramatic reaction to it.1'0 The incident1between
the gardener and the soldier repeats on a more pedestrian level
the main themes of the plot of the three sons etory, that of the

powerful bullying the weak, and that of the weak using a strategy
of deception and surprise to overcome the bully. Lucius' time
with the soldier is briefly dealt with in a satiric description

111of Lucius as a military pack animal which echoes the tone of
gardener/soldier incident. Apuleius then immediately moves on to
concentrate on the elaborate and full-blown story11<? of incestuous
love and attempted murder, which gives hi® an abundance of

opportunities for melodrama, suspense, contortions of plot and

surprise.

Once Lucius has become the property of the cooks113 the
attention is centred on Lucius and his gradual humanination, his

opulent milieu, and the indulgence of his sensuality, both with
the natrona and the culinary delicacies. Between the sensual
hunanisation of Lucius and the elaborate description of the

preciously erotic Faris mime is the story of the woman condemned
ad bestias.114 The material of this story, the pathological
series of murders first motivated by sexual jealousy and then by

greed, is violent and chilling. Its juxtaposition to the Paris
mine and the humanisation of lucius deliberately breaks the

falsely delicate and artificial tone of these episodes and suggests
their underlying degeneracy and falsity.

Throughout Books VII - X Apuleius faces the problem that his
hero is in an essentially static situation in which the

possibilities for initiative and change are very limited: this
situation lasts for a considerable period of time. It is obvious
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that to present his material in the dramatic and detailed manner

of Tooks I - III would be inappropriate. To deal with the long
period of time and the restricted situation of his hero a new

approach to selection, organisation and presentation is necessary.

It has been argued that the new methods of organisation and
presentation are reflected in two patterns - that of changing
masters, and the narrative pattern within eaoh episode. These

patterns serve to organise the material, to modulate the tempo
of the action, and to add variety to the material and its

presentation. Finally, it has bean argued that Apuleius baa not
sought to impose a unity on the material, but has exploited the

frequent change of master to add diversity to the narration, both

by the variety of milieus, and by the inclusion of secondary
narratives.
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CHAPTER V

FO'.TUIU AS A NARRATIVE DLYICE

Forms of the word Fortuna are used sixty-nine times in the
Fetamoy hoses. This figure would suggest that the position of those1
who believe the role of Fortuna to be an important and fundamental
one in any interpretation of the htamorphoses is very strong.
However, the situation is not so simple. The word Fortune, covers

a wide range of meanings and concepts: it may mean a state of
affairs, one's situation, and hence one's material means, e.g.

'... tu fortunna collapsam affirms,...' (XI.2) ; it may mean a

tendency which is noted in a person's experience, and hence good
luck or bad luck, e.g. '... sed agilis atque praeclarus ille
eonatus fortunae meae scaevitatera anteire non potuit.' (IV.2}|
finally, it may mean the personification of the concept of ohance,
the deity Fortuna. a power, seemingly arbitrary and irrational,
controlling events, e.g. 'fed utcuraque Fortunae caecitas, dm te

peesimie periculis discruciat, ad religiosam istan beatitudinera

iraprovida produxit malitia.' (XI.15).

The examples cited above are all fairly straightforward; the

concept to be conveyed is clear. However this is often not the
case; the dividing lines between the categories of meaning are

indefinite and frequently it is not clear whether the word means a
2

situation or the power behind or creating the situation. Matters
are further complicated by the fact that within a passage the
meaning of the word may shift from one category to another. An

example of this type of shift is present in the priest's speech, -

a speech which is central to the interpretation of the role of
Fortuna in the .'etarnor phones and therefore will be quoted in full:

f'ultis et variis exanclatis laboribus magnisque
Fortunae temper,tatibus et aaxirais actus procellis
ad portura quietis et aram misericordiae tandem,
Luci, venisti: nec tibi natales ac ne dignitas
quidera, vel ipsa qua flores usquam doctrina
profuit, sed lubrico virentis aetatulae ad
serviles delapsus voluptates, curiositatis
improBperae sinistrum praemiura reportasti. ted
utcuoque Fortunae caecitas, duia te pesBimis
periculis discruciat, ad religiosara istam
beatitudinem improvida produxit malitia. Bat
nunc et summo furore saeviat, et crudelitati
suae raateriera quaerat aliara: nam in eos quorum
sibi vitas in servitium deae nostrae maiestas
vindicavit, non habet locum casus infestus.
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Cuid latronee, quid ferae, quid aervitiura,
quid asperrimorura itinerura ambles
reciprocal, quid metus mortis cotidisnae
nefariae For tunae profuit? In tutelar iam
receptue es Fortunae, sed videntis, quae suae
lucia eplendore ceteros euLam deos iiluminat.
Suae iam vulturn laetioroa candido isto habitu
tuo contpruentera, coraitare pompam deae
aospitatricis inovanti gradu. Videant
irreligiosi, videant et erroreia suura
recognoocanti '.in ecce prlrtinie aerurnnis
absoiutue laidis raagnae providentia gaudens
Lucius de sua Fortuna triuaphat.' Quo tnraen
tutior sis atque munitior, da noraen sanctae
huic militiae, cuius non olim sacraraento etiam
rogabaris, teque iam nunc obsequio religion!s
nostrae dedica et ministerii iugum subi
voiuntarium nam cura coeperis deae servire,
tunc maris senties fruetum tuae libertatis.

XI. 15

Here the meaning of the word .Fortune shifts from a clear

personification in the first part of the speech to something

slightly different in the expression *... Lucius de sua fortuna

triumphal..«• Although this phrase echoes Lucius' earlier words,
'... deae maxima© providentia alluc tan tern mihi saevissime Fortunam

superarem.••* (XI.12), where ^ortuna means the deity, the phrase
her© seeiaa to call for a paraphrase of * Lucius triumphs over his
ill-luck, his unhappy destiny,' i.e. it is the tendency not the

power.

The import of the priest's address to Lucius is clear; the

saving role of Isis is opposed to the tormenting role of Fortuna:
she is the harbour into which the storms of Portuna have

unwittingly and ironically driven Lucius; blind Fortuna is
contrasted with seeing Fortuna - Isits - Tyche.^ This

quasi-theological interpretation - almost a uuvchoraachla of
Lucius' experiences - has been accepted by some critics as

progranraa tic.4 The theme of the dichotomy of Isis and For-tuna
is seen as central to the LetasmThoces: Lucius is pursued by
Fortuna instil he ia saved by Ieis. Isis is represented as the
antithesis of i'ortuna: where Fortuna is blind, she is videns: where
Fortuna is malignant she is benevolent; where Fortuna is irrational
and unstable, she is the ordering power of the universe.

This theory, although elegant and satisfactory, is somewhat
unsubstantiated by evidence. Of the many forms of the word Portuna
mentioned above only thirteen are both explicit references to the
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personalised deity ?md in the Ltjciu^-narratlve| of these thirteen,
ten are prior to the priest's speech. furthermore, these
references to the goddess ^''ortr.na are not placed throughout the
narrative at points of atruotural importance where one would
expeot thea if the thesie were of central importance, and where
they would be appropriate, e.g. the mistake about the ointment in
the transformation scenes; the inopportune arrival of Lucius' slave
at the moment when Lucius is attempting to snatch the roses from
the shrine of Lponaf^ the equally inopportune entrance of the
robbers{^ the abortive escape with tharite.^ In fact in the
Lucius-narrative in the first six books of the g'e taraorahoaee there
are no references to the goddess •-'ortuna. Instead, vaguer words
and phrases which avoid personification are used, e.g. "Talibus
fatis implicitus...' (IV,3) | • ed tarn bellun consilium raeua

praevertit eors deterriaa...* (IY.5). The author fails to signal
this 'significant theae'j had he wished to do so he could have (i,
referred to it in the prologue, (without necessarily disclosing the
conclusion by mentioning Isis., on (ii) established the these in the
early books so that the reader would be aware of the merging

pattern. He does noithert it is not until the beginning of Book
VII that the goddess fortune, is mentioned in lueiuw' narrative,
when ehe ie given very full treatments

Kmc ©o enarrante, veterie forturae et illiua
boati lucii pmenentisque aertusaaoe et infelicis
asini facta coaparatione nedullitue lugeaebam,
sublitque me non de nihilo veterie priseaeque
doctrinae viros finxisse ao pronuntiaese oaecara
et prorsus exoeulatars ©see Fortanam, quae
Reaper suae opea ad. males et inlignoe conferat,
nee unquaa iudicio quemquaa mrtalixm ellgat,
lasso vero cum lis potiaeimum deversctur, quos
procul si videret, fugere deberet, quodque
cuncti© eat extremiuB, varies opiniones, inrao
contrarian nobis attribuat, ut et nalua boni
viri fame. glorietur et innocen ties issue contra
noxio rursore pleotatur. go denique quem
saevisaiauB aiua impetus in beatiaa et extremae
sortie quadripedem deduxerat, cuiusque casus
etiam quovie iniquiaeigso dolendus atque
aieernndua raerito videretur, criraine latrocinii
in hospiten mlhi carissimua postulabar. cuod
crimen non modo latrocinium, verura etiam
parricidiua cuisque rectius noainarit, nec mihi
tanen licebat cnuaa mean defenders vei unico verbo
saltern delegare. enique ne mala conscientia
tarn scolesto crinlni praesenc viderer silentio
conaentire, hoc tanturn impatientla perduetus
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volui dicore "Fob feci.** St verbum quidem
praecedens semel ac saepius inmodice
clamdtavi, sequcns vero nuilo pacto disuerere
potui, sed in prima iaem<;nBi voce, et
identidem boavi "Eon, non" quamquam niraia
rotundi tato pendulas vibrassem labias. bed
quid ego pluribus de Fortunae Bcaevitate
conqueror? Cuara nec istud pudult, me cum raeo
famuio meoque vector© iilo equo factum
conoervum atcuo coniugen.

VII,2-3
This passage marks an important point in Lucius' narrative,

a point of realisation that Fortuna is antagonistic to him. Up
to this moment he has been the passive, almost oblivious victim
of the ill-luck which has been his lot since his arrival in Hypata;
his misfortunes have been legion, - his miserly host, his stupid
and officious friend, hie humiliating role in the Festival of

laughter, his transformation, the uncordial reception by hie own

animals in the stables, the beating by his own slave, his abduction,
etc, Low reviewing the past and hearing of the latest misfortune,
the false acousation against him, he feels that he has reached the
nadir of his experience. His reactions suddenly cease to be
resentment^ at the agents of his misadventures and become a

generalised conception of and complaint against an irrational and
malevolent power, For tuna. From tliis moment on Lucius perceives

■ 'ortuna as a malignant force which controls and manipulates hie
experiences,10

One question remains: how is the reader intended to react to
this diatribe against Fortuna. Is it to be taken at faoe value,
or does it demand a more complex apjiroach? a number of features
need to be notedi firstly, the artificial and self-conscious nature

of the passage signalled by both the highly rhetorical style and by
the quasi-scholarly introduction (elsewhere when Lucius is
self-conscious and erudite the intention and effect is not

straightforward);11 secondly, the description of Jilo as hosues
cariuslmuo - a description which we know to be inaccurate1^ and

which seems to signal an element of irony, either conscious or

unconscious, in the passage; thirdly, the comically abortive and
farcical attempt by Lucius to protest his innocence; finally, the
anti-climactic conclusion to the complaint, fhe presence of these
features does much to undermine the superficial seriousness of the

passage and certainly prohibits its acceptance as a serious
statement of the central theme.
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The other major statement of the Tortuna theme, the priest's
speech,1^ j.8 aiSo highly rhetorical. However, it is the jnfblic
rhetoric of a sermon rather than the private rhetoric of
self-deliberation, - it is rhetoric for quite a definite purpose,

'Videar.t irreligiosi, videant et errorem suum reeognoscant.*
(XI. 15). It is not undercut by any comic or ironic elements and
therefore perhaps offers more conclusive and reliable evidence.
However, it is to be noted that it is the priest's interpretation,
i.e. the opinion of a created character and as such need not be
more reliable than the misguided conclusions of the populace

concerning Lucius' virtue; '... felix TTercule et ter beatus qui
vitae scilicet praecedentis irnccentia fideque meruerit tam
praeclanua de caelo patrocinium...' (XI.16).

The important question is how reliable is the priest's
opinion, to what extent is the reader intended to accept and share
it. A number of factors seem to support the reliability of the

priest. Firstly, he has been chosen by the goddess Isis and
instructed how to react to Lucius.Secondly, his speech reveals
that he has full knowledge of Lucius' background, the circumstances
of his transformation, and his adventures as an ass, (knowledge
which was presumably supernaturally imparted)• These two factors
do much to lend credibility to the contents of hie speech;

divinely inspired hie opinion seemr, to be reliable, if not
infallible.

In the speech the priest reveals a theological pattern in
Lucius' experiences. However, although one accepts this pattern
at this point in the narrative, it ic not necessary for the reader
to apply this pattern retrospectively and to amend his reading of
the narrative in the light of this speech. The nature of the

priest's address is too metaphorical to demand such orthodoxy;
fox* in it metaphors are juxtaposed with solid fact. One accepts
the presence of "^ortuna - either as a deity or as the metaphor for
all that Lucius has experienced - instability, perpetual change, a

pattern of disillusioned hopes, irrational cruelty. However, this

presence, this pattern of events, need not be conceivod narrowly
as a personalised deity engaged in a personal vendetta against
Lucius and finally defeated by Isis, but more broadly as

epitomising the very nature, irrational ana absurd, of the world
which Lucius experiences. Lucius' narrative shows his gradual
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realisation of the nature of the world, and his conceptualisation
(rhetorical or theological) of the irrational power controlling it.

This broader interpretation of the nature of fortuna in the
.Metamorphoses in supported by the fact that Lucius' experience and
perception of Fortuna is not peculiar to himself alone but is also
generalised to other characters in the '"etamorphocee s

fruatur diutius trophaeo fortuna
quod fixit ipsa,"

Locrates,1,7
"bed cum nullum aliud telum raortiferura
For tuna quasi solum raihi grabatulura
aubministraret, ..."

Aristonenes,I•16
"... eninivero Alcizaus sollertibus coeptis
minus saevura Fortunae nutum non potuit
adducere,"

The robber-narrator,IV, 12
"Voe" inquit "superi tandem meis supreiais
periculis opera facite, at tu, Fortuna
durior, lata saevire desistes sat tibi
zniseric istis cruciatibus meis litatura
est,"

Charlie,VI. 28
.*• nec quicquam dlutina deliberatione
tam salubre visum quara fu&a celeri
procellam Fortunae saevientin evadere,

The tutor in the "haedra
story X,4

bed haec bene atque optine plenacvue cum
sanctiraonia disposita feralera Fortunae
nutum latere non potuerunt, cuius
instinctu doraura iuvenis protinus se
direxit saeva rivalitae,,..

The narrator in the story
of the woman condemned
ad bestias, X.24

'ihese references in the interpolated stories broaden the basis of
the role of Fortuna in the '''etamorohoses and build up the impression
of For-tuna as a force perceived by the population of the
■■■otamoruho&cs in general, rather than the impression of a force
peculiarly antagonistic to Lucius.

Nor is the concept of Fortuna absent from the world of the
Greek romance, a world, according to Heardon,^ typified by
isolation and instability. It appears twenty-one times in Achilles

Catius, seventeen times in Chariton, sixteen times in Heliodorus,
once in Xenophon, and twice in longus. (In Longus' narrative its
role is largely taken over by 2to8, Its rarity in Xenophon is
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perhaps attributable to the fact that the ..vheuiaca appears to be
an epitome). In the case of the Greek romances, despite the
religious element1~ in the final denouement, no attempt has been
made to structure the movement oF the plot around the two polarities,
"ox1 tuna and the saving deity. Instead the role of "brtuna has been
seen to be multiple: (i) as a deity, a genuine mover of eventsj
(ii) as expressive of a world where instability is the norm; (iii)
as a narrative device used instead of character and causation for

the development of the plot.1? It Is on these three levels that
the role of "brtuna operates in the FetamorahoseB - persona,

atmosphere, and narrative device.

It is this third level, this function of Fortuna as a narrative
device, which has largely been ignored and needs to be examined.
Apuleius and, to a great extent, the authors of the Greek romances

use the nature of this power, which delights in arbitrary and
irrational change, to develop the action along lines which normally
would be judged as illogical and improbable. The characteristics
of Fortuna are used to diversify and enlarge the material, and her

presence and interference are used as a means of explaining or

excusing improbabilities.

Of course the three levels interact: the existence and

interference of an irrational, malevolent power creates an

atmosphere of instability and threatening mystery in which

improbabilities,1^ seemingly motiveless actions,1' schizoid
changes in personality^' are acceptable. It is at this point of
instability that the concept of "'ortens and the concept of magic
intersect: they become the coordinates of a universe in which
'mutability, paradox and reversal are the norm*.21 This atmosphere
created by references to 'ortuna. the presence of magic and the
pattern of reversal hoe the effect of lulling the reader's possible
critical reaction and sceptical attitude.2^ furthermore, the

concept of Fortuna has the effect of broadening the scope and

complexity of the plot. This use of Fortvna as a narrative device
is primarily used in Books IV - X in which as noted above, the

range of material is limited because of Lucius' situation as an

ass. It is only when Luciua has begun to experience life as an

ass that he perceives Fortuna. as a force. This, of course, operates
on two levels: it is only when he becomes an ass with ail the

contingent isolation, vulnerability, lack of redress etc. that ho
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perceives himself to "be the victim of a cruel and irrational power

which controls and manipulates hir> experiences, and It is then that
"ortuna "becomes important as a mechanism of the narrative, to
initiate events, to provide complications etc.

Barrow, in his book on Plutarch, suggests that there is a

difference between the horaon Fortune, and the Greek Tyche: the Oman

goddess is conceptualised as being positive and constructive, 'she
knows what she Is about', the Greek goddess is in comparison
neutral and indifferent.' The concept of Fortvina in the

'

etar.ornh.oaes falls within neither of these categories. It is
nearer the Greek concept than the oman in so far as Fortnna is

portrayed as being indifferent to human deserts. This Indifference
is symbolised by her blindnessLather titan the customary
fickleness she is portrayed as persistent and insatiable in her
ill-treatment of Luoius.^ However, the predominant attribute
assigned to For tuna in the T retamornhoses is cruelty. On two
occasions only does ''ortuna seen to initiate better circumstances
for luciua. The first time he regards her benevolence with

suspicion, (a suspicion which is coon justified):
Fed in rebus scaevis affalsit Fortunae rrutus

hilarior, nescio an futuris periculis mo
reservans, certe praesente statutaque aorte
liberans...

VII •20

The second time despite Lucius' optimism, his improved circumstances
and his seemingly secure and enviable situation as fhiasus' prodigy
leads directly to the exhibition at the games, entailing ignominy
and possible death for Lucius, 'Kara et ego tandem ex aliqua parte
mollius aihi renidentis Fortunae contemplatus faciem..,* (X.16).
In both of these situations Lucius is lulled into a false feeling
of calm only to be jolted into a realisation of mortal danger by
an unexpected twist of the plot.

In the remainder of the Fotamomhoses she serves two functions.

Firstly she is seen as the force motivating the cruel or aggressive
actions of others: the attack of the stallions on Lucius when he

approaches the mares is seen as caused by Fortnna. 'Talibus aerumnis
edomitum noviti Fortuna saeva tradidit cruciatibua...' (VII.16).
Lucius' experience with and ill-treatment by the cruel boy, whose
initial antagonism and cruelty towards lucius seem to lack any

motivation whatsoever, are attributed to the hostility of Fortuna:
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'Verua Fortuna aeis cruciatibus insatiabilic alia® mihi denuo

pestem instruxit... • (VII.17}• Secondly che la seen as the force
behind situations and incidents through which Lucius' dangers ere

multiplied and his ill-treatment worsened. In the later part of
the cruel boy episode the boy is killed by bear nd Lucius

fleeing from the danger is captured by a tr veiler, whose arrival
seems, to promise escape from the threat of gelding by the

villagers. However, his escape is shortlived as Lucius md the
traveller meet the search party of vill;igerr, a coincidence
attributed to the hostility of .'or tuna. '£ ed ilia Fortuna meis
casibuc pervicax tarn opportunum latibulum raisera celeritate

pr eversa. novas instruxit insidias*. (VII.25). fter the flight of
the slaves from Cherite's farm Lucius is put up for auction along
with the other animals. He is again unlucky in his owners, becoming
the property of the eunuch priests, a misfortune which he attributes
to the antagonism of -'ortunar

£ ed ilia Fortune, mea saevissiraa ruam per tot
regiones iaa fugiens effugere vel
praecedentibus malis plaoare non potui,
rursum in me c?igcob detorsit oculos...

VIII.24

hile in their possession he once again comes into mortal danger, -

this time twofold: while attempting to escape being substituted
for a stolen piece of venison, his erratic behaviour leads to a

suspicion that he has contracted rabies. This failure of one

plan to escape from danger leading to a .greater dan er is
attributed to trtun interference:

S. ed liimirun nihil Fortuna renuente licet
hor.iini nato dexteruo provenire, nec
eonsilio prudenti vel renedio sagaci
divinae providentine1-? fatalis disnositio
subverti vel reformer! potest.

IX. 1

The incidents of ill-treatment of Lucius and of threats to his

life noted above are only a small pert of the total, - i.e. those
in which fortuna is mentioned. The remainder,*^ lacking any

explicit references to -'ortunr are part of the same pattern, a

pattern in which Lucius is assigned the role of an inherently

unlucky creature, whether «« a man or as an ass who is continually
a victim of aggression and cruelty, and frequently in danger of
his life. This pattern of ill-luck is intimately connected, with
the theme of Fortune. which is its externalisation, -aid ironically
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Its rationalisation, rortxma and her hostility towards Lucius
are used both as a means of accounting for his continual role
as victim and as a means for giving this theme variety and
elaboration.
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CRAFTT31 VI

g: : 1 AS A MRItiSXVS i>LVICE

It ha® beer, noted by many writers' that Lucius' predominant
characteristic in the ' 'e tanorrhof.es is that of furiosi tag. This

personality trait is established firmly in the early books and

plays an important part in the development of the action up to the
moment of transformation. As has been noted by 1 chljua' the word
curiosus has an essential ambiguity and embraces a variety of
meanings. They may be categorised as (i) a search for
transcendental knowledge; (ii; the pursuit of ralrabiliai {iii)
d#li;>t in anything which is strsrnge and new; (iv, interference
in the affairs of others.

In the first three books of the ' etamorrhoces Lucius' curiosity
falls mainly into the middle two categories. He is fascinated by
marvels, particularly by those pertaining to the supernatural, *•••
sititor alioquin novitatic...• (1.2), *••• nimis oupidua

cognoecendi quae rara rairaque sunt..,* (11,1), This quality,
channelled into the pursuit of magic, motivates the action of the
first three books. It fulfils the same initial function at the

■j

beginning of the •'•r.os. though it is not developed to such an

extent. It is also present at the beginning of the Vera :listeria.^
which may indicate that it was a common motif in the wonder romance

genre.^
Lancel^ suggests that there are two distinct kinds of curiosltas.

The first he calle dee, ;iirablliA - the puriosuft avidly
pursues marvels with a reverent and credulous awe. This curiositae,

he argues, has no moral blame attached to it; in this context he

compares Lucius' travels in Theosaly to those of geria to the holy
places in Talestine. The second he terras hubristic curios!tas: this

he claims, is associated closely with magic, and embodies the idea
of attempting to go beyond what is the sphere of legitimate

knowledge, - the sricriicy.a curiocltac? of which Psyche is guilty.
This division on the basis of the object of ouriowitas appears to be
rather deceptive; there is no essential difference between Lucius

wandering around Fypata, imagining everything to have been
transformed by magic,,r and Lucius experimenting with magic, - in
both magic is the object of curiosltas. The separation of magic and
rairabllin seen® to me to be an artificial one; magic may be regarded
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as a particular kind of marvel, '■'hat is different in the examples
cited above is the degree of active participation: in the first
examples Lucius is only an observer, although an observer who
imaginatively transforms what he sees; in the second example he
deliberately participates in and experiences magic personally.
This difference in the degree of participation is direotly related
to the two aepeotsof Lucius' curios!tas. the passive aspect of
observation, and the active aspect of experiencing and experimenting.
It is also, of course, related to the two main divisions of meaning
of the word, to desire to know and to interfere. Of course these
two aspects, observation and activity, can not be regarded as

entirely separate and independent: they are rather extremes of a

continuum, and are often co-existent, or, more precisely,

consequent, observation followed by interference. Broadly speaking,
however, they have a different effect on the narrative, - the
observation aspect expands the material, it is almost digressionary
by nature, the interference motivates or complicates the action,
it is forward-moving.

In the Cnos, apart from itB initial function, the curiositas
motif plays a minor role. Having fulfilled its initial funotion
of setting the action in motion, it is referred to twice in the
remainder of the narrative: when Lucius betrays the gardener^;
after Lucius' transformation back into a man, when he declares that
he is thankful to be rid of his asinine curiosity.'0 In the
'etamorrhoses the curiositas motif is much more fully developed and

elaborated after its initial function of causing Lucius'
experimentation with magic and hence his transformation. Apuleiua

explores and exploits its full range of meaning both in the Lucius

story and in the interpolated tales." Much attention" has been
given to the implications, religious and philosophical, of the

il

curiositas motif, loowever, its treatment is not simply thematic,
it also constitutes an important narrative device. This function

curiositas has been noted by a number of scholars: Van der Paardt
refers to curiositas as 'the activating element throughout the
novel* Lanoel remarks that 'Corame Fortune et au raeme degre
ourlositas est un raoteur du roman'." Scobie'5 points out how as

a narrative device it works in two ways. Firstly, it motivates
some of the action of the Luoius story, both when luoius is a man

and when he has been changed into an assj furthermore, it motivates
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the action in some of the interpolated tales. Secondly, it is
used as a means of introducing new and digressionary material;
as a man Lucius is an avid listener to the tales of others; both

Aristomenes' story^ and that of Thelyphron^ are told to satisfy
his curiosity. This funotion of curiositas as a narrative

technique for motivating and expanding the action plays an

important part in Books IV - X where the immediate material
available to the narrator is somewhat limited. As an ass Lucius'

curiosity operates in two ways, in overhearing tales which he
includes in his narrative and in investigating what is happening
around him. In this way the various possibilities inherent in
the concept of curiositaa are explored in order to expand and
motivate the action.

On two occasions Lucius considers his asinine shape and

remarks that the only advantage which it has is the facility it
offers to indulge his curiosity. The second passage occurs towards
the beginning of the story of the miller's wifet

At ego, quamquam graviter suscensens errori
Potidis, quae me dura avem fabrioat, perfecit
asinum, isto taraen vel unico solacio
aerumnabilis deforraitatis raeae recreabar,
quod auribus grandissirais praeditue cuncta
longule etiara dissita facillirae sentiebam,

IX,15

This passage prefaces the Arete tale told by the old bawd to the
miller's wife. It appears to function as an explanation, if a

somewhat ironic one, of how Lucius came to know about the
complicated sequence of events which follow. That this is so is
indicated by the fact that Lucius continues, reverting to his
narrative by the statement, 'Denique die quadaa aadidae illius
aniculae serrao talis meas affertur auresi.,,' (IX,165»

The nature of the material Itself, which falls rather between
the two categories of primary and secondary narratives necessitates
such an explanatory preface. The sequence consists of two elements,
the raillex*'s wife's story and two digressionary tales on a similar
theme. The digressionary tales are interwoven into the narrative
and are essential to the development of the plot; the Arete tale
is told by the old bawd to encourage the miller's wife to take

Philesitherus, the resourceful adulterer of the Arete tale, to be
her lover; the fuller's wife's tale is told by the miller to explain

why he has arrived home unexpectedly while his wife is
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entertaining ] hilesitherus. The material of the main story, that of

the miller's wife, is properly outside the range of Lucius'
experience! he plays no part in it until he suddenly intrudes
half-way through to expose the hidden lover. Except for this
momentary intrusion it is like a fabula.1' both in content and in
narrative style. This being so, the narrator feelB that he cannot
introduce it as a separate entity into his narrative but must give
some indication of how he came to know about it. Furthermore, the

explanatory element is not confined to the beginning of the tale
but appears again towards the end when Lucius anticipates the
reader's inquiry and again uses the curiosua motif»

Sed forsitan lector Bcrupulosus reprehendens
narratura meura sic argumentaberie: 'Inde autem
tu, astutule asine, intra terminos pistrini
contectus, quid secreto, ut affiriaas, mulieres
gesserint scire potuistit' Accipe igitur
queiaadraodum homo curiosus iumenti faciea
sustinene cuncta quae in pemiciem pistoris
mei gesta sunt oognovi.

ix.30
The first passage in which Lucius discusses the indulgence of

his curiosity as an ass has recently received some critical
attention1^" and deserves to be quoted in full:

fiec ullurt uspiara cruciabilis vitae solaciura
aderat nisi quod ingenita aihi curiositate
recreabar dura praesentlara sieara parvi facientes
libera quae volunt oranes et agunt et loquuntur.
Sec immerito priscae poeticae divinus auctor
apud Graios suraraa® prudentiae virum monstrare
cupiens multarura civitatum obitu et variorum
populorum cognitu suramas adeptum virtutes
cecinit: nam et ipse gratas gratias asino meo
raemini, quod ae suo celatura tegraine variisque
fortunis exercitatum, etsi minus prudentera,
raultisolum reddidit.

IX.13

Lchlam20 points out that this passage embodies the most

positive view of curiositas in the Metamorphoses. and that the

adjective multisclus. itself an Apuleian coinage, is always used
in tide context of high praise elsewhere in Apuleius* works.21

00
liandy," discussing the role of curiositaa in the Metamorphoses.

suggests that this passage is a key passage to the middle section
of the Metamorphoses. He argues that its importance is twofold.
PirBtly, it provides a Justification for the inner stories, though

Sandy admits that it is not very convincing. Secondly and more

importantly, it points to the development of a pyudena Lucius in
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the later books. The question is, ho* serious is Apuleius being
here! Is this passage meant to be a retrospective programmatic
statement concerning Lucius, his experience and character
development? A number of factors seem to indicate that this

superficial seriousness is not intended to be taken uncritically!

firstly, whenever Lucius attempts to discuss any matter seriously,
he is unreliable,2^ and often subject to conscious or unconscious
self irony, - we are not intended to share his view, but to be
amused by it and the insight it gives into Lucius' naive and
sententious mod© of thought. That this is the case here is clear
from the inevitable, hackneyed, and, when seriously considered,
absurd comparison to Odysseus, the bombastic language in which it
in couched and the ironic thanks aslno meo. The second question

is, are Lucius' claims fulfilled in the remainder of the narrative
before the divine intervention in Book XI? The answer is noi

Lucius' subsequent experiences in Books IX and X, and his reactions
to them, show him to be guilty of the same naivety and simplicity
which have always characterised him. The problem with Sandy's
interpretation is that he fails to realise that there is no

character development of Lucius during the course of his adventure.
What happens In Book XI Is not character development but character
transformation imposed from without, the only step which Lucius
takes towards this is his self commitment originally made in

despair on the beach at Cenchreae and renewed at every initiation.

What is interesting about both of these passages is that they
both reveal one aspect of Lucius' curiosity, - his delight in
observation. This habit of observation serves two functions in

the narratives firstly, it accounts for Lucius' role as reporter/
observer of what goes on around him, and thus it provides the
basis of the narrative; secondly, it manifests itself in the

digressive descriptions of objects or scenes on the periphery of
the narrative. These precisely detailed elaborate word pictures
are a constant feature of Lucius* style of narration.They vary

in length and in treatment! but all reveal Lucius visually
exploring an object with precision and fascinated curiosity.

The dependence of these descriptions cm Lucius' curiosity

emerges fully twice. The first occasion is Lucius* first day at
the millt the grotesquely realistic description of his fellow

workers, both human and animal, is prefaced by a declaration of
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intense, - almost obsessive and neurotic, - curiosity:
At ego quamquam exiraie fatigatus et
refection® virium vehementer indiguus
et prorsus fame perditus, tamen
farailiari curiositate attonitus et
satin anxius, postposito oibo qui
copiosus aderat, inoptabilis officinae
dieciplinam cum delectatione quadam
arbitrabar,

IX.12

The second occasion is before the long and elaborate description
of the mifiie of Paris. Lucius explains how he came to see it.

... ac dura ludicrie scaenicoru® choreis
primitiae spectaculi dedicantur, tantisper
ante porta® constitutus pabulum laetissini
graminis, quod in ipso gerainabat aditu,
libens affectabam, subinde curioeos oculos
patente porta spectaculi prospectu
gratissiroo reficiens.

X.29

Both of these prefatory statements use the curiositaa motif as a

means of introducing new material on a scale unjustified by its

relationship to the development of the action and disproportionate
to its function. On many other occasions^ material of a similar
nature is introduced without any reference to the curiositas motif:

however, this material clearly results from the same characteristic
of acute observation on the part of the narrator. Finally, it is

interesting to note how in both passages quoted above curiositas
or rather its fulfilment is associated with the idea of delight, -

almost a kind of aesthetic pleasure.
og

It has been remarked above that the second aspeot of
curioslias. - the active aspect, involving not only interest but
also action and interference, - plays an important part in the
development of the plot. It is this aspect which occasions Lucius*
experiment with magic in Book III, when he has become dissatisfied
with the role of passive observer. In the central section of the
i-Ietamoruhoses Lucius continues to exercise this kind of curiosity,

though its sphere of activity has changed from the supernatural to
the petty and mundane. It is this aspect of curiosity which
motivates Lucius' intrusions into the affairs of other characters,
intrusions which cm two occasions radically change the course of
the action.

In the Onos there is only one incident which exploits the
active meddlesome aspect of curiositas. - that of the betrayal of
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the gardener.^ In the 'eta^cincheses Apuleiue takes this taotif of
interference leading to betrayal and uses it three times varying
its treatment and its effect on the development of the action.

The first time the motif is used is when Lucius is with the

eunuch priests. The priests invite a young man, 'quendam
fortissimum rusticanum, industria lateruia atque iais ventris bene
praeparatum comitera cenae secum adducunt,* (VIII.29) to dine with
them and attempt to rape him. Lucius, playing the part of an

indignant peeping-Tom, *Kec diu tale facinus meie oculis
tolerantibus*, (VIII.29) tries to summon help. The attempt for
once is successful and results in the comic humiliation of the

priests, - *... iam iamque vicinos undique percientes turpissiraara
scaenam patefaciunt, insuper ridicule sacerdotum purissimam
laudantec castisoniam.• (VIII.29). Although neither the word
curiosus nor any of its derivatives is used, the incident exploits
Lucius' curiosity, - the passive aspect in Ms spying, and the
active aspect of his indignant interference. The effect of the
incident is simple? it offers the double comedy of Lucius'
attempt at expressing his moral indignation, and the priests'
humiliation. Structurally, it has no effect on the plot, the only-
after-effect being a beating for Lucius

The second occasion, - the episode of the miller's wife -

follows the same sequence as that of the eunuch priests' attempted
rape, - an attempted illicit sexual encounter, Lucius* prying, Ms
moral indignation, Ms interference and the betrayal of the

parties involved. The only basic difference is the means of
betrayal, and, of course, the fact that it is adultery not rape.

In this incident the function of curiositae is emphasised on a

number of occasions.It has been noted above how the curios!tas

motif has an explanatory role?3° it also plays an essential part
in the structure of the episode. Lucius* curiositas is originally
directed towards the miller's wife because of her cruel treatment

of him, 'Cuae saevitia multo raihi magic genuinara curios itatera in
suos mores aapliaverati....' (IX.15). His curiositas ceases to be

passive when he seises the chance to reveal the hidden lover and to

avenge Ms ill-treatment, 'Cuae res optatissioam raiM vindictae
subministravit ocoasionem*. (IX.27). Unlike the similar betrayal
of the priests, Lucius' interference has far-reaching results. It

leads to the estrangement of the miller and his wife, the
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subsequent supernatural death of the miller, the break-up of the
household, and the consequent change of owner for Lucius.^

The final incident in which Lucius* interference plays an

important part is of a somewhat different nature; it does not
involve the deliberate exposure of an illicit sexual encounter

through the interference of a morally indignant Lucius. In fact
Lucius does not intend to betray the innocent gardener, he merely
wishes to find out what is going on, to satisfy his passive

observing curiosityi
Cua contentione et claaoso strop!tu
eognito, curioeus alioquin et inquieti
procacitate praeditus asinus, dura
obliouata cervice per quandam
fenestrulara, ... progpicere geetio,..,

IX.42

However, its indulgence is indistinguishable in results from
active interference, and the incident has the same concluding

pattern as that of the miller's wife's episode, - ruin of
Lucius' present owner and a consequent change of owner for
Lucius J Lucius betrays the gardener who is arrested and Lucius
is appropriated by a new owner, the soldier.
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CHAPTER VII

THE TRANSF0P1IKD HERO

Book XI forms the climax of the .'ietamorphoaes: in it Lucius'

experiences reach their final and conclusive crisis and achieve a

satisfactory resolution. The nature of Book XI has a parallel in
Book III where Lucius embarks on his strange adventures by being

changed into an ass. In the examination^ of Books I - III it has
been shown how the movement of the action progresses towards the

experience of magic; with the exception of the Pythias incident,
all Lucius' experiences of both people and events in Hypata have
a supernatural aspect. Lucius encounters the presence and workings
of magic in Kypata and gradually and deliberately moves closer and
closer to experiencing it intimately. Book III presents the
culmination of the exposition of magic and Lucius' direct and
disastrous experience of it. The movement of Book XI^ follows a

parallel direction; it presents an exposition of the presence and

workings of a supernatural power in Cenchreae and shows Lucius
encountering this power and striving towards a closer knowledge of
and association with it. The nature of both books demands a

tightness of structure and material. In neither is there anything
extraneous to the development of the central theme; Book 111 and
Book XI are the only books in which there are no interpolated tales
or digreesionary incidents. Everything in both books has an

integral part to play in the thematic development of the central
action.

Here, however, the similarity endst while being alike in

nature, in content and structure, the treatment of the parallel
themes in Books III and XI is completely different. The theme of

magic in Book III is presented dramatically in a number of well
defined and carefully developed scenes which are distributed in
time over a number of days; it is developed through actions,
situations and characters; at every point the reader is kept aware

of the presence of the narrator/hero and of his reactions -

intellectual and emotional - to the situations. In fact throughout
the first three books Lucius presents a very full account of his
activities - both sensational and mundane - in Hypata during the
few days before his transformation; fairly minor incidents, like
Lucius' two boring dinners with Kilo,3 his unfortunate experience
with Pythias^ etc., are reported vividly and fully. Although there
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is a progressive movement towards the central action, there is
no sense of the narrator rushing to the moment when Lucius
experiments with magic, summarising his acoount by brusquely
cutting out anything which has no direct bearing on that
experience. Instead one is presented with a full and dramatic
account of Lucius' stay in Eypata in which magic, always the

pervasive, underlying current, begins to play a more and more

predominant role until the moment when Lucius becomes fully
involved in, and a victim of, it.

The treatment of Lucius' experience in Book XI is in sharp
contrast to this full and dramatic presentation. Instead of a

close intimate and dramatic narration of daily events Book XI

presents a series of devout tableaux interspersed through a

summarised and highly selective account of Luoius' experiences
over a period of a year.-* The narrator's basis of selection is
hie over-riding devotion to Isis and later Osiris, and his
interest in their cult. These preoccupations fully occupy the
narrator's attention while the remainder of Lucius's experiences

and activities during the year following his transformation - e.g.

his return hone,^ his Journey to Lome,? Ms practice at the Roman
Bar® - remain totally unexploited in the narration, as they axe

not immediately relevant to the theme of the power of Isis,

Undoubtedly any of these non-religious activities could have been

exploited to provide dramatic and entertaining incidents
illustrative of the power of the deitys the fact that they are not
seems to indicate a deliberate intention on the part of the author
to forego the possible entertainment value inherent in Lucius'
experiences in order to concentrate on a full exegesis of the

power of Isis and Osiris,

It has been argued^ that in Books IT - X the material available
to the narrator is severely curtailed by his situation as an ass.

Isolated from ordinary human intercourse, the narrator attempts to

diversify his narration by introdxxcing digreseionary material. In
Book XI the situation is reversed: no longer isolated from human

society by Ms asinine form and Ms inability to speak, the
narrator deliberately ignores the variety of material and the
constant flow of human interaction at his disposal and severely
curtails the content of his narration; anything wMch is not related

directly to Luoius* religious experiences is excluded.
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This attitude on the part of the narrator results in a

restriction of action and of type of character. The material in
Book XI may he described as a series of prayers, visions,

religious rituals and initiations.10 'The narrator iB concerned
with giving a full account of his own religious experience, his

growing devotion to Isis, his desire to be initiated, his multiple
initiations, and at the same time giving a full exposition of Isis,
her power and her cult, hence a great deal of space is given to
elaborate descriptions of religious rituals and cult objects, e.g.

the description of the vision of Isis,11 the description of the

procession,12 the description of the ritual of the launching of
the boat,1-* the description of the sacred book,1^ the description
of Lucius after his initiation.1-' These descriptions reflect a

characteristic of the narrator which has been already noted - the

aspect of Lucius' curiosity whereby he is a fascinated observer
of scenes and objects, and describes those objects of his curiosity
with full and precise detail. In Book XI this characteristic is
turned towards religious objects and spectacles, but operates in
the sane manner there as it has in the secular world. In the same

way the side of Lucius' curiosity which manifests itself in a desire
for knowledge is fulfilled in the divine revelation and the esoteric

knowledge granted to him on his initiation.1^ These elaborate and

often highly formal descriptions form a large proportion of the
total narrative in Book XI.1?

In the remainder of the narrative the narrator's attitude

towards his material determines the mode of presentation. In hie
desire to impart his knowledge and experience to the reader he
tells rather than shows, and substitutes edited summary for full
and dramatic presentation. In the whole of the final book there
are no examples of fully realised dramatic scenes which are a

characteristic feature of the early books. The only part of the
narrative in which the technique approaches the direct and dramatic
is the meeting between Lucius .and the priest,1^ when the former has
been commanded in a dream ty Isis to be initiated. Lucius goes to
the priest's bedroom before dawn to ask to be initiated; however,
before he can speak, the priest addresses him as divinely blessed
and tells him that he has been ordered to initiate him. He then

takes his hand and leads him away. Here there is direct speech,
specific location in time and place, and realistic detail! however,



there 1b no real interaction between the characters, Lucius'
reaction is not presented directly and the embryonic scene develops
into a detailed description of the sacred book,1^ and then into a

summary of the preparations for the initiation.20 Lucius' previous
requests to be initiated, - ... saenisslne convenorara... - are

generalised and summarised into one passage in which Lucius'

requests and the priest's composite reply are given in an
21

unspecified context. The only specific detail in the passage is
the simile used to express the priest's attitude towards Lucius
and the tone of his reply clementer ac coraiter et ut solent

parentee imm&turis liberorum desideriis modificari.' (XI.21).

Hie absence of dramatic representation of characters and events
is moot clearly obvious in the restricted use of direct speech in
Book XI. An examination of the narrative reveals that approximately

seventy seven per cent is narration, twenty three is direct speech.
This latter percentage is rather misleading as approximately eighteen

per cent of the total is made up of non-human intercourse, i.e.
formal prayers to deities and their divine replies. Actual direct

speech of human interaction forms only a minute part of the total
narrative, and in two of the four cases it is of a vague and

impersonal nature: the comments of the populus,22 and the exhortation
to Lucius to sell his cloak.This percentage is in sharp
contrast to Book III in which direct speech forms over half of the
total narrative.2^

It has been noted above25 that the narrator's didactic expository

attitude contributes to the consistent use of summary tecJmique in
the final book. The deployment of this technique rests on two
factors. The most important factor is the narrator's tendency to
concentrate on the religious central theme; hence the use of summary

for the narration of non-religious material, the arrival of the
sieves from Kypata, Lucius' return home, Lucius' departure for
Home.26 fhe second factor is the repetition of situations and
motifs; e.g. visions^ conversations with the priests,2^ initiations,^
Lucius' devotion to the deities.3° Here the tendency is to develop
the situation in the narrative at the initial or the most

significant time, and thereafter to treat the remaining recurrences

with the use of brief summary, omitting description or dramatic

presentation. A result of this second factor is that, as the
narrative progresses towards the conclusion, summary becomes more
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and more the dominant mode and situations which have an inherent

dramatic element, as for example the recognition of Asinius "arcellus,
are narrated in a summary fashion,31

The narrator's avoidance and summary treatment of non-religious
material results in a great limitation of events and the manner in
rhich they are presented. The most obvious examples of this are
Lucius' account of his reunion with his family, and his return home.
Hie reunion with hie family in recounted in a comparatively brief
summary:

Confestim denique familiares ao vernulae,
quique rnihi proxurao nexu sanguinis cohaerebant,
luctu depoeito quern de meae mortis falso nuntio
susceperant, repentino laetati gaudio varie
quisque munerabundi ad aeun festinant illico
diurmun reduceracue ab inferis conspeotun, (uorua
desperata ipse etiara facie recreatus oblationes
honestas aequi bonique facio, quippe cum mihi
familiares quod ad oultum Bumptumcue largiter
succederet deferre prospicue curassent.

XI,18

Here no members of his family are specified; their emotions are

succinctly narrated not presented dramatically; Lucius responds

appropriately, notes that the servants have provided for his
material needs, tells them of his experiences and hastens back to
the devotions in the temple. The dramatic possibilities of the
situation are ignored. This treatment contrasts sharply with the
wording of Iucius* first prayer to Isis in which the desire to be
united with his family is prominent: 'Depelle quadripedis diram
facien, redde me conspectui raeorum, redde me meo Lucio,,,' (XI,2).
Lucius' short visit home is narrated even more briefly:

•*• tandem digredior, et recta patrium
Larea revisurus meua post aliquam multura
temporia, contendo; paucisque post diebus,
deae potentis instinctu, raptim constrictis
sarcinulis, nave conscensa r omam versus
profectionem dirigo....

XX,26
Here again an opportunity of expanding and diversifying the narrative
by the introduction of new characters and new situations is again
deliberately ignored.

similarly the arrival of Lucius' servants who had remained in

Hypata and of his recaptured horse is briefly summarised:
fit ecoe superveniunt Hypata quos ibi
reliquerazs faraulos, cum me Fotis^1 malis
incapietrasset erroribus, cognitis
scilicet fabulia aeis, necnon et equina
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quoque ilium aeum reducentes, cueia diverse
distractum notae dorsualis agnitione
recuperaverant.

XI. 20

}o indication is given of the servants' experiences though one

knows that they underwent torture when Lucius was falsely accused
of robbing Kilo's house.^3 Similarly no indication is given of
how they recovered Candidue• 34 The incident is exploited purely as

the fulfilment of Lucius* prophetic dream:

c.uare sollertiam soani turn mirabar vel aaxime,
quod praeter congruentiam lucrosae
pollidtationis argumento servi Candidi equina
ciihi reddidieset colore candidum,

XI. 20

The narrator's attitude and the consequent highly selective

digest of his experiences in the year following hie second
transformation results not only in a restriction of the contents
of the narrative-^ but also in a restriction of the rang* of
characters. Predictably, the only characters who are in any way

individualised in Hook XI are the priests of Isis and Osiris. Yet
even in the case of these there iB an element of vagueness and

generalisation, to such an extent that it is not olear whether
there are two priests in the narration or three.

The first priest encountered is the one bearing roses in the

procession: he is described as sacerdos.and sacerdos exxepiuB.^
The priest who performs the ceremony with the boat is described
as summus cacerdos:-^ later at the temple he is sacerdos maxinrus:^
in Lucius' dream he is sunaus saoerdos:^-' when Lucius approaches him
to bo initiated he is primarius sacerdos*41 finally, in the vision
of Isis when luoius is commanded to be initiated the high priest is
named: '••• ipsuaque Mithram ilium euua sacerdotem praecipuum.•.'
(XI.22). After this he is three times referred to as sacerdos

without any indication of rank.42

Superficially there is no indication that the priest who
carried the roses in the procession is Mithras, the high priest
referred to in the passages above, yet in the description of the
return of the procession to the temple only one sacerdos is mentioned:
'At cum ad ipsun iam tenplum perveniraus, sacerdos raaximue, quique
divinas effigies progerebant,...' (XI.17) i.e. the priest who
carried the roses and the priests of lesser rank who bear the
divine symbols.43 xn fact, except in Isis' address to Lucius,44
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the word sacerdos is only used in the singular in Book XI,
Furthermore, the word is never particularised, (except by an

adjective meaning chief etc.,) in order to differentiate between
one sacerdos and another. When an adjective meaning chief is

used, it is used initially in a passage and thereafter tho term
sacerdoe is used by itself; i.e. once Lucius has discovered the
status of the sacerdos (after the transformation, he then refers
to hin by a less preoise terra. When Lucius having been ordered
by Isis prepares to return home he says a very emotional farewell
to Mithras:

,,, coaplexue Mithraa sacerdotea et meum
iaa parentem, colloqu© eius arultis osculis
inhaerens veniam postulabam, quod eum
condign© tailtic beneficiis ssunerari
nequireia,

XI. 25

Here the question is whether the phrase tantis beneficiis is assumed
to include the part played by the priest in Lucius' transformation.
If it is then the priest bearing roses and Kithras are the same

person? if not, one may remark that it is strange that Lucius should
omit thanking a person who had played such a significant role in his
transformation. Finally, when Isis orders Lucius to be initiated,
she appoints Mithras to be his initiator:

... ipsumcue Mithrara ilium suuxn cacerdotem
praecipuura divino quodam etellarum consortio,
ut aiebat, raihi coniunctum, sacrorum ministrum
decemit.

XI. 22

Considerin,; this astrological compatibility between Mithras and
Lucius it would seem appropriate that Mithras should be the priest

appointed to be the agent of Lucius' transformation? similarly it
would seem strange that Isis should choose two separate priests to
fulfil her wishes in regard to Lucius. Therefore, one may assume

that everywhere that the word saeertios is used in Book XI it

designates the same person, Mithras, the high priest.45
Functionally it is of no importance whether there are two

priests or one? a casual reading of the text may give either

impression. A closer examination of the text does not give a

conclusive answer but is valuable in revealing the ambiguity which
exists. This ambiguity is a result of Lucius' attitude to his
task of narration in Book XI? his concern with the central theme

is such that it excludes other considerations such as the
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delineation and individualisation of characters.

In the case of Asinius arcellus there is no such ambiguity;

he is named immediately Lucius meetB him que® Asinium Larcellua
vocitari cognovi postea, reformation!s meae non alienum noaen. *
(aI.27).^ His function is essentially the same us that of iithras,
that of Lucius' spiritual guide and advisor. In the presentation
of his character there is nothing to differentiate him from Mithras.
In both cases their roles strictly ordain and prescribe their
character.

The remainder of the characters in Book XI are presented as

vague undefined groups* the people present at the procession, '...
onsies in me populi Tabulartur* ('. 1.16); members of Lucius' own

family who arrive from his home, 'ConTestim denioue fainiliares ac

vemulae, quicue nibi proxumo nexu sanguinis cohaerebant...' (XI,18);
Lucius' servants, *Et ecce auperveniunt h'ypata quos ibi reliquerara
famulos.,.' (X.1.20); his friends who assist him in buying the
necessities for initiation ' -a protinus naviter et aliquanto
liberalius partim ipse, partlm per neos nocios coemenda procuro.'
(XX,23); the priests whanLucius consults in o.me, ' c dum religioeua
scrupulum parti® apud aeuo sensu® disputo, partira sacratorum
consiliis examino...' (XI,27) • These characters fulfil their

impersonal roles, and then disappear from the narrative, excluding
the hero/narrator there are in fact only two human characters in
Book XI, and these are only individualised in so far as their
function demands.

It has been remarked earlier^ that there is no digressionaxy
material in Book XI, no additional tales or incidents, nothing which
is outside Lucius' direct experience. Yet at the same time the
narrative cannot be said to concentrate or to come to rest on the

figure of Lucius, and reach its culmination in his final situation.
The narrative is projected beyond the personality of the hero/narrator
on to the figures of Isis and Osiris. Their presence, of their very

nature, dominates the narration. Lucius' narration ceases to be,
in Book XI, a proper autobiography but becomes a record of his

relationship with these deities.

Isis and Osiris dominate the action in Book XI not only because
of the protagonist's obsession with them, but because of the
narrator's realisation that these deities are in effective control

of the universe; in Book XI they are presented not only as being
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in control of Lucius' fate,
uod si seduiis obse< uiis et religiosis

ministeriis et ten-cibus castiaoniis nuraen

nostrum promerueris, scios ultr< statuta fato tuo
spatia vitan <uo; ue tibi prorogare nihi
tanturn licere.

XI. 6

but also as the creative and ordering forces in the universe. The
revelation to Lucius of the divine control of the xiniverse is

gradual and progressive. Lucius, after his esoape from Corinth,
w kes up on the beach at Cenchreae and becomes ware of a divine

presence and power:

... video praemicantis lunae candore nimio
completuia orbem comraodum marinir; energentem
fluctibus, n nctus ue op c. o noctis
silentiosa secreta, oertus etian summatem
deara praecipua ra iestate pollerc rescue
prorsus humanus ipsius regi providentia,
nec tanturn necuin et ferine, verun in nin ■
•tiam divino eius luiainie nurainisuue nutu
vegetari, ipsa etiaja corpora terra caelo
mari ue nunc increaentis conse uenter
augeri, nunc detrimentis obee? uenter
imminui,...

"1.1

He ad reuses a prayer to this supreme female power, calling upon

her under the names of the principal goddesses of the Graeco-I oraun

world, except Isis. In the vision which follows Lucius' prayer,

Jnis identifies herself as the supreme divine power who controls
the whole universe:

n adsun tuis comnota, Luci, precibus, rerurn
naturae parens, olementorum omnium domina,
saeoulorum progenies initialis, sumoa numinum,
regina manium, prima caelitum, deorum dearumc ue
fades uniformis, <uae oseli lurainosa culmina,
maris aeulubria flamina, inferum deplorata
iler.tia nutibus meis dispense..,.

xi.5

Before leaving the temple at Cenchrene^' I-ucius addresses a prayer

of th,;nks to Isis, and again describes her universal power:

Te superi colunt, observant inferi, tu rotas
orbem, luminas solem, regis mundum, calcaa
Tartarum. Tibi respondent sidera, redeunt
tempore.., gaudent nuinina, serviunt elenenta:
tuo nutu spirant flamina, nutriunt nubila,
gerninant senina, creecunt germina.

XI. 25

The high priest 'ithras, when Lucius approaches him to become

initiated, describes the initiation es a manifestation of Isis'

power over life und death:
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Kara et inferun clauetra et salutis tutolam in
doae manu posita, ipearaeue traditionem ad
instar voluntariae mortis et precariae salutis
celebrari, quippe cum transactis vita©
tempcribuo iaxa in ipso finitae lucis limine
constitutoB, quie tamen tuto possint magna
religionie connitti silentia, numen deae
soleat elicere et sua providentia quodan isodo
renatos ad novae reponere rursue salutis
curricula.

XI. 21

To the people who have witnessed Lucius* transformation she is

omnipotentie...deae numen augustura...• (XI.16). Osiris is
described more briefly, but his universal power too is emphasised:

'me ... at aagni dei deuaque surami parentis,
invicti Osiris necdura sacria illustratum'

XI.27

'... principalis dei nocturnis orgiis
illustratus,...*

XI. 26

'... deus d«um magnorum potior, et maiorum
suanius, et suomorun osximus, et raaxiraorun
regnator 0siris.... *

XI.30

It ie important to emphasise that the power of Isis and Osiris
does not remain a passive divine attribute, described devoutly
in prayers, but manifests itself in the development of the action
in Book U« Because they are all-powerful, Isis and Osiris are in
complete control of the action{ everything that happens has its

origin and motivation with them. This control operates through
visions and admonishments. In Lucius' first vision of Isie he

receives precise instructions about what he is to do at the

procession on the following day:

Incunctanter ergo diraotis turbulia alacer
eontinuare poiapaa, aoa volenti a fretus, et
de proxuao clec;enter velut manum eaceraotis
osculabundus rosis decerptis pessimae ralhique
detestabilis iamdudura beluae istius corio te

protinue exue.
XI.6

He is assured that not only he, but also the priest who will bear
the roses, is receiving divine instructions:

... nam hoc eodem oomento quo tibi venio,
siraul et ibi praesens quae sunt sequentia
saoerdoti meo per quletera facienda
praeoipio.

XI.6

The favourable reaction of the crowd is also guaranteed:
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Meo iussu tibi constrict! coaitatus decedent
populi} nec inter hilares caerioonias et
festiva spectaenia quisquam defortaem istarn
cuan geris faciea perhorrescet, vel figuram
tuam repents rautatan sequins interpretatuo
aliquia maligne crininabitur.

XI.6

Isis is in control of all the factors involved and ill

successfully stage-manage the whole affair for the desired result.
Her speech endB with an order to Lucius to devote his life to her,

1 lane merlineris et penita aente conditua
senper tenebis aihi reliqua vitae tuae
curricula ad usque terrainoe ul tir.i epiritue
vadata....

XI.6
a command reiterated by the priest,

... da noaen sanctae huic nilitiae, cuius
non olin eacraaento etian rogabaris, teque
iam nunc obsequio religionia nostrae dedica
et ministerii iugura subi voiuntariua....

XI,15

The command to be initiated is repeated many times by tho goddess
in visions to Lucius:

Nec fuit nox una vel cuies aliqua visu doae
aonituque ieiuna, sed crebris imperils
sacris suis rae iamdudun destinations nunc

saltern censebat initiari.
XI.19

i'ithras, the high priest, emphasises the necessity of this divine
command for a prospective initiate, the necessity of being chosen

by the goddess, rather than entering her service voluntarily:
Nec tanen esse quemquam de suo nuraero tarn
perditne mentis vei iraoo deetinatae mortis,
qui non sibi cuoque eeorsum iubente donina,
temerarium atque sacrilegum audeat
rainisteriuin subire noxamque letalem
contraltere.

XI. 21

Ir.is not only decides who is to be initiated but also appoints the

priest who is to perform the ceremonies and chooses the day on which
the initiation is to take place:

ham et diem quo quisque possit initiari
deae nutu demonstrari, et sacerdotom qui
sacra debeat ministrare eiusdem provider.tia
deligi, sumptus etiam caerimoniis necessarios
simili praecepto destinari....

XI, 21

When the divinely appointed day arrives, both Lucius and Mithras
receive parallel orders from the goddess.49
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After Lucius' initiation Isie continues to direct and control

his life. A few days after hie initiation she commands hiia to
return to hlB home, despite Lucius' devout wish to remain in her
presence in the templet

led tandem deae raonltu, ... tardarn satis
domuitionem comparo, vix equidea abruptis,
ardentiesirai desiderii retinaculis.

XI. 24

Having reached home he receives another command from the goddess,

prompting him to travel to Borne:

... paucisque post diebug deae potentis
instinctu, raptim constrietis sarcinulis,
nave conscensa Soaara versus profactionem
dirigoj...

XI, 26

In home Lucius is again ordered to be initiated, this time into
the mysteries of Osiris:

••• et quieten meam ruraus interpellat
nuarinis benefici cura pervigilia et rursus
teletae rursus sacrorum coaoonet.

XI,26

It remains unclear from the narrative who issues this order,
whether it is Ieis or Osiris, or whether it is to be envisaged as

an anonymous divine prompting. The command is followed and
clarified by a prophetic vision which reveals fully the divine will.
Asinius J; arcellus, the nastonhor^ chosen to initiate Lucius into
the mysteries of Osiris, is commanded by a prophetic utterance from
the cult image of Osiris,^ Lucius hesitates to undertake the

expense of being initiated again, but finally is commanded to sell
his cloak to raise the necessary funds, This command or rather

suggestion is another example of the occasional ambiguity in
Book XI. It is unclear to whom the words are to be attributed,
whether to a human-being or to a deity} the short exhortation in
direct speech is presented in the narration vdthout any

specifications. Considering the established pattern of divine
commands in Book XI, it may be plausibly argued that the speech
is to be attributed to Osiris: If however the speaker is judged
to be Asinius ;'arcellus or an anonymous human character, this does
not necessarily deny a divine origin for the suggestion, as it has

already been seen how a deity may operate through human agents in
the world vihich Lucius portrays in Book XI.

After a short space of time Lucius is commanded to be initiated
for a third time, inopinatis et usquequaque mix'ificia imperils
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deura rureus interpellor et cogor tertian quoque teletam suscoptare. •
(XI.29). Lucius' confusion and anxiety about the reasons for this
command are alleviated by a divine vision In which the necessity for

R-J
a third initiation is explained to Lucius. J Again a certain
ambiguity is present. It is initially unclear who appears to Lucius,
whether it is Isis or Osiris, the vision being described clemens
imago and 'divini somnii suada maiestas'; however, during the course

of the divine speech a reference is made to the exuviae deae from
which it appears that it is Csiris who is speaking.^ It is

interesting to note in this context how Osiris takes over the

directing and controlling function of Isis once l.ucius has reached
Eoiae. His guiding influence appears not only in Lucius' spiritual
life, but also in his professional life; twice Lucius attributes
his success at the Roman Bar to the favour of Osirisi

c.uae res ... etiara vietun uberiorem
subrainistrabat; quidniL Lpiritu faventis
eventus quaesticulo forensi nutrito per
p&trocinia serraonis Roman! .

XI. 28

Lee Kercule laborur: 0® sumptuumque
quicquam tanen paenituit; quldrii? Liberal!
deua providentia iaa stipendiio forensibus
bellule fotum.

XI. 30

Book XI ends with the appearance, not in a vision but in his
own person, of Osiris to Lucius. Hie comprehensive and
authoritative prophecy concerning Lucius' future, both religious
and professional, shows him to be in full control of Lucius'

destiny, and provides a perfect point of rest for the narrative.
This technique of a concluding prophecy allows the narration to
conclude with a guarantee concerning the future which is normally

impossible in an autobiography, real or fietionals the narrator
cannot say conclusively, when one leaves him at a point in time,
"and I lived happily ever after". A divine prophecy, however,
both offers the guarantee of security and success and provides an

anticipatory summary of the future for the reader.

Prom the foregoing analysis it is clear how Isis, and later
Osiris, are in full control of the action. They dominate and

manipulate situations. They direct the three principal events in
Book XI• Lucius* transformation, his frequent initiations, and
his journey to Lone. With the deities lie the initiative and

motivation of events. This, of course, has a direct result on
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the characters. Ihey are no longer the primary motivating forces
in the chain of events. Their function becomes that of puppets of
divine will, their one reaction that of obedience, however

hesitating and imperfect. In this way the sphere of activity is

severely curtailed. Lowhere in Book XI do any of the three main
characters act on their own initiatives, their acts are always the
fulfilment of divine orders and not the active expression of a

personality, ho action of Lucius in Book XI appears peculiarly
eccentric or idiosyncratic, as his actions often appear to be in
the earlier books, e.g. his abrupt departure from Byrrhaena'e
house.He behaves as a typical initiate, fulfilling in letter
and spirit the divine dictates. Those areas in which his

individuality would become more prominent, e.g. his re-unification
56 5?

with his family, his success at the Toman Bar,-" i.e. all those
areas in which he would function primarily as an individual rather
than as an initiate, are ignored or curtailed.

This depersonalioation of the hero occurs also in the

presentation of his conversations and his thoughts. Kowhore in
3ook XI is a conversation between Lucius and another character

presented directly and fully. This is in sharp contrast to the

technique used in the first three books where various aspects of
Lucius' character are continually revealed in his conversations
with the people he encounters. In Book XI those encounters axe

used solely to impart the necessary information.5" Lucius appears

in these encounters as a typical, eager yet hesitant young

initiate in a typical spiritual father/son relationship with a

typically wise, benevolent and prudent priest. The only thing
eccentric about the situation is his original means of contact
with the deity.

It has been emphasised that throughout tho narration of the
Lucius story the reader is kept constantly aware of the state of
mind of the hero/narrator, hie thoughts and emotions are

constantly present and colour the narrative. In the beginning
of Book XI this procedure is still maintained. The narrator

presents fully both in the prefatory description and his prayer

to the all-powerful goddess his state of mind after his escape

from Corintht

... laetus et alacer deam praepotentea
lacriaoso vultu sic apprecabar....

XI,1
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... nit satis laborum, Bit satis periculorum.
Bepelle quadripedis diram facie®, redde me
conspectui aeorura, redde me meo Luciot ac si
quod offensum nuraen inexorabili me saevitia
premit, raori saltern liceat, si non licet
vivere.

XI.2

There is a sharp contrast between this calm resignation and
acceptance and the previous mebdraaatic suicidal impulses-^ and
farcical flights from death.^ His reactions when awaking from
the vision are carefully noted and woven into the narrative:

Kec mora, cum sonno protinus absolutua
pavore et gaudio ac dein sudore niraio
permixtuxs exsurgo, summeque rairatue deae
potentie tara clarara praesentiam, aarino
rore respersua stagnisque imperiis eius
intentvzs monitionic ordinem recoleban.

XI.7

Similarly his state of mind as ho approaches the priest is

presented skilfully in the half ironic picture of the anticipation
of humanisation:

N ec tamen gaudio subitario comraotus
inclonenti me cursu proripui, verens

seilijSt no repentino quadripedis
impetu religionis quietus turbaretur
ordo, sed placido ac prorsue huaano
gradu cunctabundus,...

XI. 12

rdhe description of the transformation is followed not by the

presentation of Lucius' reaction to this traumatic miracle, but

by that of the crowd's:

lopuli mirantur, religioei venerantur
tarn evidentea aaximi numinis potentiam et
consirailesa nocturnis iraaginibu©
raagnificentiara et facilitate® reforiaationis,
claraque et consona voce, caelo xaunus
atteridentes, testantur tarn illustre deae
beneficiura.

XI.13

Only after this is Lucius' reaction presented:
At ego stupore niaio defixus tacitus
haerebam, anirao raeo tam repentinura taraque
magnum non capiente gaudiura, quid
potissimum praefarer primariura, unde
novae vocis exordium caperem, quo sermone
nunc renata lingua felicius auspicarer,
quibus quantisque verbis tantae deae
gratias agerem.

XI. 14

It is interesting to compare Lucius' reactions to the two

transformations. After becoming an ase, Lucius, although
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handicapped by his lack of speech, responds by a silent plea to
Fotis; this, being unsuccessful, is followed by an unpredictable
and violent rage; then he pompously retires to the stables expecting
a gracious welcome there; this being unforthcoming, he becomes

61
angrily indignant and plots vengeance for the next day. Compared
with this flow of contrasting and fluctuating emotions Lucius'
reactions after his second transformation seem flat; he is amazed,

thankful and ashamed of his nakedness, yet these emotions are

barely noted in passing, they are in no way developed to appear

appropriate to the personality of Lucius.

There is a similar contrast in the treatment of the two

parallel situations in Books III and XI where Lucius is the centre
62

of attention in two processions, that of the Festival of Laughter,
and that of Isis.^3 in one he is an object of derision and

laughter, in the other an object of amazement and wonder. In the
description of the procession of Isis the narrative focus is
turned, outwards, away from Lucius, towards the audience, the
procession and the crowd's reaction to the miracle,^4

LxAn permixtuE agmini religioeo procedens
coaitabax sacrarium totae oivitati notuc ac

conspicuus, dlgitis hominum nutibusque
notabilie. Omnee in me popuii fabulantur.••

XI,16

ho indication is given of Lucius' state of mind in this situation!
the reader is placed at a distance from Lucius and sees him and
hie situation from the point of view of the audience. In this way

it is not necessary for the narrator to dwell for any length on

Lucius* reactions at this moment, but the narrator is able to turn
his attention quickly from Lucius to the predominant thene, the
cult and worship of Isis.

In the description of the Festival of Laughter procession*^
the narrative focus is directed through the mind of Lucius towards

the audience of the processions Lucius, though wretched, is both
amazed and curious about the strange proceedings in which he finds
himself the centre of attention; the audience beooraee for him an

object of curiosity and amazement. Therefore, the description
becomes more complex; it embraces simultaneously both aspects of
the situation, the outward and the inward!

Ao duta priraum angiportum insistimus, statin
civita3 omnia in publicum effusa mira
densitate nos insequitur, et quaaquam oapite
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in terram, iinrao ad ipsos inferos iara deiecto
maestue incederem, obliquato taraen aspectu
rem admirationis raaxiraae conspicioj nam
inter tot milia populi circunstrepentis nemo
prorsum, oui non risru dirumperetur aderat.

III. 2

After Lucius* transformation back into a man the insights into

his mental and emotional reactions become fewer and more restricted.

As is the case of Lucius* actions and experiences in Book XI the

presentations of his thoughts and emotions are restricted to those
pertaining to his religious life. The only exception to this is
the narration of his joy upon seeing his family again, * >' uoruxa

deeperata ipse etiaa facie recreatus...' (XI.18), Otherwise the
presentation of his state of mind throughout Book XI reflects his
obsessive preoccupation with the religious experience which he is
undergoing.

This new orientation of Lucius' mind appears immediately after
the Festival of I loiaphesla when he remains devoutly in the temple

of Isis:

Kec taraen me einebat animus ungue latius indidem
digredi sed intentus in deae specimen pristinos
casus meos recordabar.

XI.17

He reacts to the frequent orders of the goddess to be initiated
with a mixture of enthusiasm and anxiety*

At ego quamquam cupienti voluntate praeditus,
tanen religioea forir.idine retardabar, quod
enim sedulo percontaveram difficile reiigionis
obsequiun et castinoniorum abstinent!am satis
arduam cautoque circumspectu vitaia, quae
nultis casibus subiacet, esse muniendan. liaec
identidem cecum reputans neseioquo aodo, quaraquan
festinans, differeban.

XI.19
His desire to be initiated increases to such an extent that he

approaches the high priest Mithras who advocates patience and
preparation in readiness for the divine command, '».. nec minus
in dies mihi magis raagisque accipiendorum sacrorun cupido
gliBcebat..,' (XI.21). After his initiation and before his return
home he reveals his devotion to Isis, both in his prayer of thanks
to her, and in the descriptive preface which prdoeGds it*

... inexplicabili voluptate simulacri divini
perfruebar, ... tardara satis domuitionem
comparo, vix equidem abrupt!s desiderii
retinaculie.

XI. 24
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... nec raihi vocic uberta: d dicenda u c

de tua n:iertr te sentio rufficit, nec ora
. :iile linf~u eqpe iotiden vel indefersi
sermon!a actem series. ^r,~o uod solum
potest, religiosus < uidea red pauper
alio uin, officere curabos divinos tuos
vultu: nuraer; ue sanctissimum intra pectoris
mei secreta conditura perpetuo custodians
imaginabor.

XI ,25

eetugiere h- e remarked on the ardour of Lucius' devotion to

isis, ciiid its rather unusual feature for anti uity, - the loving
contemplation of a cult statue.lie lto rightly remarks that
there are no analogous indications of a similar fy- e of intense

contemplative devotion in the chapters relating to the cult of
Osiris. In fact, the: e chapters reveal Lucius being very

uncontemplative in his worldly activity and his pleasure in its
success.^ Vhe narration of Lucius' second and third initiations

is concerned with the reasons why these initiations are necessary

end desirable, and with the manner in which they arc prepared for,
6P

i.e. the encounter with cinius Marcellus nd the procuring of
financial means,rather than with the religious experiences
themselves. These experiences are summarised with the utmost

brevity:

a'rgo igitur cunctie affatim praeparatis,
decern rurtus diebus inaniiai; conxentus
cibi , insuper eti ja deraeo capite,
principalis dei nocturnis orgiis
illustratu: , plena lam fiduciu gerraanue
religion!:: obuef uiun divinum fret uontsbrn.. •

XI. 28

... inanimae protinus caetimoniae iugum
subeo et lege perpetup prrescript is: illie
decem diebus epontali sobrietate #

raultiplicatis, instructum teletae cosaparo
largitus...

XI. 30

..ven the language in which Lucius describes his participation in the
cult is unemotional and plain, compared with that describing his

worship of Isis. analogous to this presentation is Lucius' state
of mind in the last chapters of Book XI; he is raalnly preoccupied
with the reasons for the necessity of his multiple Initiations,
.and with providing the means to meet his religious expenses. His
confusion at the command to be initiated for a second time is soon

resolved by a rational argument,
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c dum religiosuia r.crupulum partin apud ncum
sensum disputo, partira eacratorura conriliis
exi . dno, novum airua ue plane coapei-ior, de e
; uidem me tan turn sncrin irabutvun at aiagni del
deum-ue Eunmi parentis, invicti Osiris,
necdum sacris illustraturn

XI, 2?
n explanation soon confirmed by a prophetic dream.However,

the coom<ind to be initiated for a third time?' understandably casts
him into a state of doubt, anxiety and confusion, from which only an

explanatory vision of Csirie frees him;

Kec levi cura sollicitus sed oppido suspensus
animi mecum ipse cogitationes exercitius
agitabaa, ruorsus nova haec et inaudita tc
caelestium porrigeret intentio, auid
subsecivum rujuuvia iteratae i; m traditioni
reraansioeet: nlmirum perpei'am vel minus plane
coneuluerunt in me sacerdos uter. ue: et Hercuie
ian de fide quocue eorum opinari coeptabc.ua
secuius. uo me cogitationis aestu fluctu ntem
ad instar insnniae percituai sic instruxit
noctuma divinatione clexaene imago...

XI. 29

In the earlier books of the : etaMOXihoses the reader is kept

continually aware of the responses of the experiencing hero. In
Book XI the presentation of Lucius' mental state is not only
restricted to that vhich concerns religious experience, but also is
treated briefly and intermittently. Insights into the hero's
reactions are brief and occasional, and do not offer a full and
comprehensive picture of his state of mind.

Throughout the primary narrative in "Books I - X of the
*etamorohoses. the personality of the hero/narrator has dominated
the narration, because of his central position as protagonist .-aid
his highly personal account. In Book XI, although Lucius is the

only individual!sed character and is constantly at the centre of
the action the impact of his personality on the narrative is
minimised. The narrative focuc is turned outwards towards the

presence of the divine and the spectacle of the cult, so that the
narrator's presence is transcended in contemplation. The

submergence of the narrator is seen in the elaborate descriptions
which are highly impersonal, and in the fact that the editorial
comments which occur in Book XI,^ are of a purely explanatory
character and lack the Idiosyncratic and often ironic tone of
comments in previous books. This objectivity is maintained to
such an extent that the narrator presents a picture- of himself from



the outside| i.e. there 1b a temporary alienation between the
experiencing hero and the narrator:

iiaaque in ipso aedis saorae meditullio ante
deae simulacrum cons tituturn tribunal ligneua
iussue superetiti bysaina quidcm sed floride
depicta veste conepioutus et humerib dependebat
pone tergura talorua tenus pretiosa chlaraidaj
quaqua tamen viseres, colore vario circunsiotatis
insignibar animalibua; hinc draoonea IncLici, inde
grypes Hyperborei quos in speciem pinnatae
alitis generat mundus alter; hanc tlympiaoa®
stolen sacrati nuncupant. At manu dextera
gereban flamraie adultam facera, et caput decore
corona cinxerat, palraae Candidas foliis in
modura radiorua prosistentibue; sic ad inotar
BoliB exomato me et in vice® siraulacri
constituto, repente velis reductis, in
aspectum populus errabat.

XI. 24

This anomalous technique of description stands in sharp contrast
with the highly naturalistic presentation of Lucius' appearance

in Book 11.73

In addition to this new objectivity of narration there is a

new distance created between the reader and the narrator, that of
between the initiate and the uninitiated. The esoteric religious

experience of the narrator is such that it results in the

necessity of the narrator censoring his material so as not to
reveal holy secrets. This position of superior and esoteric

knowledge radically changes the relationship between the reader
and the narrator. The reader ceases to be the recipient of an

intimate autobiography and becomes the recipient of a didactic

exposition, who is obliged to control his curiosity and who is
told only that which is allowable to the uninitiated:74

- uaeras forsitan satis anxie, studioee lector,
quid deinde dictum, quid factum: dic< rem si
dicere liceret, cognosceres si liceret audire:
sed parem noxara contraherent sures et linguae
iilae tenerariae curiositatis... ergo quod
solum potest sine piaculo ad profanorua
Intellegentias enuntiari, referam,

XI.23
As the narrator becomes irapersonaliaed in his new position, so too
does the former close relationship between the reader and the

narrator, a relationship wiiich is the result of a highly subjective
narration in which the presence of the reader, his possible
criticisms and his desire to be entertained, are continually alluded
to by the narrator.75
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It is perhaps useful to consider in relationship to this
characteristic of depersonalisation of the narrator the question of
the description of the narrator/hero as '... Fadaurensem sed
adaodum pauperea.(XI.27)• Various explanations, varying in
credibility, have been offered for this sudden intrusion of the
author into the narrative of Luoius. One of the most recent

scholars to discuss this passage at length is tf. Lmith."^ He

rightly points out that the phrase is not that of the narrator,
but the words of Osiris spoken to Asinlus Marcellus and reported
to Lucius? i.e. it is at a third remove. ,8 Osiris is the source

of the description it is given a certain weight and significance.
Furthermore both Lucius and Asinius Larcellus recognise Lucius as

the subject of the phrase and register no surprise at the abrupt

change in nationality. Smith suggests that at this point in the
narrative there is a momentary identification of author and hero as

recipients of the benevolence of Osiris? i.e. the author seeing
his position as identical with that prophesied for Luoius

momentarily breaks the Illusion that the narrative is being told
by Lucius of Corinth, presents himself in the narrative by

identifying himself with and taking over the character of Lucius.

He points out that a similar momentary break in illusion occurs

in the story of Cupid and Psyche, where the oracle replies in Latin
to Psyche's father, 'Led Apollo quamcuam Graecus et lonicus,
propter Kilesiae conditorem sic Latina sort® respond.itt...' (IV,32),
Here the Illusion that the narrator is an old Greek woman is

momentarily dropped and a Latin-speaking narrator is substituted.
Short of making a textual emendation at this point, health's
suggestion seems to be one of the more plausible explanations to
be put forward. The sudden shift in the persona of the narrator

is greatly facilitated by the fact that the personality of Luoius
is not dominant in Book XI. The new distance between the narrator

arid the reader, the new detachment and objectivity of the narrator
make the intrusion of the author more acceptable than it would be
in a narration in which the reader ie constantly aware of the
personality of the narrator.

Finally it is important to note that there seeiar, to be little
correlation between the narrator in Book XI and the exuberant

narrator of the prologue who presumably belongs in time to a point



after the conclusion of Book XI, The narrator of the prologue
does not anticipate the development of the action, and present
himself as an end produot of it. Instead he assumes the role of
an entertainer and presents himself as he was at the beginning
of his adventures. The only foreshadowing of the last book is
perhaps the reference to his stay at Lome which may be identical
with that described in Book XI,
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CHA1W VIII

LUCIUS AS NARRATOR

Before examining the treatment of Lucius' role as the narrator
in the "'et.-.morrhorer.. it may be useful to take a brief look at
another 'I' narration in the same work. The second story of
Charite1 is one of the longest ex:imples of first-person narration

p
among the secondary narratives, and serves as n interesting
contract to that of Lucius.

The story is told by one of the slaves of Charite*s household,
who remains anonymous. Re plays no real part in the action, and
his position is therefore that of ?• peripheral eye-witness to some

of what takes place, nd a second-hand reporter of the remainder
of the story. Only twice is his presence noted in the course of
the action, and on both of these occasions it is as a member of a

vaguely defined group:

At nos cuidera cuncti pavore deterriti et
alio< uin innoxiis venationibus coneueti,
tunc etiam inernes atrue immuniti, tegumentis
frondis vel arboribus latenter abscondimus,...

VIII.5
.t non et omnis populus nudatis totis

aedibus studiose conser ulmur, hortati mutuo
ierrun vesanis extorquere man!bus. l ed
Charite capulum flepolemi propter assistens
gledioque fulgenti singulos abigens...•
enarratis ordine singulis quae sibi per
soanium nuntiaverat raaritus quorue astu
Thrasyllum indueturn petisset....

Till. 1 >14

The second passage explains how the slave cane to know of some of
the events. However, his narration follows the historical course

of the notion. The story is narrated retrospectively .nd arranged
chronologically, i.e. in the sequence in which the action actually

occurred, not in that in which the narrator became aware of it. The
narration also contains material which it seems implausible that
the narrator could ever have obtained e.g. (i) Thrasyllus' state of

mind, and his deliberation on how to obtain Charite'b love. ^ ('"ana
is ..he authority which is cited for Thrasylluc's character, '...
id'-ue sic ernt et faraa dicebat.' VIII. i) (ii) Ch:,rite's reaction
to the dream of her husband.^

In fact, the whole of the slave'g narration shows all the

privileges of a third-person omniscient narrator. He m>»y arrange
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and report material as he wishes and his selection of material may

include that it would be implausible for a character in the
story to know, i.e. the thoughts and private conversations of other
characters. The reader shares these privileges and thus stands in
a position of superiority to all the characters in the action; he
knows ThrasyHue's intentions and Charite's intentions; instead of
the aesthetic pleasure of surprise he envoys that of anticipation,
suspense, and irony. This kind of narration it what Hagg^
categorises as the fourth level of narration in which the narrator

is placed on eeual terms with an omniscient author.

The question may then be asked - why use a first person

narrator at all at this point; why not introduce the story

objectively and impersonally into the framework, in the same manner

as, for example, the atory of the adulterous slaved The answer

seems to be twofold: (i) The use of the •I• narrator gives the

story a cuality of immediacy and intimacy. This quality of
closeness is present because the sympathy of the reader and of
Lucius has already been established for Charite^ in her previous
adventures with Lucius end because the action and its results have

direct conse uence3 for both Lucius fend the sieves at the fana. It

is increased by the fact that the narrator is a member of the
stricken household® and who present, however redundantly, at the

turning points in the story, the murder of Tlepolemus^ and the
revelation t>nd death of Charite; ^ {il) the use of an *1' narrator

11
creates what I.omberg ' terms an oral epic situation for the story
to be told iti, - it is told in a particular piece to a particular
audience. This gives the presentation of the story a rhetorical,

<uasi-dramatic, quality, as the narrator strives to evoke an

appropriate response from his audience. This eiic situation is

emphasised at the beginning of the story in the -grandiloquent (and
somewhat inappropriate, - it is an unlikely place to find doctiores'
preface:

Lquisones opllionesque, etiam busequ&e,
fuit Charite nobis, suae aiselia et
quidem casu gravissino, nec vero
incomitata Manes adivit. Sed ut cuncta
noritis, referam vohis a capite quae gesta
sunt, quaeque possent merito doctiores,
quibus stilos Fortuna subministrat, in
historiae specimen chortle involvere.

Villa 1

The rhetorical element may be seen in the narrator's sententious
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comment cm Thraayllus* passion,

Cuidni, cum flamraa eaevi amoris parva quidern
priao va]?ore delectet, r.ed foraentis
consuetudinis exaeetuans iiamodioia ardoribus
totoe amburat homines';

VIII.2

and his appeal to the audience's attention as the narrative moves

into the main action, 'Spectate denicue sed, oro, sollicitis
animis intendite, cuorsum furiosae libidinis proruperint impetus.'
(VIII. 3).

In conclusion one may say that the use of the *1' narrator

gives the second Charite story a dramatic and vivid quality, but
that no effort is made to sustain the illusion that the narrator

is a character on the periphery of the action, instead he is
allowed all the privileges of an impersonal omniscient narrator.

Having examined the function and treatment of the first-person
narrator in a digreseionaay tale, we may now proceed to the more

oomplex case of the primary narrative. In the Lucius story it is

apparent immediately that the choice of teoVinique is justified by
the subject matter. Many scholars12 and most recently £coble13
have pointed out how the use of first-person narration in a story
of wonders serves as a means of auIdentification - it helps to
maintain the willing suspension of disbelief by making the
unbelievable bo the experiences of the narrator, - i.e. it i8 first
hand evidence. Furthermore, in the Lucius story, much of the
material is of an internal nature, being the mental and emotional
reactions of the hero to his situation. To tell the story from the
outside would lose much of its effect. Lucius' story demands that the
reader be interested in, sympathetic towards and amused by the
predicament of a man imprisoned in an ass's body for a year. The
use of the first-person narrator allows full exploitation of the
situation. The material is widened from Lucius' adventures, to
Lucius' narration of those adventures and his reactions to them -

a narration touched by irony because of his awareness of the
ridiculousness of the situation.

Lnlike the slave from Charite's household, and the narrator
in the romance of Achilles Tatius,1^ Lucius does not tell his

story in a fictional situation to a fictional audience? it is to

the reader,15 the anticipated audience, that the story is addressed.
Ms presentation creates a definite relationship between the
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narrator and the audience. This relationship is established

immediately at the beginning of the narrative. Illlike the author
of the Onos. Lpuleiua does not start at the beginning of the
adventures proper, but prefaces the account with an introduction of
the narrator and his story, addressed to the reader. The interesting

thing about this preface is that Lucius makes no protestations

concerning the truth of the story which follovrs. This stands in
contrast with Clitophon in the romance of Aohilles Tatius who
contrives to establish the truth of his story at the beginning of
the narration.1u Lucius instead of attempting to convince his
audience of the authenticity of what follows, concentrates on

persuading his readers that the story will be entertaining,
At ego tibi sermons isto Kilesio varias
fabulas conseram aureeque tuas benivolas
lepido susurro permulceam,.••

1.1

Fabulara Graecnnicara incipimus: lector
intende; laetaberis.

1.1

and on his literary capacity to tell the story. The emphasis is on

literary problems, Lucius' intellectual background, the style,

etc., rather than factual ones. It is established immediately
that Lucius' concern with regard to hie reader is going to be to
entertain him. This desire to entertain the reader is reiterated

twice during the course of narrations

... cognossciirtus lepidam de adulterio
cuiusdam pauperis fabulam, cuara vos
etirua cognoncatis volo.

IX.4

Fabulam denique bonam prae ceteris
suavera coapertu ad aures vestras
afferre decrevi, et en occipio.

r:.i4

These two introductory phrases show Lucius' self-consciousness as

a narrator and also the way in which he uses his desire to
entertain as an excuse for introducing digressionnry tales. Up to
the middle of "Book VIII the digressionary tales are skilfully

integrated into Lucius' story, being motivated by a situation in
the main narrative. They are narrated in a dramatic setting by an

appropriate narrator, and often reflect or anticipate the motifs of
the Lucius story.17 After the flight from the bailiff's farm this

closely-knit structure is no longer adhered to. Lome of the

digressionary stories do follow the pattern of the earlier books -
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the story of Arate,^ that of the fuller's wife»^ that ox the
three brothers^ - but the remainder, - the story of the adulterous
slave,21 that of the poor man's wife,^ the 1 haedra story,the
story of the woman condemned aa bostlas.^ - have very tenuous links
with the Lucius story, and their motivation lies in the narrator's
determination to entertain the reader with amusing or sensational
stories.

Lucius' self-consciousness as a narrator, his quasi-professional

attitude, manifests itself in his tendency to break the course of
the narration in order to comment on the contents of hie story and
his tack of narration, either in an impersonal manner or in a

conversational aside to the reader. Twice Lucius makes a formal

comment on what is appropriate at a certain point in the narratives
I ee ac tenpus ipsura locorun speluncaeque
illius quara latrones inhabitabant,
description?® exponere flagitat; nam et
neun cictul periclitabor ingenium, et faxo
vos quoque an mente ctiara sensuque fuerim
acinus cedulo sentiatiE.

IV.6

lies iprsa raihi poecere videtur ut huius
quoque servitii mei disciplines! exponan.

IX. 32

The ironic aside to the reader in the first passage wittily
undercuts the self-conscious literary formalism. A similar, but

shorter, comment occurs in his description of the workers at the

mill| here it serves as a means of changing the subject of his

description, 'lam de meo iumentario contubemio quid vel ad quem

moo.ua memorera';' (IX. 13)# These three comments reveal the narrator

presenting descriptions as formal exercises rather than as

spontaneous digressions, and underline his literary
self-consciousness.

At the end of the story of Cupid and Psyche, Lucius remarks:

... sed astans ego non proeul dolebam
mehercules quod pugillares et stiium non
habebam qui ten bellam fabellaa
praenotarea.

VI. 25

This editorial comment has a number of functions: it explains how
Lucius came to hear the story, thereby justifying its inclusion;
the false regret is an ironic double-take which covers over the

imbalance of such a long digressionary tale being included; finally,
it plays on the ambiguity of the dual persona of the hero narrator
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and the humorous concept of an ass writing.

Twice, nrhcn dealing with implausible material, Lucius pauses

to anticipate the reader's objection, ind overrules it by a seemingly
adequate, but in fact deceptive, excuse:

Haec ad is tun raoduia gesta coapluribus rautuo
sermocinantibus cognovi: uibus attteo verbis
accusator urserit, c uibus rebus diluerit reus,
ac prorsus orationes altercationesque nenue
ipse absens apud praesepium scire ue ue c-d
vos quae ignoravi possum emintiare, sed cuae
plane comperi ad istae litteras proferaia.

X.7

Led foraitan lector scrupulosus reprehendene
narratua rneum sic arguaentaberis: 'lTnde autem
tu, astutule asine, intra terainos pistrini
contectus, <uid secreto, ut affirn:>s,
cmlieres gesserint scire potuisti?* ccipe
i ,i tur ruemadnodum homo curiosvs iumenti
facieia sustinens cxrncta uae in perr.iciem
pistoris mei jests. sunt cogno^i.

EC. 30

In Book X Thiasus is introduced with the comment to the reader that

this should have been done earlier, •' ed prius est ut vobis, quod
initio facere debuerani, vel nunc saltern referam, quia iste vel unde
fuerit'. (X.l8). These digressionTry comments have the effect of

reinforcing the suspension of disbelief; the narration is made to
seem more plausible by the comments of a narrator conscious of his
task rnd limited in his knowledge, and therefore the illusion of

reality and the illusion that the person- shaping the narration is
Lucius are strengthened.

a new motif emerges in Book XI; it is no longer a < uestion of
the narrator discussing details of technique and presentation with
the reader, but that of the actual problem of expression: Lucius

prefaces his account of the vision of Isis with an expression of
doubt concerning the adequacy of human languutge:

.wius mirandaxa speciem ad vos etiara reterre
conitar, si tamen mihi diaserendi tribuerit
frcultatem paupertns oris human!, vel ipsun
numen eius dapsilen copiara elocutilie
faeundiae subclinic travcrit.

XI. 3

h similar address to the reader is inserted in the account of

Lucius' initiation; however, here the concern is not with literary

expression, but with what may be expressed with immunity. dealing
with this strange type of material the narrator, for the first time,
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leliberately arid openly places a restriction on the information
being imparted to the reader, and informs the reader of that
restriction;

Quaeres forsitan satis anxie, studiose
lector, quid deinde dictum, quid factum;
dicerem si dicere liceret, cognosceree
ai liceret audire; Eed pareta noxam
contrailerent aures et linguae ilia©
temerariae curiositatis. Eec te tanen
decider!o foraltan religioso suspensun
fingore diutino cruciabo: igitur audi,
aed crede, cuae vera cunt.

XI,23

It is, of course, true that this passage does much to create an

atmosphere in which Lucius* religious experiences become more real
and credible; with material of this nature a deliberate and esoteric
silence is often more effective and impressive than an attempt at

full exposition. It is interesting to note that this is the only

place in which Lucius asserts the veracity of hie account and

appeals to the reader to believe him *... igitur audi, sod crede,
cuae vera sunt' • (5CI.23)* Had this type of assertion of truth
been in use constantly in the narration, this final assertion would
have lacked the emphasis and impact which it has here.

So far we have examined those passages in which Lucius comments
to the reader on his narrative techniques or his task of narration.
/. second category exists, - passages in which Lucius comments to
the reader on the contents of the narrative. The two phrases

introducing ciigreseionary tales cited above0 - are examples of this.
The narrator turns to the audience in order to give a brief

indication of what they jure about to read/hear, i.e. Lucius
exploits his retrospective superior knowledge. This type of
comment serves as a type of preview, or advertisement, to arouse

the reader's interest. The Phaedra story in Book X is introduced
in a similar manners

Lost dies pluBCulos ibiden diesi^ymtum
scelestura ac nefarium facinus meraini, sed
ut vos etiam legatis, ad libruin profero.

X.2

After the introduction of the main characters Lucius again turns
to address his audience:

... if® ergo, lector optine, scito te
tragoediaa, non fabulnra legere, et a r.occo
fid cothumura ascendere.

X.2
This emphasis on the serious tragic nature of the story is a trick
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on the part of the narrator. Despite all indications to the

contrary, the story ends happily (for all except the stepmother;.
Ihe narrator is deliberately misleading the audi'nee, and arousing
in them false expectations so that the sudden twist at the end
will have a greater effect of surprise. In this Lucius abuses
his superior position of knowledge, by giving the reader false
information rather than restricting information, in order to

manipulate the reader's response and to obtain an unusual effect.
Another example of this kind of misleading prediction1-" is Lucius'
preface to the episode of the miller's wife, which adequately
describes the first part of the story, but not its tragic aftermath,
'Fabulaa denicue bonam prae ceteris suavera conpertu ad auree

Y~

vestras affer|e decrevi,. . .' (17. .14, •

The final two addresses to the reader concerning contents

are simple cases where Lucius deliberately calls the attention of
the reader to the situation at hand. Both cases concern the eunuch

priests. The first prefaces the long and rhetorically vivid

description of fhilebuss
... Fortuna ... rursun in me caecos detorsit
oculor et emptorem aptiseiraum duris meie
casibus aire repertum obiecit. Scitote
nu&lem...

VIII.24

The second concerns the masochistic rites of the eunuch priests,
and is placed in a position to influence the reader's attitude to
the description of the rites which follows:

Inter haec unus ex illis siraulabat sauciam
vecordiam, proreus quasi deum praesentia
soleant homines non sui fieri raeliores sed
debiles effici vel aegroti. Specta denicue
quale caelcsti providentia meriturn
reportaverit.

VIII.27

A further aspect of luciue' relationship with the reader is
his tendency to use the econd-person singular form of verbs,

thereby introducing the reader directly into the narrative. The
use of the second-person singular' is of course a common rhetorical
figurehowever in Lucius' narration the conscious use of and the

emphasis on the reader/narrator relationship in the prologue and
the asides, find the very frequency of this usage seem to indicate
that this tendency is more than a linguistic turn of phrase or a

rhetorical device. Axcept for one case in which an idea is
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attributed to the reader, *.. • ut faecium molem elephanto, non

asino paratam putares...' (VT3J7} » the use of the second-person

singular occurs only in descriptions of scenes or objects. A

large part of the description of Byrrhaena'e atria is written in
this manner:

... et sicunde de proximo latratus ingruerit,
eum putabis de faucibuc lapidis exire, ... uvae
faberrime politae dependent, ... putes ad
cibum inde quaedam...posse deoerpi, et ei
fontea ... pronus aspexeris, credes ilioe ut
rure pendentes raceaos inter cetera voritatis
nec agitationis officio carere.

II.4

It occurs again in the description of Charite'e return,

... porapam cerneres oanis sexus et oranis
aetatis novuraque et llercule memorandum
spectamen, virginen asino triunphantem.

VII.13

in the description of the attack on the fugitive slaves:
Cemeres non tarn Hercule memorandum quara
minerandura etiam spectnculum, oanes oopioaoe
ardentibus animis alios fugientes arripere,
alios stantibus inhaerere, puosdaxa iacentes
inecendere et per onnem nostrum co.-naeatun
morsibus aabulare.

vill.17
and finally in the mimic dance of Venus,

Venus ecce...cireumfuso populo laetirsiraorum
parvulorum, dulce surridens constitit amoene:
illos teretes et laeteos puellos diceres tu
Cupidinee veroe de caelo vel marl coramodum
involasse;.••

X.32

In those scenes in which Lucius is involved one may argue that this

technique is used to allow the reader to see the scene from without,
from a point of view outside the picture. However, this explanation
covers only two cases,^ so a wider, more embracing, one must be

sought. A more inclusive explanation is that this usage is part
of the narrator's tendency to create a reader, an imaginary rersona.

to whom he narrates his story and addresses his editorial remarks,
and whose reactions and perception he occasionally prescribes and

incorporates into the narration. In this way the reactions of the
real reader, who to a greater or lesser extent Identifies himself
with the postulated reader, nay be controlled and manipulated - i.e.
the reader fills a motild which has been already prepared for him.
This technique also results in a greater intimacy between narrator
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and reader in that the narrator may predict and assume the reader's
response.

This brings us to the problem of distance between reader and
hero/narrator, and the extent to which the reader feels sympathy
or empathy with Lucius. A certain distinction must be made between
the experiencing Lucius, the naively optimistic helpless, suffering,
perennially unlucky man turned into an ssb for the greater part of
the story and the narrating Lucius who sees ana recounts the

predicament of the experiencing Lucius with a certain degree of
ironic distance. Ms ironic treatment of the hero may be seen in
the laughter at Lucius' predicament and his naive inability to deal
with it,2- and especially in the mock-heroic treatment of Lucius'

sufferings.™ This places the reader in an ambiguous position,

sympathising with Lucius' experience^ yet at the same time
maintaining a sufficient distance from them, to be able to enjoy the
ironic amusement they afford. The distinction between the narrator
and the experiencing hero is fundamentally one of time; the

experiencing hero exists in the fictional time of the story, the
narrator is presumed to exist outside and beyond the time of the

action. There ie a temporal distance between the narrator and the
events of his story. The distance between experience and narration
exists in every first person narration. Often the relationship
between the two points of time may remain vague and unspecific, as

seems to be the case in the , atvrlcon. Alternatively the extent of
the temporal distance may be indicated by using a dramatic narrative
situation in which the narrator tells his story retrospectively.
Leucippe and Clltophon ie an example of the latter method. Here,
although tiie exact temporal distance is not specified, the fact that
the hero/narrator, Clitophon, is referred to as a young nan in the
narrative situation*^ seems to indicate that only a short pc-riol of
tine has lapsed between the events and their narration. In the

..'to. .or -hor.es there is no such dramatic, narrative, situation and
no indications of the length of time which has lapsed between the
events and their narration. Therefore, It is difficult to place
the narrator in time with reference to what he tells; similarly
it is difficult to correlate the brief glimpse of the narrator
which we obtain in the prologue with the quietly serene convert and
multi-initiate of the conclusion. Despite the fact that the

narrator rarely openly uses his position of superior knowledge and
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hindsight in the presentation of the material, there are three
occasions on which the element of retrospection on the part of the
narrator seems to emerge:

Hie ego me potieeimuni capitis peraclitatum
raeraini.

VIII.31

Ism de meo iumentario contubemio ouid vex

ad quem siodum raenoreH?
IX. 13

lost dic?s plunculor. ibidem dicsignatum
Bceleetun ac nefarium facinus memini,...

v nc.

r"his minor element of retrospection addB to the impression of
distance between the narrator and the material by giving it a

temporal aspect.

Because of this dichotomy of experiencing hero and narrating

hero, it is difficult to attribute the comments on the material and

the digressions definitely to either aspect of the hero. The
comments etc. may be the reactions at the tine of the action

incorporated into the narrative, or comments made retrospectively.
Smith*^ argues for the former, emphasising the narrator's
involvement in the story and his lack of calm retrospections 'his
attitude at any given moment is that of a character actually in
the process of experiencing the events he is recounting'. This is

equally true of the four* major digressions, (digression on hair;-^
digression on ortuna;digression on his situation as on ass;35
digression on the corruptness of justice,. All the digressions

spring directly from the present situation in the narrative, and
could quite probably belong there in time, though one jaay plausibly
doubt whether the hero engaged in a mental speculation on his
attraction to human hair in the raiast of hit first flirtatious

encounter with Fotis. It ceeraE rather that the narrator is teasing
the reader by using delaying tactice.

The digression on ortuna seems to be placed firmly in time and
the actual situation by the manner in which it is introduced and

presented as Lucius' mental reactions to the bandit's report,
baec eo narrante, veteris fortunae et illiuo
beati lucii praesentisqxse aerumnae et
infelicis asini facta comparatione raedullitus
ingeraebam, subiitcue me non de nihilo veteris
priscaeque doctrinae viros finxisso ac
pronuntiasse oaecan et rroreus exooulataa esse

Fortunam,... Talibus cogitationibus fluctuantem
subit me ilia cure. potior....

VII.2-4
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and by the farcical conclusion to his philosophising in which he
attempts to proclaim his innocence:

Aenieue nt? mala conscientia tarn soelesto
crimini praesens viderer r.ilentio
consentire, hoc tanturn impatiently
perduetue volui dieere "Hon feci''. St
verbum quidem praeoedens semel ac saepius
immodice clanitavi, sequent; vero nullo
pacto dieterere potui, ced in prima remansi
voce, et identiden boavi "Jon, non%
<uamquara nimia rotund!tate pendulas
vlbraseem labias.

VII. 3
ith reference to the theme of Tortuna in General, it its possible

that all comments concerning Fortuna. which do not belong
specifically to conversation or interior monologue, i.e. belong in
the actual situation, are in fact editorial comments, - the
narrator seeing certain movements in, or aspects of the action,
which he attributes to . 'ortvna retrospectively, '.he same is true,
of couree, of the qythio parallels and allusions.

"he digression on being an ass is motivated by lucius'
contemplation of the animals at the mill. His comparison of his
pact and Mb miserable present situation leads him to consider the

only advantage of being an ass, the opportunity it afforde of
indulging Ms curiosity, and to introduce a typically sententious
comparison between Odysseus and himself. Although the general
nature of lucius' thoughts and the sententious style give a rather
retrospective quality, the phrase asino rneo find the motivation of
the digression suggests that it in the intellectual musing of the
hero at this point in time.

The attack on the corruption of justice also has a

retrospective quality resulting from the use of the present tense
<oid the degree of sententioueneas. The narrator stops ehort in his
description, turns away from the scene at hand, and deliberately
points and develops the moral conclusion, citing mythological and
historical examples. A further indication of its editorial nature

ie the narrator*e anticipation of the reader's objection. He
suddenly halts his indignant outburst, admits the absurdity of a

philosophising abe, and states his intention of returning to Mb
proper task of narration. The reference to the p}illoBorhar,tern

. sinux.i may be interpreted to indicate that the speaker of the

digression Is the experiencing hero. However, I believe that the
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other features of the digression give it an editorial quality, .nd

that the phrase rhiloscNhk-nten aslnun is an ironic undercutting of
the earnestness of the digression, involving a blurrin^ of the
distinction between the two nersonae - that of the hero and that of

the narrative, and also provides a quick and witty means of bringing
it to a conclusion and returning to the story.

The same problem of a dichotomy of hero/narrator exists In

regard to the moral comments in the text. It in impossible to
attribute them definitely to narrator or hero, to the past or to
the narrative present. In some places they are so closely involved
in the action as to lead one to conclude that they originated there;

e.g. Lucius* comments on Charite's behaviour-5^ which results from
his ignorance of the present circumstances. In other cases the
comenta could be regarded as editorial and retrospective. Iucius*
comment on the rituals of the eunuch priests is perhaps an example
of this, especially as it is followed immediately by an address to
the reader:

... velut miminis divino spiritu repletua,
sinulabat sauoi.ua vecordiara, prorsue quasi
deum praesentia soleant homines non eui
fieri melioree sod debiles effici vel
aegroti. bpecta denirue quale caeleeti
providentiu neritum x'eportaverit.

mi. 27-28

Finally with reference to these moral comments it must be stressed
that the moral attitude of the narrator is not fully expressed in

open comments, but in the very selection of words for describing

people and situations, e.g. describing the eunuch priests:
Ad latum modura palantes osnen illam
depraedabantur regionem ... a quodam
colono fietae vaticinstionis raendaxsio
pinguissimura deposcunt arietera...

VIII.29
It is this kind of veiled comment which the reader accepts

unconsciously, thereby accepting the narrator's attitude and

participating in it, which has more effect in portraying the
narrator's attitude to the material and shaping the reader's
attitude, than the more open sclf-conscicrus moral comments which
are usually ironically undercut.

Having discussed the attitude of the narrator at such length
it is perhaps time to admit that we ere dealing with an illusion.
The fact that the narrator Lucius is telling the story is a fiction.
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he cueetlon which remains, is how well it the illusion maintained'.

H'aggt3? discussing the technical carrying out of the first-person
point of view, divides the possible variations of strictness into
four different levels, founded on simple external criteria. It
will be useful at this point to quote this categorisation, and then
examine the maintenance of the illusion of the 'I* narrator in the

"otaniomhosee with reference to it.

(1) The narration is "authentic" or gives
an impression of verisimilitude by
admitting only the events which the narrator
has manifestly experienced himself and in
the form in which he may be supposed to
remember them; thus, direct quotation of
speech in great quantities is alien at
this level.

(2) Ae on the first level, the narration on
this level follows, as regards contents and
chronology, the narrating character*s
registering of the eventE in his mind - that
is, the same character's point of view ia
consistently maintained throughout - but
direct speech end detailed descriptions are
admitted without restraint. The audience is
made to follow the events closely but is not
supposed to keep the verisimilitude of the
narration act in mind.

(3) On this level, the chronological
arrangement according to the registering in
the Bind of the "ego" is given up. All the
facte that the nuxrator may be supposed to
know of at the time of the narration are

admitted; looking back, he nay explain
authoritatively casual connections whioh he
was not aware of at the time of the event and
narrate things that happened when he was not
present, all in the "right" sequence of time,
without regard to when he got to know of it
himself, he avoids only things of which he
cannot possibly have any knowledge, even at
the time when he tells his story (a aan*s
lost thoughts before dying, etc.).
(4) 1Mb last restriction is also given up,
find the narrator ie placed on equal terras
with the omniscient author.

The material in the first three books of the Petamorohoses ic

simple to deal with find to categorise. Ae Lucius is at the centre
of the action, there is no problem with the question of information;
he Is in the midst of the material he has selected to use. It is

the typical autobiographical situation. The sequence of events
maintained is that experienced by the hero, rather than the true
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hifitoric.il sequence imposed by the narrator in retrospect. The
reader shares the hero's point of view and learns of things in
the same runner as Lucius does. Ke knows no more and no less about
the situation than the hero himself. The only exoeption to this
is the case of Fotis's flirtatious goodni dit to Lucius during his
first evening in Liypata. This incident occurs in time at the end
of Book I yet Lucius withholds any mention of the incident until
he has learnt that l amphile is a witch.^'0 Then he telle of the
incident while meditating on methods to experiment with magic:

Vesperi quoque cum somno concederes, et
in cubiculum te deduxit coralten, et blande
lectulo collocavit, et satis amanter
cooperuit, et osculato tuo oapite quam
invita discederet vultu prodidit, denique
saepe retrorsa respiciens substitit.

II.6

The reasonB for this ore varioust possibly it is the result of a

deliberate plan not to introduce the erotic motif until the magic
theme is fully established} also the earlier intrusion of this
incident at the end of Book I would upset the carefully created

picture of Lucius as a young man beset by ill-luck find surrounded
by irritating acquaintances. Finally, it is possible that the
incident only gains importance in the mind of Lucius when seen in
the light of a fact that Filo's household is a witch's one, and
that, therefore, Fotis may be useful to Lucius in his search for
marvellous and magical experiences.

Otherwise the reader keeps pace with Lucius in his knowledge
of the situation. He discovers that Milo's wife is a witch at the
same time and in the same way as Lucius does - from Byrrhaena}^1
the full circumstances surrounding the Festival of Laughter are

only revealed when Fotis explains thera to Lucius.^2 Ke does not
inow that Fotis has made a mistake about the ointment until its
effectD are clesr.^3 it is in the treatment of the Festival of

Lau^hter^ that the effects of the restrictions of the hero's and
the reader's point of view are exploited most fully. The reader
is deceived in the same m.anner as Lucius ami experiences the same

fear, suspense and eventual surprise, rather than participating in
the amused superiority of Milo and the rest of the townspeople.
The only problem with the Festival of laughter is the position of
Fotis. It would seen likely that she knew at the time of the true
nature of Lucius*s drunken attack, both from having witnessed it
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from Paraphile's attic when it occurred,^ «nd from the fact that
Lucius would have told her when he got home.46 Certainly she is
present when convinced of his crime he is admitted to *rilo's house.

However, both her silence and her role in Lucius* nasty experience
;ire necessary in order to give Lucius a vantage point from which to
persuade her to show him Faaphlle practising her witchcraft. xcopt
for these two minor problems concerning Potis one may say that the
use of the first person narrator in the first three books la that
of Hiigg's second level. The illusion of s restrictive point of
view is not only successfully maintained but exploited for effective
narrative ends of unknowing suspense and surprise. The choice of
point of view shapes the attitude of the reader to Lucius. Because
of the exclusive use of the perspective of the expert©rtclng hero,
there is little or no distance between the reader and Lucius. The

reader experiences the same events, emotions and reactions as he did.
here is no qualifying perspective to add an undertone of irony and

to create an ambiguity of response in the reader.

In Books IV - X the situation of the narrator becomes more

difficult. A* Lucius'a sphere of action becomes more restricted
because of his asinine shape, the range of material used is widened
with the result that he is no longer at the centre of the actiox;.
. deled to this is the fact that, debarred as he is from human

communication, he becomes dependent on what he overhears. In this
situation a number of devices are vised to explain Lucius's sources

of information. The first is the exploitation of the curiosus
raotif.47 The fact that Lucius is insatiably curious motivates his
interest in other people's business end explains why he makes such
an effort to find out as much as possible. It is emphasised twice
in the narrative where Lucius *s interest may seem excessive to the
readers

Tec ullura uspiam cruciabilis vitae solacium
aderat, nisi quod ingenita mihi curiositate
recreabar dum praesentiam mem parvi faoientes
libere quae volunt wanes et agunt et
loquuntur.

IX.13

Accipe igitur quemadmodum homo curiosus
iumenti facieia sue tineas cuncta quae in
pemiciom pistoris raei gesta sunt cognovi.

IX. 3CJ

Allied to this use of curiositas i® the use of Lucius's
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situation as a means of gaining information. This is seen first
in the fact that Lucius*s big asinine ears are ironically used as

an excuse to explain hov; he knows things
uam meie tan magnis auribus accipions,

quid aliud ouaa /acuta crastinura deflebam
cadaver".

VI. 32

At ego, quanquara graviter nuncensone errori
Fotidis, nuae me duia avera febricat, perfecit
asinum, is to tamen vel unico solacio
aerumn&bilis deforraltatis raeae recreabar,
ouod auribus grandissimis praeditua cuncta
longule etian diseita facilllne sentiebam.

IX. 15

raid more importantly by the fact that because he is an ass people
48

act and speak freely in his presence.

In conjunction with this use of personality traits and
situational devices the fiction of a restricted narrator is further

maintained by the constant use of explanatory phrases to account
for Lucius's knowledge. In these he explains how he knows a fact
or why he thinks itj

... in pago c;uodam apud notos ac farailiares
latronibus senee devertimus} sic enim priisas
aditus et cerao prolixus et oscula nutua
cuaavis asino sentire praestabant..•

IV. 1

... nam et secuia eos aniaadverteram
colloquentes, quod in proximo nobis esset
habenda raansio...

IV.5

uidnm de nurnero latronura pervenit; sic
enim srutuae salutationis officiua
indicabat.

VII. 1

... ad casas interim auas vineturn perducunt,
ouoad renascent! die sequent! deduexus ad
aegis trains, ut aiebant, poena© redderetur...

VII.26

... venit quidam iuvenis e proxuaa civitate,
ut cuidea atihi videbatur vmur ex faimuis
Charitee...

VIII.1

Denirue die quadaa madiuae illius aniculae
sermo talis meas affertur aures...

Ei.16

At miles ille, ut poetea didici...
EX.41
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. inilarly the inclusion of the tale of Cupid and >syche and the
description of the mime are accounted for by the statement that
Lucius was present on both occasionst

... sed astans ego non procul dolebara
mehercules cuod pugill&ree et stilura
non habeban.*.

71.25

... tantieper ante port m constitutus
pabulum laetissimi gr-iminis, cuod in
ipso gerainabat aditu, libens affectabao
subinde curiosos oculos patente porta
speetaculi prospectu gratiesimo
refioiens...

X.29

Cnly once does Lucius confess to ignorance - concerning the fate
of the gardener, *31© secuenti neuc quid em dominus hortulanus quid

egerit neecio...' (X.1). Both the explanatory phrases and this
admission do much to reinforce the impression of a restricted point
of view.

nother technique used to maintain the illusion is to nticipate
the reader*s doubts and objections concerning how he obtained his
information and to offer an explanation. These explan tions occur

twice. The first time is in the latter part of the miller's wife's

story, which has developed from a situation in which Lucius was

present and played a minor part, to a situation removed from his
direct knowledge:

L ed forsitan lector Bcrupulosue reprehendenu
narratum neum sic argumentaberic j 'Unde autem
tu, astutule asine intra terminos pistrini
contectus, quid secreto, ut affirms, mulieres
gesserint scire potuisti?' ccipe igitur
tfueiaadaodtua homo curiosua iumeriti faciera
oustineno cuneta quae in perniciera pistorie
mei gesta sunt cognovi.

IX. 30

The full explanation coraes later with the arrival of the daughter
who reports all that her dead father has revealed to her in a

dream.49 This address to the reader is one of a series of devices

used to account for Lucius* narration of this series of stories.50
heee devices are necessary because of the length and complexity

of this series. Lucius introduces the incident strangely, ae if
it is outside the main uetion, as in the case of the story of the

poor man's wife, rather than part of Lucius* experience, which it

is, 'Pabulum denique bonara prae ceteris suave/a compertu ad auree

vestr&a afforre decrevi, et en occipio'. (IX.14). The story of the
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poor man's wife Is Introduced in n similar manner and has a similar
theme of adultery, '... cognoscimuf lepidan de adulterio cuiusdam
pauperis fabulam, quasi vos etisira eognoscatis volo*. (IX.4). After
the introduction Lucius explains hie interest in the situation and
how he came to know of It:

uae saevitia multo mihi aagis genuinam
curiositatem in suos mores aiapliaverat:
••• auribuc grandisoimiE praeditus cuncta
lon&ul© etiara dissita facillime eentiebam

IX. 15

vhree times in the course of the action Lucius* presence is noted

and emphasised!

... eermo talis seas affertur aures...

XX. 16

**..• At ego misella molae stiam sonum et
ecce Illius scabiosi asini faciem timentera
fami11area incidi".

IX. 22

••• sed aihi penita oarpebantur praecordia
et praecedens facinus et praesenteta
deterriraae feminae ccnatantiam cogitanti
mecuraque sedulo deliberabara,...

IX. 26

'in,illy m the action moves away from Lucius * immedia te environment
he assures the reader that an explanation of how he came to know of
the sequel to the story is forthcoming.

The second long explanation by the narrator concerning Ms
means of information oocurs also during the narration of a long

story» that of^Ihaedra,^1 which takes place outside the sphere of
jucius* experience. He explains to the reader how he came to know
of what was happening, then emphasises Ms restricted point of
view:

Haec ad is turn raodum gesta coapluribus rautuo
cormocinan tibus cognovit quibus nutem verbis
aceusator urserit, nuibus rebus diluerit
reus, ac prorsus orationes altercationesque
neque ipse absens apud praesepium scire neque
ad vos cuae ignoravi possum enuntiare, sed
quae plane coaperi ad is tan litteras
uroferam.

x.7
The impression created by this is that the narrator has been

presenting a strictly personal account, - telling things he known
of directly, without assuming any privileges of knowledge.Of
course this is just a deceptive ploy to maintain the illusion of a

restricted view point and to reassure the reader by anticipating his
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doubts, thereby resolving then, The narrator*e actual practice ia
otherwise: the very material which he denies knowledge of, the speeches
at the trial, he quotes in full a short tine later narrating the
doctor's part in the trial.^

Respite this constant use of explanatory phrases etc. to
account for Lucius's knowledge and to maintain the fiotion that
the narration is bein;. told by a character within the story and not

■ n omniscient author, there remains much in the narrative

unexplained as to how Lucius cane to know of it. Many of the

examples of this are trivial and may be just mentioned in passing!
Lucius'© knowledge of the debate concerning' his reward after his
escape with Charite#-^ the peasants looking for the oow;55 the

townspeople looking for the assr" the prodigies at the rich man's
dinner and the account of the death of his sons;^ the revelation
to fhi&sus of Lucius's behaviour with the aatrona and his reaction

to it.5^ 11 of these are minor points, and it may be argued that
uciuc inferred the information from the ensuing circumstances.

!"o, ever, the fact remains that they are unexplained and their presence

lightly undermines the fiction of the restricted point of view of
the narrator. A more serious case ie that of the cook's plan to

substitute Lucius for the stolen venison.59 The background to this
incident - the dog's theft, the cook's despair, the wife's clever

plan - is such that it is difficult to understand how Lucius knows
of it. However, it is necessary for Lucivie to know of the cook's

plan in order for the action to progress. Therefor© one must make
the tacit assumption that Lucius is present vaguely in the
b okground, an assumption supported perhaps by the cook's wife's

vorda, '..♦ advenna isturn asinum...iugula....' (VIII•31)• However,
the problem does not end there. Lucius having been locked up,^0
a slave reports to those in the dining-hall about a rabid dog. It
ie difficult to see how Lucius oarae to know of what was happening
in the dining-room if he was locked up. However, at this point in
the story the narrator seems to have forgotten that Lucius i© already
locked up, for Lucius escapes the servants, who belic-v© that he hoc

rabies, and is locked up again, in the bedroom this time. The
confusion and inconsistency arise from the fact that here there are

two stories, both with the motif of the would-be victim finding

escape by being locked up. The amalgamation of the two stories into
r sequence reeults in the inconsistency and incoherence of the plot.



'.lie final port of the incident involves Lucius overhearing the
servants outside the door of the room in which he is locked

discussing whether or not he has rabies. This explains how he
knows of the rabies part of the incident, and it motivates his
behaviour aimed at convincing the servants of his sanity.

Thin point of lucius* information about the rabies outbreak
brings up the question of the relationship between the sequence of
experiencing events and that of narrating them. In discussing the
treatment of the 'I* narration in Books I - III it was noted that

except for one incident the narrative was presented subjectively
as it was experienced by the hero at the time, not as it was seen

by the narrator in retrospect. In the remainder of the 'etaxrcr: hoses.
this sequence of events ie no longer strictly adhered to. The
narrator rearranges and manipulates material as and when he wishes
to. The story of the miller'b wife^ is a good example. The first

part of the story is told ae it was perceived by the experiencing

Jucius, the witchcraft episode is not known to Lucius until the
arrival of the daughter,^2 yet it is narrated in its proper

chronological se* uence. The final episode^ with the priests sho'.re
the same process in reverse - the narrator withholding information
from the reader which the hero knows about. It eeeras clear from

Lucius' lack of surprise and his attitude that he knows all the time
about the theft of the golden goblet.

Kec defuit cui, martu super dorsum neum
iniecta, in ipso deae quern gerebam gremio
scrutatius, rerperiret atrue incoram omnium
aureura depromeret eontharum

IX. 10

In the C rtoe where the same incident is narrated, it is treated

differently. There the reader learns of the theft immediately it
occursIt would seem that by withholding this information the
narrator in the Tetaaorohoces is attempting to give the attack on

the priests and the finding of the cup an element of complete

unexpectedness and surprise.

In addition to these outright breaks in the subjective chronology
there ie also a tendency on the part of the narrator to use

anticipatory summaries of material. This tendency emerges not only
in the case of the digresaionary tales where it serves as an

introduction of extraneous material and is therefore more acceptable,
e.g.: '... ubi coeptum facinus oppido memornbile narrare cupio*
(VIII.22) but also in the main action. The venison episode is
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introduced by a brief indicative summary, *"ic ego rae potissioum

capitis periclitatun, menini'. (VTII.31). Similarly the introduction
of the slave of the eunuch priest is accompanied by a summary of
his duties which Lucius could not have known immediately he met
him. die name of the eunuch priest in introduced directly and
somewhat prematurely into the narrative.^5 in the same manner

Mantis' mane is introduced directly into the narrative and the
narrator adds 11 summary of his background and hie activities in

Thesaaly.^ It is clear from the comment which precedes it that
iucius did not find out this information suddenly at this point
but that the narrator breaks his narrative to give the reader the

necessary information at an appropriate place, 'bed prius est ut

vobis, quod Initio facer© debuerna, vol nunc saltern referam, cuis
iste vel unde fuerit*. (X.18).

In Books I - IIIthe point of view consistently used Is that of
the experiencing hero. In Books IV - X, as the range of material
and the variety of interest in Lucius' situation diminishes, the

argons of the narrator begins to emerge as a dominant figure in
his role of commentator and in his role of entertainer who

introduces eeoondary material. The point of view does not beoorae

exclusively retrospective but shifts between that of the

experiencing hero, as in the Charite episode, and that of the

retrospective narrator. Both nersonae are present in narration end
are exploited for particular effeote. This dual presence creates

an ambiguity of response for the reader and the frequently ironic
tone of the narration increases the distance between reader and

the experiencing hero, r eference has already been made to Smith's
argument that the point of view in the ; 'etamorohoses is that of tlie

experiencing hero.*>7 Smith has recently developed this argument in
discussion of the reliability of the narrator.^ He argues that

the point of view of the narrator in Books I - X is both limited
and distorted, and attributes every instance of inconsistency,

exaggeration, and error to this lack of reliability on the part of
he narrator, this 'shallowness and superficiality of understandingj^

the narrator of Book XI has a more elevated and reliable perspective,
his point of view is no longer distorted. This division of the

point of view of the narrator into two separate periods, one

reliable, one unreliable, although it has an element of truth, seems

a rather simplified approach. There is no doubt that there is a



change of attitude on the part of the narrator in Book XI. However,
this change need not reflect the moral transformation of the

experiencing hero. This would assume that the experiencing hero
•aid the narrator were identical and contemporaneous, and therefore
deny the narration a retrospective cuality. The change is rather
the result of the different nature of the material. The theme of

Took XI is openly serious and elevated, the narrator is fully
aware of this, and therefore adapts his style of narration to the
material, furthermore, the esoteric nature of the material places
the reader at a greater distance from the narrator, which increases
the formality of the narrative style. aith's interpretation of the
narrative voice of Books I - X necessitates two assumptions:

firstly, that the point of view is exclusively that of the
experiencing hero, "a cloistered young scholar, poorly equipped to
comprehend the dan ers of his own misdirected adolescent emotions,
nor is he skilful at comprehending the true motives of others
towards hira" j7° secondly, that there is a permanent distance between
reader and narrator/hero. Keither of these assumptions is true. The

point of view is not exclusively that of the experiencing hero,
c-xcept in Books X - III. There are two perspectives, that of the
ex* eriencing hero and that of the retrospective narrator. The

retrospective quality of Lucius* narrative has been noted above,

furthermore, it has been seen that, in parts of the "eta-'or-dooues.
the chronology has been juggled with by the narrator? events are

not narrated in the sequence in which they were experienced by the
hero. The persona of the narrator also clearly emerges in the

comments, both on material and on narrative technique, and the asides
to the reader. It is also clear that the distance between the

hero/narrator and the reader is not fixed, but fluctuates according
to the point of view from the empathy between Hie reader and Lucius
in the festival of Laughter to the comic distance in Lucius* false
hura.'inieation. raith's interpretation of the nature of the
nrrative voice, while true in specific instances, is over-simple.
It ignores the different levels of awareness present in the

narration, the unconscious and Belfconscious irony. It also ignores
the way in which the restricted point of view of the experiencing

narrator, his prejudices etc. are not simply and naively presented
to the reader, but are deliberately exploited; Lucius is allowed
to be unreliable if his unreliability will produce the desired
effect. This question of effect is the crux of Apuleiue' technique



of using the 'I' narration. epending on one narrator to narrate
a wide range of material and to convey a variety of emotional

effects, puleius consistently manipulates various degrees of
irony, distance and a point of view which constantly fluctuates
between immediacy and retrospection, to create a subtle and

sophisticated relationship between hero, narrator and reader.
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CONCLUSION

The Satyrlcon of 3 etronius is the only other work in the corpus

of Latin literature which appears to approximate in form and content
to the novel.'' In "acrobius'2 continents on different kinds of stories
he links the atyricon and the etanor;-hoses. However, despite their

superficial similarity, there are too many fundamental differences
between the two works to postulate a close iuid important relationship
between them. They appear to be isolated literary phenomena, rather
than part of a corsaon tradition.

The differences between the two works are not simply those caused

by individual modification and experimentation, but more fundamental
differences of form, content and intention. Because of the
fragmentary state of the text of the atyricon. it is impossible to
make conclusive comments about its form; however, the intermingling
of prose and verse clearly distinguish it in form from the
'etamornhoses. furthermore, if speculation^ about its original
length is accurate, the .atyricon would appear to have been monumental
in siae in comparison to the etamorrhoses.

he structure of the eta''orthoses is bipartite, a primary

framework narrative and a number of secondary narratives which form

quite a large proportion of the texi.^ Although there are a number
of secondary narratives- in the .atyricon, they are far fewer in number
and shorter in length. Purthermore, the secondary narratives in the
atyricon are all introduced dramatically; often they are

autobiographical in nature. In this they are similar to the
secondary narratives in the early books of the 1 etamornho;-es. In
contrast to the latter books of the "■etamomhoses. there ore no

instances of secondary narratives which are introduced editorially
by the narrator in the . atyricon. They also lack the close thematic
relationship with the primary narrative, vfhich exists between the
two levels of narration in some parts of the ' etamorohosoE. and

gives it a thematic complexity. In all, they play a more minor role
than the secondary stories in the etamorrhosea.

Despite the occurrence of similar situations in both works,

e.g. the market place episode^ the dinner party/ scenes of
©

love-making, the material of the two works differs greatly. despite
the occasional naming of places,- the reference to historical people,^
the occasional vivid realism of description,11 and the bourgeois
characters and milieu of parts of the narrative,12 the world of the



0 L morahosec; i n is ;in tive ere tion in hich the dorain ting

presence of m. gic, and the elements of sensationalism, melodrama and
the bizarre create .11 Impression hich is the opposite of realism.

1 though 1etronius freely borrows literary motifs and exploits
literary traditions13 for a variety of effects, realism plays an

important role throughout the work, and is the dominant mode in the
Cena. The world created has the atmosphere and concrete texture of
a certain section of closely observed contemporary society. In this
world magic seems to have no reality, but is used as a facade for
sexual escapades,1^ or placed at a distance and isolated in the

secondary narratives; 0 violence is occasionally threatened,

comically administered, but the only fatalities are Lichas, who
dies a natural death by drowning, ^ and the slaughtered goose;1'''
there is melodrama, but it lies in the histrionic attitudes and
reactions of the characters, not iii the world itself; finally the
bizarre element is not the result of the mixture of reality and

fantasy as in the etanoryhoses. but is the characteristic of most
of the decadent and highly individualised characters, who contrast

sharply with the stock type and rather flat characters of the latter

part of the | euriorahoses.

The contrast in material between the two works is paralleled

by a contrast in style. The highly ornamented style of the
."etamornhorea reflects the main features of the elocutio novella,

the balanced and complex syntax, the patterns of rhythm and rhyme,
alliteration and assonance, the rich and varied diction which
combines archaisms, neologisms, Graecisms and poetical echoes. The

dazzling effect is peculiarly appropriate to the bizarre and varied
material of the " etar.omhosec> and combines with it to create the

atmosphere of unreality which pervades the work. In contrast, the

style of the aalyricon is elegantly simple. n extra dimension is
added by the use of literary allusion which is often ironic in
effect. In speech Petronius uses variation in style to express

character. In the speeches of the freedplTat the Jen. .1^ etronius

approaches a kind of linguistic naturalism in his use of elements
of the sermo ilebelus to give a realistic flavour- of the lower-class,

uneducated, milieu. This use of language and style to differentiate
character ana class is in contrast to the style of the etamorbhoc.ee.
where all the material, both speech and narrative, is presented in
a uniform medium.

The question of the intention of the aiyricon. and its tone,
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has long' been a source of controversy, ihether one sees it as a

morally satiric work^-' or a work of elegant comedy,^ it is
generally agreed that the tone of the aiyricuii is uniformly detached
and ironic. Furthermore, the element of satire is a consistent
element running through the . atr/ricoru In the et;:v,orthoses satire
ploys a very minor role. There is certainly irony, but it is often
the self-conscious irony of the narrator, rather than the coolly
detached and impersonal irony of the . atyrjoon. As with the
atvrioon. there is much disagreement about the intention of the

work? the actual comments of the narrator in the first ten books
seem to stress the primacy of entertainment, and throughout the
work there is a constant striving to introduce material of an

entertaining or sensational character. This self-consciousness of
the narrator about his task, and the highly personal tone of the
narrative, stand in contrast to the cool, impersonal, detached
tone of the atvricon.

The question of tone is closely related to the question of
narrative technique and point of view. As the . atoxicon is narrated
in the first person, a more detailed examination of this aspect of
the work will be a useful comparison to, and will underline the

peculiar features of, the use of the first-person narration in the
eta .or^ ho..e;;. As in the "etamorphoses. the hero/narrator,
ncolpius, is at the centre of the story and forms a narrative link

through the various episodes• fnlike Lucius in the etamornhoses.
the hero is never placed in such a static and limited situation that
he must assume the role of a peripheral observer, although

occasionally, as in the conversation of the freedmen at the cena.

or during Sumolpus' declamation of his poetry, the K-rsona. of

hero/narrator recedes into the background. This central role of
the hero/narrator offers an opportunity for full characterisation;

however, unlike the hero of the et^auruhosee. whose character is

presented as a consistent whole in the pre-transformation books,
the personality of the hero of the . atyrioon seems to be a rather

inconsistent amalgam of often contradictory traits. Ke is

Belf-coneciously literate and well-educated, yet capable of

stupendous and comic naivety. Ke is highly emotional, and undergoes
chameleon-like changes from bravery to cowardice, from joy to

self-pitying despair. Throughout the Cena there is an ambivalence
between critical superiority and naivety in his attitude. Veyne^
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argues that the naivety its affected and ironic; although this view

may account for some of jicolpius' comments and attitudes, it ignores
Ids stupidity and gullibility, and his sense of fear and confusion at

many points in the dena. In fact the treatment of the hero/narrator
and of point-of-view in the uena is complex. The J ena is presented
from a point-of-view within the picture, although the hero/narrator
remains on the periphery of the action. 3 etroniue deliberately
exploits the limited perspective of the experiencing hero to create

effects of surprise and suspense; the hero is continually deceived
and his expectations exposed as false and naive. His reactions
fluctuate between those of admiration, anxiety, confusion and fear
and disgust. To a certain extent the reader shares this point of
view and these reactions, but there ie a certain distance between
hero and reader which allows the reader to perceive ncolpius'
naivety and lack of reliability, and to enjoy the comedy at his
expense. The limited perspective of the experiencing hero and his
ignorance about his immediate milieu is also exploited as a means

of dramatically introducing material, as when .ncolpius naively
cuestions the other guests.2^ Although it would be a neat solution
to assign the critical comments to the retrospective narrator and
the naive conrae-nts to the experiencing; hero, this is not possible,
as many of hncolpius* critical reactions to Trimalchio's displays
of ill taste are in the dramatic context of the Cena. As well as

these naive and critical comments there is a third element in the

management of perspective in the Cena - that of silence; during
certain episodes the presence of the hero/narrator recedes and the
material is presented in an impersonal narrative or as a sustained

dramatic scene.

In discussing the ambiguity in jncolpius' character, ..ullivan
argues that he is not presented as 'an artistic and rounded creation's

we are not interested in him as a person, but as on occasion for
sexual adventures, parody aid burlesque. Undoubtedly in the Jena,

part of the ambiguity arises because of .incolpius* dual role as a

comically simple and naive guest, impressed and deceived by
Xrin&lchio'b 'special-effects', ;nd as a critical commentator who

regards with superiority the displays of ill taste and guides the
res]>onse of the reader. The comedy at ^ncolpiue• expense undermines
Ids self-conscious superiority and denies him the status of a

satiric norm. This duality of irreconcilable roles, that of a
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satiric vehicle and that of a comic butt of laughter, seems to
be an artistic fault in the work.

In the remainder of the at.'.ricor.. although ncolpius*
character undergoes many fluctuations,, this central ambiguity is
absent; the author's attitude towards the hero is to subject his

pretensions, his melodramatic reactions, to a continual amused

irony, dncolpius' role is that of a burlesque hero, and a greater
conic distance is established between reader and hero.

.o far we have concentrated on the character and role of the

hero; the question of the narrator requires closer attention.

Again the fragmentary text pones problems; lacking the opening of
the work one can not say whether the narration is told in an 'oral

epic situation', whether it is prefaced with a narrator's prologue,

and, if so, what ideas and motifs were dealt with in the prologue.
In the extant parte of the at^rloon there are no indications of an

'oral epic eit\iation', no addressee to a personally present audience,

urtherrtore, the direct addresses or asides to the reader, which axe

a peculiar feature of the : etaaoruhocer,. are absent. Although not

conclusive, this absence of address seems to suggest that the
: at.yrlcon is not introduced as a narration addressed to a created

personal audience, or to a postulated reader who is drawn into a

close relationship with the narrator.

Although there are no direct addressee to the audience, there
are occasional indications of the retrospective character of the

narration. The most simple of these is the use of summary and
selection to pass over information, or to condense conversation.
On one occasion the narrator- seems to stress the element of

selection; at the beginning of the Pena the narrator comments,

•longuxa erat singula excipere'. (28.1.) Llsewhere there are

occasional, brief, prefatory remarks which are indicative of the

point—of-view of the retrospective narrator, e.g. 'Ilanc humanitatea
insecutae sunt matteae, quarum etian recordatio me, si qua est
dicenti fides, offendit*. (65,1.). On two occasions'^ the motif of

memory is mentioned, which again indicates the retrospective element.

The only other passages which reflect the retrospective persona

of the narrator are those where .ncolpius comments or, the

impossibility of describing Circe's beauty, 'Nulla vox est quae

formam eius possit comprehendere, nam quicquid dixero, minus erit'.

(126.14;» and the passage where he notes that his threat of suicide
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fas a bluff, *^aepiuc c0o cultrum tonuoriua super iugulua raeun

posui, non na^is me occisurus, quam Giton, quod ndnabatur facturns'.
(108,11,. These two passages are the only occasions where the
narrator makes explicit editorial comments. Cther indications
of the narrative voice are the occasional qualifications, exprecsed
by words like puto and credo: here the retrospective element, (in
the use of the narrative present tense,, and the restricted view of
the narrator are indicated. Occasionally with some of Jncolpiua'
cont'sents it is unclear whether they are made in situ, or

retrospectively; however, as there is not a clearly established

pattern of retrospective comments made by the narrator, it seems

safer to interpret these ambiguous ooj»«ents as being made by

Jncolpius in situ.

The whole question of the first-person narrator has recently
been discussed by Beck.2^ C tarting from the accepted view that

ncolpius* character is inconsistent, he argues mite rightly
that there are two ncrnonae. that of -ncolpius the hero, and that
of uncolpius the narrator; these two eeysonae are distinct in tine

and character. He goes on to put forward the highly original

theory that the sophisticated narrator is ironically portraying
the illusions of his former self; his portrait of the hero is a

selective creation designed to entertain; much of the irony is
effected by highlighting the contrast between the sordid reality
and the hero's fantasy; part of this technique of highlighting is
the use of poetry. Beck argues that much of the poetry derives
from the retrospective narrator and is being projected back on the

here, and therefore substituted for the hero's reaction in situ.

He does not include in this category of retrospective poetry the
verses which justify ncolpius' outburst against his impotences

: uid me constricta spectatis fronte datones
damnatisque novae eimpliedtatis opus?

132.15
pZ!

Sullivan has argued strongly that this is a programmatic statement

by the author, who deliberately intrudes a personal ar-olo.tia

defending his work from puritanical critics, thereby breaking the
illusion of the *1' narrator. These verses may also be read as a

statement made by the narrator; however, as there are no explicit
indications in the text of an intrusive voice, find as there is no

clear pattern of editorial or authorial commentary, both these

interpretations seen to be based on little evidence. Therefore, I
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believe leek to be correct in seeing this outburst as being the
reaction of the experiencing hero, and reflecting his mannered and
literary self-consciousness. As fox- the main argument of Peck's
theory, I believe that he is coxrect in noting that many of the
passages of verse, occurring as part of the narrative, rattier than
as part of a speech, do not belong to the reaction of the
experiencing hero. However, in arguing that these passages of

poetry are part of the narrator's creative reshaping of the pant,
eck seems to be attributing to the atyricon a complexity and

literary sophistication that it does not possess. In no way is the
author of the :. a ferricon concerned with the idea, occasionally

exploited in modem fiction,of a created character in the

process of creating a further level of fiction, J etronius uses

the first-person narrator as an appropriate and effective way of
organising his material, and lending it the ircnio tone of
burlesque. He uses poetry to heighten the narrative, to lend it

variety, and to add a literary and often parodic tone. The
narrative itself is a fiction, and the device whereby the
narration is told by a narrator is an illusion. There can be no

question of reshaping or selection by the narratox', as the material
has no other shape and does not exist as the experiences of
ncolpius outside the literary work, which is the creation not of

the narrator, but of Tetronius•

This brings us to the final point of how I etronius manages

the illusion that there is a personal narrative voice, and the

question of what level of restriction and authenticity the voice

operates on. It has been noted above that Petronius does not

suffer from the sane kind of problems in terms of the relationship
between material end protagonist which Apuleius has to contend
with in Books IV - X. hncolpius is at the centre of his own Btory
and therefore has fairly easy access to information; i.e. it is

generally plausible that he should know what he narrates, and the
illusion of a personal voice and a limited perspective is maintained.
Phis illusion is further enforced by expressions of reservations,
and of opinions rather than statements, the use of other characters

op
to forward information and the use on two occasions of a key-hole
device to explain how Ancolpiue knows what was happening on the
other side of a door. Although the total effect of these devices and

comments is the impression of a personal and restricted point of view,
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there are instances where the narrator's view seems to approach

omniscience. In two of these cases .ncolpius' knowledge may be
plausibly accounted for. the first concerns ncolpius' divination
of 3iehas' thoughts on board ship, 'ton dubie redierat in animum
Hedylo expilatumque libidinosa migrations navigiura. ' (113. 3, « Here
it may be plausibly argued that in using his knowledge of lichas and
his history ncolpius is drawing a rational conclusion, and the
narration is no way privileged.

The second instance concerns a ring of Trimalchio'e, which
seems to be made of gold, but turns out to be, 'ferreiB veluti
fctellis ferruminatura* (32.4; • Here again this is not a true case

of privilege; many plausible explanations may be suggested to
account for Hnoolpius' knowledge.

After the description of the shipwreck, the narration suddenly

changes* course and briefly describes some fishermen!
I rocurrere piscatores parvulie expediti
navigiis ad praedam rapiendam. Aeinde ut
aliquos viderunt, qui suae opes
defenderent, umtaverunt crudelitatem in
auxilium...

114.14

As there is a break in the text immediately after auxilium. any

comments about his passage raunt be tentative; however, the two extant
sentences have an impersonal authorial tone; they do not describe
the approaching fishermen as perceived by the shipwrecked Encolpius,
but 3eern to describe them from a point of view outside the action.

"lie final instance is the most extensive and serious. The

major part of the Croton episode is concerned with -ncolpius' amorous

involvement with Circe. At 140* after a break in the text, the
narrative proceeds to introduce the matrons. Philomela, and to
describe -uis^ioljUs • relationship with her family. Ancolpius is
clearly present at the climax of the episode, but no indication is

given of how he came to know about Philomela's history, her

motivation, and her conversation with umolpus. All this information
is presented in a summary, omniscient fashion. A possible

explanation for this is that the material represents a parallel
line of action contemporaneous with i.ncolpius' affair with Circe.

In considering the use of the first-person narrator in the
•'etamornhosog. it has been seen that there are two perspectives, two
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points of view, that of the experiencing hero and that of the
retrospective narrator. In the 'etamornhoser.. both of these

perspectives are exploited for different effects. In the atvricon
the persona of the narrator lacks the self-conscious presence and

emerges only in hints, in the small retrospective elements noted
above. The dominant point of view is that of the experiencing

hero; his reactions, emotions and thoughts are a nearly continuous

part of the narrative. However, unlike the first three books of
the ."etamornho? es where a similar point of view is used, the effect
is not that of sympathy for the hero. Throughout the atyricon

i.ncolpius is a victim of other characters and a butt of raocking

laughter. The reader does not share his confusion, fears, melodramatic
emotions and pretension?', but regards them with detached and amused

irony. The reader, although perceiving the action through ncolpius'
eyes, is guided by the author to see with superior insight, to

perceive the lack of reliability of the hero/narrator, and to adjust
the narrative to an ironic distance.

It has been suggested*^ that Apuleius borrowed certain myths
from the tradition of the Creek romance, in the robber episode of
the ":'etamort?hocea and in the etory of Cupid and Psyche. Outside the
robber episode there are certain points of resemblance, both of
material and technique, between the Creek romances and the

etamoruhoEes.

Two motifs common to both have been indicated already - that of
Tortuna and that of divine intervention. The former is important in

creating the atmosphere of a hazardous environment and motivating
the sequences of adventure. The treatment of the latter varies from
the rather perfunctory chastity test in the temple of Artemis, in
Achilles Tatius-^ (who, one suspects, had little interest in

religion, despite the episcopal status once ascribed to him),^ to
the important motivating role of aphrodite in Chafreas and Caliirhoe.

The Greek romances also share certain minor motifs with the

secondary narratives in the ".etanorohosee. especially the sensational
murder stories of hook X. In the story of the woman condemned ad

beatlas, the motifs of jealous love and poisoning occur; that of

poisoning is paralleled in the story of Arsace^ in Ileliodorus and
that of jealous love in the attempted murder of the rival in the 'anto

episode of -enophon. J These are minor resemblances; the material of



the I haeara story^ echoes so closely motifs of the Greek romance

that it could be transposed into the narrative of a romance with

only minor modifications, The setting of the story is not that of
a bourgeois novella, but is upper-class, the- standard milieu of
the characters in romance. -Tie story deals with a passionate
incestuous love, which, when thwarted, turns to murder, a false
accusation and a false death. All these notifb have parallels in
the Greek romances and of these the closest is Gnomon's story in

Beliodorus,35 which contains incestuous love, false accusation and
murder. "Tie motifs of thwarted love, false accusation and attempted
murder also occur later, in the Areace episode in the Aethionica^
and in both the episode of I'an to 3? and the Kyno^ episode in

Xemophon. The motif of false death is typical of the melodramatic
world of the Greek romance and is used twice in Achilles Tatius and

once in Chariton and kenophon.39 Finally, in treatment, the Phaedra

story resembles the melodramatic and rhetorical techniques of the
Greek romance, e.g. the Virgilinn quotation, the elaborate
description of the symj^toas of love which is paralleled by a similar

passage in the 'cthiopica^' the set speeches and the use of reversal
and surprise.

As well as some similarities in motifs, the Greek, romances and
the ''etamornhoses also share similarities in technique. e have seen

that elaborate detailed descriptions are part of the narrative style
of the :etar ior^hoses and similar descriptions occur in four of the
Greek romances. In four cases they are integrated into the
narrative: the description of the wedding-chamber in enophonj^ the

description of the ring in Keliodorusthe descriptions of the

pictures of 5 hilomela^3 and of Androaed&44 ir< Achilles Tatius. In

two, they are the inportant motivating devices for the narration of
the story: Lon^us* description of the pastoral painting^ the picture
of wuropa at the beginning of leucines and ulitouhon.^" Ueliodorus
arid Achilles Tatius also share the tendency of the etamorphoses to
include digressive material.4?

The final technical similarity between the "tftanornhor.es and
none of the Greek romances is the use of secondary narratives.
Interpolated stories occur in three of the Greek romances. The

simplest case is Hippothous* autobiography in the ...oheciaca.^ which
is narrated during a dinner. : cn;ci ro and ';iito:;hon contains a
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variety of secondary narratives which will be dealt with later.^
Finally* the very structure of the Aethiopica with its beginning
in medias res, series of flashbacks and parallel lines of actions
necessitates the use of secondary narratives to unravel the course

of events. Ae well as these secondary narratives which deal with
the main line of action, the /ethiooica also includes the separate

story of Cnemon.^'1

Although these similarities to the Greek romances may be helpful
in considering some of the material, technique and artistic effect
of the "etanornhoces they should not be exaggerated. In comparison
with the points of contrast between the Fetamornhoses and the Greek
romances the similarities are minor and it is in these

dissimilarities that the originality of the ''etarioruhpges lies.

The most obvious and simple contrast to the Greek romance is
that of the plot. In content, the plot of the Lucius story is far
removed from the typical plot of the Greek romance, based on the
vicissitudes of two lovers, although it bears some formal resemblance
in its episodic nature.

A point closely related to the plot is that of setting. In
Greet: romance, whether the chronological setting is 5th century B.C.

Gyracuae or contemporary Tyre, the milieu is uniformly aristocratic.
The only exception to this is the pastoral setting in Longue*
unusual and original romance.

Despite its dependence on melodrama and sensationalism, the
authors of the Greek romances avoid any magical material. Here the
contrast with the . 'etamorphosee. in which magic plays an important

part in both primary and secondary narratives, is obvious.

lire characterisation of the protagonists in the Greek romance

is stereotyped; they share the same characteristics and react

predictably. Only in minor characters-*^ are there occasional flashes
of individuality and vividness. This may reflect the Influence of

new comedy. In the latter part of the "'etamorohoses. after Lucius'
rescue from the robbers, there is a tendency to use stock types;

however, the characterisation of the protagonist creates a consistent,
rounded, highly individual and sympathetic personality, and the
characterisation of Byrrhaena, ?!ilo and Fotis, though less detailed,
is vivid and consistent.
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The final point of contrast between the Greek romances and the

etamorphosee is that of tone. It has been suggested that the tone
of the ' etamorrhoses is highly varied; it fluctuates between

melodrama, farce, sympathy and iron;.' according to the material and
the style of narration. The typical tone of a Greek romance is a

combination of sentimentality, and a rather over simplified pious

morality. The only exception to this is Achilles Tatius, who lacks
the usual, morally rigid, approach. In 1 euoi-nn? and Jlltonhon the
place of moral edification is taken over by a self-conscious

erudition, whose function seems to be to give some kind of
intellectual respectability to the work by including zoological and
ethnological digressions•

In discussing similarities of technique between the Greek
romances and. the T'etanorohoses the question of point of view was

deliberately omitted, for separate discussion. Of the five Greek

romances, four are told by an omniscient authorial narrator. This
appropriateness of method is clear when one considers that, for
auch of a Greek romance, there are separate and parallel lines of
action. The use of an omniscient author allows for a free shift

between lines of action for summary and for interior views of both
the protagonists, whose emotions and reactions are so central to
the story. It alBO allows the opportunity for sententious commentary

and reflection.

end .!)e and Jlitouhon. of Achillea Tatius, is the exception,

being told in the first-person. As the examination of Apuieius*
use of a first-person narrator has been of primary interest in this

study, the treatment of point of view in leueirpe and Clituphon will
be examined in greater detail. As in the "'etamorphoeea. the narrator
of this work tells his own story; he is at the centre of the action,
not on the periphery. The situation is slightly more complicated
than the 'etanoruhoses since for much of the romance there are two

parallel lines of action, one centred around the hero and one aro\md
the heroine. To although the hero/narrator has direct access to
information concerning experiences related to himeelf, he does not
have the same kind of access to information concerning the parallel
line of action.

The narrator tells his story in an oral epic situation; the
authorial *1*, while gazing at a painting in fidon, meets a young

man who tells him the story of hie unhappy experiences in love.
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This setting gives the narration a feeling at first of vividness
and authenticity; however, the oral epic situation provides only
a motivation for the story; it is not resumed at the end of the
narration, nor is it exploited in the course of the narration,
except for one doubtful instance.53 although it is not stated what

period of time has elapsed between the events and their narration,
it would seem plausible that the period 1e short, as the narrator
is referred to as a young man and his griefs still Been fresh.54

Neither as a hero nor as a narrator can Clitophon be said to
have a distinctive personality. As the protagonist he is the typical
hero of a Grpek romance, only deviating from the stereotype in his
lapses from chastity. As the narrator, his only distinctive trait
is hie tendency to include erudite material whenever possible.
Neither persona is hi- hly individualised, and therefore there is
no complexity or ambiguity about the relationship between them.

It has been noted above that the two parallel lines of action
create certain problems for an 'I* narration. These problems
manifest themselves in the treatment of point of view. Up to Book

II, 13, the narration follows the chronology of the experiencing
hero. In the remainder of the story, although the point of view of
the experiencing hero is used for special effects, e.g. the 'deaths'
of L«ucippe,5j the more normal point of view is that of the
retrospective narrator. Material ir presented not in the sequence

in which the hero became aware of it, but in its historical

sequence, e.g. a private conversation between leucipp© and ellite
is iramediately followed by, *1 knew nothing of all this'. (V.22).

There are many instances of the retrospective point of view
throughout i.euci%,e and v-Iltouhon. here it concerns secondhand

material, sources are often indicated, e.g. the account of the
events in leucippe's bedroom after Clitophon's departure is followed

by the comment that Olio had reported it to Clitophon,5^ or are

obvious without any explicit indication. There are instances in
which the point of view seems to be more privileged than that of a

retrospective narrator. In III.20 Oatyrus, tolls how the apparent

die-embowelling of Lucius took place with a false blade, and

explains how it came into his possession. The pirates have attacked
a ship. Among the passengers is en actor who 'recites Homer in the

public theatres*. Here there is no indication how he knew about

the actor, although one may argue that putting together the evidence
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at hin disposal he has corao to a logical and plausible conclusion.

The second case concerns dhaxeaa' secret love for Leuoippe,
which the reader is informed of at V.3. Chareas abducts Lucius

soon afterwards and then is killed by his own band,^ BO there is
no definite way in which the narrator could know of his secret

passion, though again it may be a plausible conclusion to arrive

The final case of a privileged view io the most important
end extensive. In the final episode of the story,?'■ the reader is

given frequent insights into Thersander, Helltte's wronged husband
and would-be seducer of Leueippe. His thoughts, feelings, reactions
and plans are reported freely to the reader, with no indication

given of how this information is gained. As it is hi hly implausible
that the narrator should at any time have access to this information
it seems clear that in this aspect of the work the point of view
is no longer limited but omniscient.

Although the point of view throughout I e\>ci~?re and flltorhon
is not consistent, and shifts from that of experiencing hero, to

retrospective narrator, to occasional omniscience, Achilles Tatiur

attempts to maintain the illusion of a restricted, personal point
of view. The indications of sources of information have an important

part to play in this, as does the frequent use of comments noting

ignorance or personal reservation, e.g. 'what her feelings were I
do not know* (II.6), 'it seemed to me*, (VIII.7), 'it was called,
I think', (IV.12).

Another element in the treatment of point of view is that of

retrospection. Even. in the first book, where the point of view is
that of the experiencing hero, an element of retrospection its clear
in the anticipatory comment, 'but Pate, stronger than the will of
man was reserving another to be ray wife* (1.3)• The occurrence of

explicit retrospective comments becomes frequent when the view is
that of the retrospective narrator. The rearranging of the

chronology of events into a more historical sequence and the

frequent separations and reunions of characters necessitate a

re-telling of events already narrated, which is dealt with by
summary retrospective phrases e.g. 'He began by recounting all that
I described some time ago'f about Cnllisthenee'. (VIII.17).

As well as the explicitly retrospective comments, there are also



comments which seem to belong in time to the act of narration,
not to the experience narrated} they form a sort of editorial
commentary* Often these comments are of a discursive nature, e.g.
the comments on grief and tears*59 They may be compared to the
digression on hair in ' etamorrhoses.^ although their effect is
not intended to be witty, but erudite «ynd sententious.

finally, there is laaterial which is explicitly introduced
edltorally. It can be divided into three categories: (I) digression,
e.g. the discussion of the psychology of anger}^1 (ii) description,
e.g. the description of the Egyptian oxj: 2 (iii) narrative, e.g.

the myth of Ltyx.^ This kind of material is typical of r.chillec
Xatius' use of erudition in icuci ■■ue and .'litorlioi). . ot all hie

displays of erudition and his digressions are introduced

editorially} some are integrated into the narrative, e.g. the
debate about love^ and the description of the crocodile.^5

A final point to consider about l e-uclrre ar.d Clitorhon is the
ouootion of secondary narrative. There are more secondary narratives
in this than in any other "reek romance and this is directly related
to the use of a first-person narrative, (nee the plot splits into
two or more separate but parallel lines of action, the protagonist
no longer has full access to all the necessary information and must

depend on the accounts of other characters. Four of the secondary
narratives in Leucime and dlitouhon are accounts of the parallel
action: the story of "enelaue and atyrue }~^ the story of Cliniae,0^
Leucippe's storyj^ _octratue' story.u< All four are motivated

dramatically, as are two other secondary narratives which are

digreesionary in character and do not deal with the events of the
main plot: I enelaus' autobiographical storyend Clitophon's telling
of the story of ihiloaela.^ Finally, three myths, the myth of

purple,?2 the L>tyx. myth, • 3 and the Xyrian myth of the discovery of
v/ine,74 are introduced editorially and narrated directly to the
reader.

Having examined the use of a first-person narrator in leucix/pe
and Clitorhon. it may be useful to draw some comparisons with the
etamorphosee. In both works the narrator tells hie own story} he

is initially at the centre of the action. In both works the nature
of the material necessitates a sliift in point of view from that of

experiencing hero to that of retrospective narrator. In both works
there axe occasion:!!, instances of a near omniscient point of view.
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Both authors are cuick to seize the opportunities for surprise and
reversal which the use of an experiencing point of view affords.
In both works there is an attempt to maintain the illusion of a

restricted personal perspective, though in the case of the
etanoa:chores the comments are often playfully ironic. In the
eta,coi' hoses there is no oral epic situation; the morator addresses

his story directly to the reader, whom he addreetes directly in the
prologue and in asideo throughout the narration from Book IV onwards.
In Achilles fatius there is an oral epic situation which motivates
the story, but which is not referred to throughout the narration and
is not resumed at the end of the story. The narrator does not

directly address the audience and lacks the highly individualised
and self-conscious oersona of the narrator of the etaraorr-hoses.

Unlike the narrator of the ■etaaonhofies he does not comment on his

task of narration, but restricts his comments to what is general,

impersonal ox* sententious. Both narrators introduce material

editorially, but for different purposes, the narrator of Leuoiuge find
I'litunhon introduces erudite material to impress and edify his

audience, while the narrator of the "etamorrhoses introduces
sensational material to entertain the reader.

little is known precisely about the extent and complexity of

Apuleius' source, the '"etanorphoses of Lucius of Patrae and it is
therefore difficult to speak of ^puleiua• originality. On the basis
of Ihotius' discussion of the work and its relationship to the

parudo-Lucianic - nos. Yerry^ has argued that the original ass story
was approximately seventy-five Teubner pages in length and

substantially and verbally the same story as that of the Cnos. He
believes that Ihotius misinterprets the tone of the original in

describing it as credulous. Speaking of Apuleius' contribution,
he suggests that, as well as the whole of Book XI, any material
which delays the progress of the main narrative may be regarded as

Apuleian additions. It is clear from a comparison of the
• Rtamoruhoses and the tnos that Apuleius* originality is not
restricted to the insertion of digressionary material. He transforms
the simple and straightforward story of Lucius into a richly diverse
and complex work in which a variety of artistic effects, types of
material and patterns of motifs are skilfully combined. This

complexity and diversity has long been recognised: what has not

received the same critical attention is the fact that Apuleius
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operates a similar and parallel transformation of the manner of
presentation, the first-person narration of the uooa.

The appropriateness of a first-person narrator for the basic
material of the Lucius story is clear; the central situation of
the story is baaed on magic: therefore the use of an *1* narrator

Gives it the authenticity of direct, personal experience. The
author of the Cnos does not go beyond this level of exploitation in
the use of a personal narrator. The tone is generally objective and
ironic and the attitude towards the hero and Ms experience is to

exploit then for comic effect. This attitude reaches its climax in
the burlesque conclusion. The character of the hero, although
sharing some similarities with Lucius in the : etauoridioseu. remains

a simple creation, a naive and comic, whom the reader regards at a

certain and consistent distance. At no point is the reader's

sympathy engaged.

In adapting the first person narrator technique of hiB source,

Apuleius expands it and uses it for more complex effects. On a

simple level it gives the narration authenticity and vividness, not

only because it is an eye-witneer account, hut also because the

eye-witnese is presented ae a clearly defined, sympathetic and
consistent character. The use of a first person narrator is also

important in giving coherence and unity to the episodic structure
of the plot and to the mass of digressionury material introduced.
This digrsssionary material is not intruded awkwardly into the Lucius
story, but motivated by the personality of the hero/narrator in two

ways, firstly, curiositas is Lucius' outstanding characteristic;
this not only raotivates the whole story, but is used to expand the

material, both in Lucius' interest and interference in events around
him and in the elaborate descriptions which are the expressions of
his fascinated observation, secondly, the primary concern of the
narrator is to entertain the reader: this results in the series of

secondary narratives, not dramatically motivated, hut introduced

editorially in Books VIII - X*

It has been emphasised that there are, in fact, two nersonae

embodied in the figure of Lucius, that of the experiencing hero, and
that of the retrospective narrator. These two rcrgonae, although
sharing an identity, are separated in time, knowledge and attitude.
The hero is a character within the fictional time of the story,

experiencing certain events, possessing certain characteristics,
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His personality remains constant and shows no signs of development
or education by experience, throu-^h the first ten books of the

et.-u.iof shores. In -ook XI his personality undergoes a transformation
parallel to his physical transformation. The persona of the narrator
exists outside the fictional time of the story, in the act of
narration. o him belongs the narrative voice telling the story,

shaping the material, commenting and addressing the reader. His
ersonality emerges from th® style of narration. Throughout the
'etar-tomhoges Apuleius manipulates this duality and the illusion of

a personal restricted narrator to create a variety of effects. The
treatment of the hero/narrator is closely related to the material
of the narrative. This material Busy be broadly divided into three

categories: (i) Books I - III, dealing with Lucius' adventures in
Hypataj (ii) Books IV - dealing with Lucius* experiences as an

ass: (iii. Book XI, dealing with lucius' transformation find religious
experiences.

In the first three books Lucius• adventures in Kypata are

presented from the point of view of the experiencing hero: the
reader shares his perspective and his subjective impression of
i ypata. 'his creates a very sympathetic response in the reader, as

the distance between reader and hero is minimal. Apuleius exploits
the restricted perspective to create effects of suspense and

surprise, especially in the festival of Laughter."^ The point of
view of the experiencing hero is paralleled by a narrative mode in
which dramatic scene dominates.

In Books IV - X the persona of the narrator which has remained

submerged and silent in Books I - III, becomes more dominant. The
perspective is no longer exclusively that of the experiencing hero.
The narrator comments, often ironically, displays a playful
self-consciousness about his task of narration, and draws tho
reader into a close relationship. The presence of the narrator
and his attitude increase the distance between reader and hero.

The new perspective and distance are exploited by I puleiue to
introduce irony and comedy at Lucius' expense. This change in
treatment is closely related to the new movement of the plot:
Lucius* predicament and his reaction to it are essentially comic
and therefore demand a greater distance than the sympathy of
Books I - III* Furthermore, his situation is static and limited.
Apuleius deals with this problem by a number of devices discussed
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above, the moot important bp in,., the turning of the narrative focuo
outwards and the introduction of digressionary material, both

dramatically and editorially. The manner of presentation also
changes; dramatic scenes becone less frequent and narration and
summary become the dominant mode.

The spiritual transformation which Lucius experiences in Book
XI radically changes the style of narration. A new distance is

placed between reader and hero/narrator, that between an initiate
and a non-initiate. The separate nersonae of hero and narrator
become merged in a common attitude; the narrator is no longer
concerned with entertainment, but with presenting devoutly the cult
of Isie. The narrative reaches a new level of seriousness and, for

the first time, its authenticity is explicitly stated.The
personality of the hero/narrator is transcended, as the narration
focuses exclusively on the cults of Isis and Osiris. This

depersonalization of the hero/narrator helps to make mors acceptable
the momentary identification between fictional character and author.
The new intention and attitude affects the manner of presentation,

dramatic scene is close to eliminated and summary is used

extensively; the narration becomes a series of religious prayers,

visions and tableaus.

The originality of the Fetanoruhoses. - an originality of
material and style, - has long been acknowledged. This study has

attempted to examine another aspect of Apuleiue' originality, his

highly sophisticated and complex use of the first-person narrator,

he extent of the complexity has been indicated by an examination
of the up.e of first person narrators in lend' e and Vllto-bon. and
the - atyrlcon. In the tetanorohorec. i-puleius is aware of the
essential duality of the method and exploits it in a variety of
ways appropriate to the material in the different sections. The

sophisticated use of the First-person narrator is integral to the
total impression of the 'etanor •hogeg. for without it, it v.ould be

impossible to combine coherently the diversity of material, and
the variety of artistic effects which are its essence.
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UGZ& TO IK7: .0DTKTICK

1. Attitudes of modern scholars towards the . c-ut,orthoses are

Various. They may be divided into two broad categories:
those who regard it as an unified work with a serious
purpose, e.g. »• Lethercut, ('Vpuleius' etacuoruhosea: The
Journey", ,.-.on 3 (1969)* 97-134,* and those who regard it
as a frivolous miscellany, e.g. B.r.. J erry, ( .he ..ncient

on, noes: . literary i-.au. ;iatoricai ocount of .heir origins,
236-282), .<ithin these broad categories there are, of course,
many differences of interpretation and emphasis.

2. F-, Tellek and A# Darren, p.212.

3. . Bradbrook, -hemes and vonventlons of Jacobean Tragedy,
p.42 et passim.

4. Cf. H. Hiefstahl, -er i onan des . -ruleins. lethercut,
"Apuleiue' Metamorphoses* The Journey".

5. Cf. C.C. Schlara, "he trueturo of the Fotaiaoruhosea. .

Kethercut, puleius' literary rt: resonance and Depth",
CJ 64 (1968-9) 110-119, • -mith, The There of Tr-msformation.

6. IV.3, IV.5, X.2$, Throughout this study the Loeb edition of
the etamomhoses. (ed. L • Gaeelee,, has been used.

7. tee n.5 supra.

8. Jerry, The ncient romances, 1. Helm, (ed.) 'ete-morphoseon 1 ibrl
hi preface.

9. 1.5-19.

10. IV.9-21.

11. VII.6-8.

12. 11.21-30.

13. IV.28 - VI.24.

14. IX.5-8, 16-31.

15* e.g. tmith, The '..heme of Xetamornhoses.

16. IV.9-21•

17. O.K. Tandy, conn native study of oulelur' et-vaorrhoae*' and
other arose fiction of ,nti. ulty. p.75rf.

18. Xenophon, Tpheaiaca V.13»4. lee also the role of artemis at
the end of Achilles Tatius' 1 eucj-vre and uiitophon. (VllJ.lif,),
and the role of .Aphrodite throughout -hareas and callirhoe
of Chariton. For a discussion of this motif in the Greek
romances see P.O. Welsh, The ? omnr. Xovel. p.I74ff.
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19. W.K. Stephenson, "The Comedy of Lvil In Apuleius", .rion 3
(1964) p.87ff» J. Tatura, "The Tales in Apuleius'
' etamorphoBes". TAI'A 100 (1969) p.524£f»

20. Infra p. 108.

21. Cf. ' acrobius, In 'Congi. i-cip. I 2,8, Julian, An.89b.
1 hilostratus 66 (see i erry. The nclent 1 omnnces. p.99)•

22. 1 erxy, The Ancient romances, p.183.

23. IV.23 - VII.14.

24. e.g. In the Xnhesiaca Anthia is captured four times by a
band of robbers, twice by the same band, (I.13ff, 11.11,
III.8,3ff. IV.3,5f.) Cf. also Leuciooe and Clitoohon.
III.9ff, V.7, Chareas and Calllrhoo. 1.7, HI.7, Heliodorus,

. 1 ff .

25. Xenophcm, Lnhesiaca. V.6.

26. e.g. Chariton, Choreas and Callirhoe. 1.8, 1.11.

27. Cf. IV.23, IV.26.

28. Chariton, Choreas sand Callirhoe, 1.5, Achilles Tatiue,
Leucince and Clitouhon. III. 15, V.7, Apollonius of Tyre,
xxx, Xenophon, Anhesiaoa. III.8, Eeliodorus, ..ethiopioa.
I.30.

29. Xenophon, Xpheslaca. 1.16, Heliodorus, Aethiouica. I.

30. * Brant in cuadam civitate rex et regina...' (IV.28),
'f)v tv (Ephes. 1.1.)

31. Isyche is worshipped as Venus, (IV.26—29), of. Chariton,
Chareas and Callirhoe. 1.2, Xenophon, Enhesiaca. 1.2.7.

32. Xenophon, Auhesiaca. 1.6,1.

33. Cf. Walsh, The I.oaan Hovel, p.52-62.

34. Here I wish to acknowledge my debt to the work of Thomas
Hagg, whose book, The Narrative Technique in .ncient Greek
Loarances. is, to the best of my knowledge, the only study
to apply systematically techninues of modern literary
criticism to ancient prose fiction.

35« The Craft of Fiction, p.251.

36. 1116 „rt of the Hovel, p.299 et passim.

37. W. Booth, ihe Khetoric of Fiction, p.149-151.

38. For a discussion of this device see 3. F.oraberg, l tudies in
the ?arrative Technicue of the First arson Xovel. p.34.

39» Hagg, Narrative Technique. p. 127-8.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER I

1. Supra p. 13.

2. In this one must include Fotis' explanation of the utricidet
(111.15-18), as it is closely connected with the Festival
of Laughter which precedes it, and the transformation which
follows it.

3. Lucius' anecdote {1.4/* Aristomenes' story (1.5 - 1.20),
lilo's story (11.13-14)* Thelyphron's story (11.21-30).

4. It is, of course, difficult to state categorically when a
literary passage may be described as a dramatic scene. In
this context I would postulate three essential featurest
the interaction of two or more characters; the presentation
of this interaction in direct speech; the location of the
interaction in specific time and place. Among other
possible features would be realistic detail, absence of
editorial comments etc. Using these oriteria there are
fourteen dramatic scenes In Books I - III.

5. 111,12.

6. 11.18.

7. 1.1.

8. ouieii Opera Crania, ed. by G.F. Hildebrand, I, p. 13.

9. K. Pohde, *2u Apuleius' I'h.M XL (1885) p.76 n.1.

10. Walsh, Abe Roman Novel, p.182.

11. A. Bcobie, sheets of the ,.nclent ' om^ce ruid its Heritage.
P.75.

12. P. Jungfranns "Die Erz&hlungstechnik v. Apuleius' 'let, u.
ihrer Vorlage", Ihilol. Supp. 24* Heft 1, p.14.

13. ..uulel -. nera <uae suoeraunt. ed. E. Helm, vol. II, fasc. 2,
p.VIII.

14. Of. Fotis' words in the initial flirtatious encounter,
'Eeus tu scholastice...' (II.10), and the priest's statement;
'... nee tibi natales ac ne difpiitas quidem vel ipsa, qua
flores, uscuara dootrina profuit...' (XI, 15).

15. Mss. reads Dstio; both the Teubner text and the Bude text
read Clytio,

16. B.E. lerry, "An Interpretation of Apuleius' I'etamorphoEes",
TAPA 57 (1926). p.243.

17. 1.2. Contrast the slightly fuller information in the first
chapter of the Cnoe: 'Once upon a time I was on ray way to
Thessaly, having some business of my father's to transact
there with a man of that country'. Gnos 1 ed. and trans,
M.D. Mel eod {] oeb Classical Library;. This translation is
used throughout this study.
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18. 1.23 (Milo)| III. 11 (magistrates; III.15 (Fotia).

19. 1.2 - 4, 1.20.

20. Cf. '... et ecce nruiieren quaapiam frequent! stipataun
famulitione ibidem gradientera accelerato vostigio
coraprehendoi aurum in genmis et in tunicis, ibi inflexuxa,
hie intextura, m&tronara nrofecto confitebatur'. (II.2.)
•Frecuens ibi nunerus epuionum et utpote apud priiaatea
feninrsm flos ipse civitatis'. (II.19.)

21. 1Mb involves Lucius withholding information from the
reader. See infra p. 142.

22. Of. et quod aliocuin publicitus raalefica© disciplinae
perinfames suraus,,..* (111,16.)
'... raaga prirai norainis et oranis carminis sepulchralis
raagistra creditur,••.* (II.5.)

23. 1.21-24, 1.26, 11.11-15.

24. These are the only words of J'-araphile which are reported
directly; despite her important function she remains a
completely faceless, unindividualieed character, a mere
mechanism in the machinery of the plot.

25« Mophanes* prophecy is an ironic, programmatic statement
about luciua' experience, and predicts its subsequent fate
as a liter,-ay story: 'Kunc enira glorias satis floridam
nunc Ms tori am raagnara et inoredundam fabulaa et libros me
futurua'. (11.12).

26. Junghanns believes this to be an Apulelon addition, "Die
ErzShlungstechnik" p.31, n.40.

27. 11.19-31.
_ C

28. Cf. ut prisum artis magiae semper optatura noraen
audivi,...' (II.6.)
*♦.. sua naraque coram magiae noscendae ardentissinius
cupitor...' (III.19.)

29. S. RobertBon, "A Greek Carnival" J.H.S. 1919 110—115.
The only other evidence for this interpretation is Lucius'
abhorrence of Byrrhaena's house after the Festival of
1 aughter, (III.12). See infra p.45. 2h fact the whole
background to the Festival of Laughter remains entangled
and inexplicable, despite Fotis* explanation. Her
explanation shows the utricide incident as being the
result of a spontaneous coming together of a number of
circumstances. However, the whole procedure of the
Festival of Laughter suggests a degree of foreplanning
end organisation which is incompatible with the
spontaneity and fortuitousness of the chain of events
described by Fotis,

30. Cf. Lucius' words to Fotis, '... cum semper alioquin
spretorem matronalium amplexuum,..•' (III.19.)
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31 • '... devise a cunning scheme whereby you g;in what you
desire ... If you try a roll with her ;md test your
strength and grapple with her, you onn be sure that you'll
easily discover what you want to know. For slaves know
all that goes on, whether good or bad*. (Cnos 5).

32. 1.22.

33» nundule. faaceol .. altluscule. T/nlllas. succlnctula.
viscuiuc. caloulis.

34. rotabat. succutiens. illubric no. vibrantibus. tuatiens.

35» 'parabat viecum fartim concisua', 'pulpam frustatia
consectam', 'abacum pascuae iurulentae', '^raenitente
altiusculo sub ipsas __apillas succinctuia'~ 'JLeniter
i2>lubricans~"lumbis'.

36. II.8-9.

37. II.7.

38# II.10, 6—9.

39. 11.10, 18-22.

40. The metaphors in his speech seem to operate by association
of ideas rather than any logical consistency.

41. Onos 7-10, ''etanorrhoses III. 16-17.

42. Cf. Onos 10 'But she slapped ray face and said "What a
chatterbox I have for a pupil. Take care that you don't
get slaps for using different holds from the ones I ask
for"',

43« Aspects p.59. Ecobie, citing Longus, (Daohnis and Chloe
111.18-20), where the wrestling metaphor is used for a
description of love-making, suggests that the author of
the Onos is perhaps burlesquing the typical initiamentum
amoris of the Greek romance by exaggerating to the point of
absurdity a common erotic metaphor, Ibid., p.58.

44. The metaphor is first introduced in Fotis' speech to Lucius:
tota enim nocte tecum fortiter et ex anitao

proeliabor"' (11.10).

45. Contrast the Onos where Palaestra takes the initiative.
(O'nos 8).

46. 11.18.

47. Cf. the repetition of oro. the use of imperative, cane.
suae. the oath, di raihi melius, the emotional exaggeration, -
•ruam ut mei causa vel tantilium scrupulura patiare, ac si
quid adversi turn caput respicit id orane protinus raeo
luatur sanguine'• (III.13).

48. Cf. the editorial comment which prefaces the speech: 'Tunc
ego familiaris curiositatis adaonitus factique causara
delitescentem nudari gestiens suscipio:...' (111,14).
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49• The Teubner text reads 'cum res ornat *, ho .ever the parallel
passage in the anor mentions the motif of metamorphosis,
(loos. 11).

50. Up to no- there has been no indication of Potis* proficiency
in this field. In the Onon, Palaestra denies all knowledge
of magic: '"I, toy darling, know nothing about these things.
I swear it by your dear self and by this bed that's brought
such joy. For I can not even read, and ny mistress is very
jealous about her art..."' (Onoe 11).

51. Contrast the abrupt tone of Taloestra's speech: "'Stop
joking. hat magic incantations can conjure love forth?..."'
(Pnos111j. The reference to her illiteracy is absent in
the Apuleian version.

52. Homer Odyssey IX.299ff. Odysseus deliberates in the same way
about the Cyclops.

53. ... -.iterbach, tmesis: ,he presentation of ■ c-alitv in
est&rn I. iterature. trans. Trask, p.54.

54. Ibid.

55» s.aleh, he Lornon ' ovel. p. 151. alsh goes on to dismiss
ruite rightly liicter's autobiographical interpretstion, ( .

Kicter, "L'Autobio/jraphie dans 1' ne d'or d'Apulee",
13 (1944/ 95-111 end 14 (1945) 61-68).

56. Junghanns, "die drzbhlungatechnik", p.126.

57. Of. Hor. Cat.I. 5. 34; : ers. I. 129; ouv. X. 100.

56. Cf. ' uem confestim pro aedilitatis iraperio voce asperrima
increpans', ' ua contentuc morum severitudine raeus I'ythias...*,
'... prudentis condiscipuli valido consilio...'.

59. icobie, ...usects, p.70.

60. 'Tanden pererratis plateis omnibus et in modum eorum, emibus
lustralibus piamentis minas portentorum hostile circumforaneis
expiant, circumductuo angulatim forum eiuscue tribunal
astituor:' III.2.
'Tunc me per proscaeniura medium velut euandam victimam
publics, ninisteria producunt... * III.2.

61. For another example of Lucius' tendency to transform reality
by imaginative fantasy cf. II.1.

62. 1X1.6.

63. III.5.

b4. III.8.

65. III.11.
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66. Florida XVT is a speech of thanks to the proconsul, Aemilius
ftrabc, nnd senate of Carthage for a statue which the senate
had decreed to be erected in /puleius* honour. As Aamiliua
Gtrabo was: consul suffectus in 156, it would seem that this
S: eech nay be dated approximately to the period 166-170.
£t. augustine refers to a dispute between Apuleius and the
inhabitants of Cea about a statue to be erected in his
honour, (Cpistles 138.19;.

67* lobertson, "A Greek Carnival", p.112.

68. Cf. Lucius* emotions during his visit to the public baths:
*... at ego vitanB ooulos ooaiun et tuem ipse
fabricaveram, rleura obviorura decllnans lateri eius
adambul ibaa obtectus, nec qui 1averin, qui terserim,
qui donura rursura reverterira prae rubore raemini, sic
omnium oculie nutibus ac deni ue itianibus denotatus
inipos fsnimi ntupebaro', III. 12

69. IV.2, VII.2, VII.16, VII.17, VII.25, VIII.24, LX.1, IX,31,
XI.12, XI.15, XI.25.

70. 11.11-15.

71. II.1.

72. Cf. the reference to /ristonenes' story: '... fabulaaique
illaa optimi comitis Aristomenis de situ civitatis huius
exortam,...* (II.1.)
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NOTED TO CHAPTER II

1« Dee infra p.99.

2« See infra p.94.

3# See infra p.60.

4a lee infra p.78.

5. IH27.

6. IV.2.

7# Dee Fa Norwood, "The Magic Pilgrimage''a Phoenix 10 (1958)
P.7.

8a The roBe season in Greece extends approximately from April
to Jvine. For this information I am grateful to A. Kovatzis,
Cultural Attache at the Greek anbasey in London.

9a 'The koaan attitude to the domestic donkey was, in general
unsympathetic and harsh. They were looked upon as stupid,
if extraordinarily strong, capable of bearing the severest
beatings, and fit for the roughest types of work". J.M.C.
Toynbee, Animals in the Roman .orId. p.193.

10. ix.15.

11. IX.13.

12. III.25.

13. 111.27.

14. VII.3.

15. VII.13.

16. lords referring to luciuo' asinine shape occur seventy-five
tines in Books III-X.

17. VII.2, VII.14, IX.11, IX.15.

18. VI.29, VIII.25.

19. 111.36.

20. III.27.

21. VII.16.

22. III.29, VII.3.

23. VIII.29.

24. VI.29.

25. VI.30.
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26. VIII.25.

27. IX.1.

28. IX.11.

29. Scobie, Aspects. p.67ff.

30. Ibid., p.68.

31. Cf. *... puellsa aehercules et asino tali concupii3cendam•••,
(IV.23}
'bed et ecabendi dorei mei simulatione normtiin ,uaa oblicuata
cervice : edes decoros puellae busiabam'. (VI.28)

32. VIII.29.

33. IX.29.

34. Lucius' taste for human food has been well established in
the previous narrative, Cf, IV.22, VII.14.

35. X.15.

yb * x. 16«

37. X.17.

38. Cf. X.17, X.18, X.19.

39» Because of the similarities of setting and atmosphere the
natrona episode forms an absurd find grotes .ue echo to the
Fotls love-scenes.
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HOXBS TO CHfiPTSR III

1. Approximately twenty-four per cent.

2. III.28.

3. VII.13.

4. See Appendix.

5. Digressionary atoriee form approximately sixty per cent of
the robber episode.

6. 111.28 - IV.6.

7. IV.6-21.

8. XV.22.

9. IV.23ff.

10. VI.26.

11. VI.27.

12. VII,4.

13. VII.1-2.

14. VII.2-3.

15. VII.5.

16. VII.9.

17. VII.11, VII.12.

18. VI.27.

19. IV.22.

20. VI.26.

21. e.g. XV.6.

22. IV.4.

23. VI.26 Cf. also VI.29.

24. See eupra p.5C.

25» See supra p.15«

26. There -rire four dramatic scenes in the robber episode
compared to fourteen in the pre-transformation section.

27. Gf. III.29» IV.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 23, VI. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 32, VII. 2-3, 10, 11, 12, 13.
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28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

III.28 - rv.5, IV.22-23» VI.25-30.

IV.7.

IV.8-21.

IV.23-27. vlthough this scene is broken by Charite's
sleep, and then resumed, it ie essentially the same scene.

VII.1-8. The scene begins with the report of the robber
who was left to spy in Kypata. line narrative thread is
broken by Lucius' digression on Fortuna. ..hen it is
resumed narration and reported speech are used until
Haeaus is introduced and addressee the robbers.

VI.26, VI.28, VI.30, VI.31, VII.12.

VI.26.

VI.30.

VI.31.

VI.28-29.

Cf. Fotis' words to Lucius, '... ted primo diluculo
remedium festinabitur tibi*. (III.25).

Cf. supra p.51.

Milo explains the poverty of his home thus, '".aside 'inquit'
it?tic: nam prae metu latronum nulla sessibula ac ne
sufficienteo supellectilem parare nobis licet"*. (1.23).

III.29. The utrioide ironically foreshadows the attack of
the robbers.

See supra p.6C.

Cf. 'inter eos unus' (IV.8), 'unus ex illo nosteriore
numero' (IV.9), 'et unus...et alius* (VI.26), 'unus e
nuaiero' (VI.30), 'unus' (VI.31), ' ■uidam de numero
latromua' (VII,1).

P.A. Mackay, "Klephtika: The tradition of the tales of
banditry in Apuloius". Greece -nd Home X (1963) p. 150.

In the Greek romances the robber leader ie usually highly
individualised and plays tin important part in the
development of the clot, e.g. T'- eron in Chariton's

Cf. IV.8, IV.11.

This fact, perhaps, explains their disorganised and often
senseless way of dealing with things, exemplified by their
decision to kill Charite, thus destroying the opportunity
to profit from her abduction.

See supra p.63.
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49. IV.9-21.

50. IV.6.

51. The failures of the three attempts all result from a
miscalculation of the reactions of the victims. There is
a sharp contrast between the techni. ue of cunning and
stealth disolayed here, and the military-like attack on
"ilo's house, (111,29).

5?, Tftura, "The tales in /.puleius' Metanor hoses", p.506,

53. The mention of burial at sea and inland Thebes presents a
problem. Walsh sees it as the result of a not very neat
addition by Apuleius to the Lucius story, 'This is a
typically Apuleian loose end, the adaptation of a story
set in nother locale'. (The rom;n Kovel. n,2).
MooF y puts forward the same interpretation, ("Klephtika",
p.152). However, this assumes that the robber stories
did not exist in the Metamorphoses of Lucius of Patrag.
<1though there are no robber stories in the Onos the author
may have substituted the phrase A6yo<; in his
abbreviation of his source. Van Thiel accepts the Lamachus
story as part of Apuleius' source material sad identifies
Thebes with Phthiotic Thebes in Thessaiy. (H, van Thiel,
Mer Gael Koman. I, p.15£)« This solves the problem of
hebGs find the sea but does not explain the mention of

< 1 ( IV. 13} f*f-. the vrcodhn-, uivit r ,.r the use of the word
heptanylos (XV.9)• There seem to be three possibilities:
( i; there are no robber stories and therefore no mentioning
of Thebes or the sea in Lucius of Tatras* work; Apuleius
introduces the robber stories from some other source or

sources and is careless or ignorant in the use of
geographical detail; (ii) the robber stories are present
in Lucius of Patrae' work and Plataea and Thebes are used
as their setting; Apuleius adds the detail of burial at
sea as a rhetorical flourish - careless of or indifferent
to the geographical absurdity; (iii) the burial at sea is
present in Lucius of Patras' work and at least the
LaBaohua story, if not the other two stories, is set in
Phthiotic Thebes; nuleiua adds the mention of hept pylos
md Plataea, either as individual details or in added
stories, and fails to eliminate the contradiction in the
setting. The last possibility hue a certain attraction
especially if one accepts Van Thiol's theory of Lucius'
route from latras to Thessalonica. He places the robbers'
cave in the Othrys mountains north east of modem Lamia.
If this is correct then Phthictic Thebes seems a more

probable city to raid in terms of distance, being twenty to
thirty miles away, than Boeotian Thebes, which is sixty
to seventy miles.

54. Chryseros, who outsmarts lamachus, is described as,
'omnium bipeduia nequissinrus Ghryseros' (IV. 10), the old
woman who tricks Icimus, as 'net uissiraa ilia' (IV.12).

55» It has been suggested that the Plotlna story has the clandestine
function of comforting and encouraging Gharite, and that this
accounts for the peculiar orientation of the narrative.

56. VII.13.
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note; to csapthr iy

1. VII.14.

2. II.1, 11.11, II.18, III.1, III.21, III.29* IV.1, IV.23*
VII.1.

3. '...ad cuius noctis exemplar similes astruximus alias
plusculas*. (II.17)* '-'-d hunc oodua transact!# voluptarie
paucis noctibus,...' (III.21).

4. VII.14 - XI.

5. Lee appendix.

6. 1.4.

7. IX.24-25.

8. The nijjht of day 255 See Appendix.

9. IV.26.

10. X.2-12.

11. IV.9-21.

12. The events of the first two stories are straightforward
and need not occupy more than a short period of timet the
plot of the final story is more complex and would demand a
longer period of time to put into operation. The first
two stories are set in Thebes; the third in Plataea (IV.13).
The robbers' oave is situated a day's journey from Hypata.
Therefore, the events described in the robber stories, and
the return journey must have taken a number of days;
perhaps some of the events described may have taken place
immediately before the experiences of Lucius in Hypata.
Jo precise relationship can be established because of the
lack of information about how long Lucius spent in Hypata,
how long the second group of robbers were engaged in the
activities described, and where the robbers* cave is
situated.

13. IX.35-33.

14. X.23-28.

15. VIII.1-14.

16. 111.15-18, Here Yotis' account corrects Lucius' comically
subjective and distorted perception of the utricide.

17. IX.17-21.

18. The character of Thilesitherus undergoes a transformation
between the two stories. In the ..rete Btory he is a brave
and resourceful young man, (of. IX.16, IX.21), who
deceives Barbarus by his quickness and intelligence. In
the episode of the miller's wife he becomes a cowardly, timid
boy, (cf. IX.22, IX.23, IX.27).
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18. This inconsistency seems to bo the result of Apuleius
(Cont.)dovetailing into the character of the adulterous lover

two separate and rather different adultery stories. The
rete story concerns a successful adultery; the oilier's

wife episode concerns a husband outwitting his wife and
her lover. The role and therefore the charcter of the
lovers in the two plots are totally different. i puleius
has failed to resolve this inconsistency. Further
evidence of this dovetailing is the fact that although
Whilesitherun is mused throughout the Arete story, he
remains an anonymous i>uer in the miller's wife episode.
A similar transformat!on of character, caused by a similar
kind of dovetailing, takes place in the character of
Charite.

19. 1.5-19.

20. 11.13-14.

21. 11.21-30.

22. Cf. 11.21.

23. Cf. 1.19.

24. cf, 1.5.

25. VIII.22.

26. IX.5-7.

27. XV.28 - VI.26.

20. VII.6-8.

29. Httgg Karrative Technique, p.104.

30. e.g. the description of the File (IV.11, 3-12, 8).

31. X.27-33.

32. XI.8-17.

33. XI.3-4.

34. IX.12-13.

35. II.4. For a discussion of the distinctive technique of
the description, see infra p.135*

36. IV.6.

37. Oee infra p.138.

38. 11,7-11.

39. Oee infra p.138.

40. Approximately one per cent.
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41. K&ggt X^rrative Tochnirue. p.25.

42. e.g. Charlton Choreas md Calllrhoe I»11» 2-4.

43. 5ee Appendix.

44. 1.11-17.

45. II.1B-1H.21.

46. III.21 - VII.14.

47. Cf. 11.17, III.21.

48. bee Appendix.

49. See infra p.79ff.

50. '2 auculis ibi diebus oommorati...* (IX.8), 'Nocte quadam...'
(IX.33)» *fost dies plusculos,..' (X.2).
' -t diu quidera pulcherrime aihi furatrinae procedebat
artificiura,. . •' (X.14/.

51. '... nanctaque libertate veris initio...' (VII. 15).
'Led ecce slderua ordinatis arabagibus per nuraeros dierura
ao raensuun reaeans annus, poet nuatulentos autumni deliciae
ad hibemas Caprioorni pruinas deflexerat...' (IT".32).

52. '... ver in ipso ortu lm ganmulis floridis cuneta
depingeret,,,' (X •29)•

53. '••» voeperai ue ruajn dies inse uebatur Iduun Decerabrium
sacroGfinct-nui istam oivitaten nccedo'. (XI.26).

54. Hiigg, X; rr-vtive Techni ue. p.195.

55. X.2-12.

56. VIII.2-14.

57. VIII.P.

5?-. X.1-12.

59. iee eupra p.62f.

60. VIII.23.

61. x.14-15.

62. VIII.26.

63. IX.12-13.

64. X.14.

65. X.17.

66. VII.16.

67. VII.17-19.

68. VII.20.
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69. IX.8.

70. IX.32.

71. Lee supra p.50.

72. X.1-12.

73. VIII.23 - IX.10.

74. VIII.15-23.

75. X. 13-35.

76. Cf. 'suam patriara' (VII.11), 'civitas' (VII.12), '(.uoddam
oaetellun frequens et opulent (VIII.15), 'villae* (VIII.17)*
'civitatea cuandem populosam et nobilem...< uod et longe a
CjUaeEfturis firmae latebrao viderentur et annonae copiosae
beata ceiebritas invitab&t'. (In the Onos this city is
named as Beroea)• (VIII.23) 'paguxa cuendara* (VIII.22),
•possessionem maxima® iliac, in cuaa deverteranrus, villicabat'
(VIII.22;, 'ad quandam villara posisesnoris beati' (VIII.27),
'omnem illara regionem' (VIII.29), 'in cuodara castello'
(VIII.29)» 'ad quandam nobilem civitatea' (VIII.30;, 'nec
paucis caculis at. ue castellis oberrr.tis devertimus ad
< ueiapirja pagum urbis opulentae i uondam, ut uenorabsnt
incolae, inter semiruta veBtigia condltum* (IX.4), 'de
proximo castello' (IX. 10), 'proxizaaa clvitatem* (IX.32), (de
pago proxumo' (IX.33), 'ad oiYitatcm' (IX.40), 'ad urndam
civitatulam' (X.1).

77. Of. II. 1, 11,19. furthermore, in 13ookB I - IV there is a
greater tendency to name places, cf. 1.5, 11.21, IV.13.

78. X.19.

79. X.35.

80. XI.26.

81. Many suggestions have been put forward to explain the change
in Lucius' itinerary. Colin, ('Vpulee en Thessalie, Fiction
ou verite'r" Latonus 24, p. 330-345/* suggests that the fact
that there was an Isiao sanctuary at Cenchreae, (J ausanias
11.2,3)» is the reason for the change. However, there is no
evidence that this sanctuary held a position of particular
importance, laussnias mentions two shrines and six
sanctuaries of Isis. The only sanctuary which he singles
out is that near Tithorea, which he describes as "... the
holiest sanctuary ever built by Greece for the Egyptian
Goddess" (X.32,9. translated by F. Levi). Although
Cenchreae does not seem to have any general significance
in terms of the cult of Isis, it has been suggested that
it had a particular personal significance for Apuleius.
Butler and Owen, (.-trulei -polo^la. p.Xl), and more recently
Veyne, ("/.pulee a Cenchrees''. L .I h. 39 (1965) 241-251) *

have put forward the theory that Cenchreae was chosen as
the setting for the religious clianx of the Metamorphoses
because it was the scene for his z.puleius* own spiritual
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81. rebirth and initiation into the cult of Isis. There is
(Cont.)certainly a peculiar personal intensity in Book XI, and a

blurring of distinction between author and hero, However,
any autobiographical interpretation of this kind, albeit
attractive and plausible, oust remain in the realm of
speculation. A different approach has taken recently by
J'aaon, ("Lucius at Corinth" i hoenlx 25, p.l6C-l65) who has
argued that Corinth not Cenclixeae is the key to the change
in the itinerary, as Corinth was the by-word for
luxuriousnees and licentiousness in the Eoaan world; the
episode with the matrona reflects the decadence of this
life-style. He suggests that there is a deliberate
contrast between the decadent, sinful world of Corinth
and the restrained simplicity of service to the goddess.

82. For a reconstruction of Lucius' itinerary in the 0no3 of.
Van Thiel, dor a'sel Koman II. p. 138-161.

83. X.18,

84. Am Ccobie, 'ore Lsc-jys on the .ncient Honance

85. VIII15-23.

86. Ccobie, „st?ects. p.30-54.

87. L.A. KacKay, "The Sin of the Golden Ass". arion IV. (1965)
p. 474-480. Kethercut, "Apuleius' "etaaorphoaes": The
Journey", p. 97-134. Tatua, "The Tales in -puleius"
p.524ff.

88. VII.17-29, VII.28, VIII.13, Till.28, VIII.30, IX.28, X.24,
X.28,

89. VII.16, VIII.16, VIII.29, IX.35, IX.40.

90. VII.24, VIII.5, VIII.14, VIII.21, VIII.22, IX.30, E.37,
IX.38, X.12, X.24, X.26, X.28.

91. IX.5-7.

92. X.17-21.

93. X.19-28.

94. VII.15-28.

95« '••« pervenicrus ad nennis c.uoddan proceris arboribus consitua
ot pratentibus virectis aaoenuo,...' (VIII.18}.

96. VIII.19-21.

97. VIII.1-14.

98. VIII.22.

99. .. alsh, The Loman loved. p.165.
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100. VIII.23.

101. VIII.29.

102. IX.10.

103. IX.5-7.

104. IX.15-30

105. IX.12-13

106. IX. 32-42,

107. IX.33-38,

OCO • IX.33-34

109. IX.35-32

110. IX.39-40

in. X.1.

112. X.2-12.

113. X.13.

114. x.23-28.



KCTLb TO CiLJTJfc V

1. Jun^-honnn,Die %ruHhlnn;-'.stcchnlk. p.'63f. MacKay, "The Fin
of the Golden ss'. p.47?« H. Ebel. ' fter Liaureus'. p.28ff.

2. One ha* to be guided by the context, the surrounding adjectives,
the verb, etc.

3. See Trnn Tan Tinh, Fssai sur ie vulte d'lsia a nnwei . p.78.
'Irrmi ces identifications, 1*image d'lsis-Fortuna fut
la plus populaire des divinites syncretistes du nonde
romain, a partir du ler siecle ap.J-C. A Ponrnei, on en
compte ppx dizaines dans les fresrues, statuettes et
ies bas reliefs. '

For illustrations of Isis-i'ortuna see ibid., plates VII.3,
XII.2, XIV.2, XVIII.1, XXII.1.

4. See supra n.1.

5. 111.24-26.

6. 111.27.

7. 111.28.

8. VI.29.

9. Formerly Lucius* reactions to situations in which he is the
unlucky victim hove been those of confusion and nassive
resentment, cf. 1.25, 1.26, III.10, III.12, III.26, III.27.

10. References to the goddess Fortune in the Luoius-narrativej
VII.2, VII.16, VII.17, VII.20, VII.25, VIII.24, IX.1, X.13,
XI.12, XI.15, XI.25.

11. Cf. Lucius' digression on hair, II.9-11, his comments on
Churite's infidelity, VII.12, his discourse on justice, X.33.

12. Cf. Lucius' former comments on Milos
' "Penigne" inquani "et prospicue ^erae:is raeus in me
consuluit, qui reregrinaturum tali viro conciliavit,
in cuius hospitio nec fund ncc nidoris nobulam vererer..."'
(1.21)
'i-vaei alicuando rancidi eenis loruax.. •' (1.26)

Also the old woman's unflattering description of him, (1.21).

13. XI.15.

14. XI.6.

15. B.L. Leardon, 'The Greek Rovei', 1hoenix 23 (1969) p.293f.

16. Aphrodite in Chariton's Callirhoe and Ghabeas. Fan in Longus'
L.-uhnie "nd Chloe. Liana in Xenophon's drhesiaca. Isis in
Eeliodorus' . ethiouiaca. and Artemis in ..chillcs Tatius'
I.euciuue end Clitonhon.
In none of the Greek romances is the religious denouement on
a similrx scale to that in the ! '.etumoruhoses.
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17. Of. S. Wolff, The Greek Fom nee in Elizabethan Fiction. p,l37ff*

18. E.g. The return of Aristomenes to Eypata despite his
self-imposed exile; the interweaving of Famphile* magical
practices ;.nd the ritual of the Festival of Laughter;
Lucius' abduction immediately after his transformation.

19. E.g. Fythias, 1.24-25; the cruel boy, VII.16-24.

20. Charite, IV.25 - VIII.15? the Phaedra-type woman, X.2-12.
These improbabilities, motiveless actions, changes in
personalities etc. may be the result of confounding stories
from different sources, as suggested by Perry, (The Ancient
Romances, p.258), however, whatever their origin, the result
is the same, - the impression of an unstable irrational
world.

21. Bbel, After Dionysus, p.29.

22. See Scobie's discussion of the various devices used to

dispel the reader's scepticism towards magic, Aspects, p.40.
''pre Aseavs. p.35ff. Fortuna has a similar effect, but on
a much broader front.

23. R.H. Barrow, Plutarch and his Times, p.131.

24. 'Ln orba et saeva et iniqua Portuna...* (V.9)
'... veteris priseaeciue doctrinae viros finxisse ac
pronuntiasse caecam et prorsue exooulatara esse Fortunam...'
(VII. 2)
Led ilia Fortuna mea saevissima quam per tot regiones iam
fugiens effugere vel praecedentibus malis placare non potui,
rursuiu in me caecos detorsit oculos... (VIII.24)
'"Led utcunrue Fortunae caecltas, dum te pessinis periculis
discruciat, ad religiosam istam beatitudinem improvida
produxit malitia"'. (XI .15)

25. 'Verum Fortuna meis cruciatibus insatiabilis aliam mihi
denuo pestem instruxit'. (VII.17)
'Led ilia Fortuna meis casibus pervicax tam opportunum
latibulum misera celeritate praeversa novas instruxit
insidias'. (VII.25)
'Led ilia Fortuna mea saevissima...* (VIII.24)

26. The quality of cruelty is nearly always mentioned in connection
with the Fortuna ref. IV.12, V.5, VI.5, VI.28, VII.2,
VII.16, VII.3, VIII.24, X.24, X.4.

27. This is the only time that the idea of Provldentla is
associated with that of Fortunai elsewhere, being associated
with Isis or Osiris, it embodies the very opposite attributes
to those of Fortuna. - those of a benevolent, ordering
power, cf. XI.1, XI.5, XI.10, XI.15, XI.21, XI.27, XI.30.

28. Ill-treatment of Lucius: III.27, IV.3, VI.25, VII.17, VII.28,
VIII.30, IX.25.
Threats to his life: VI.25, VI.31, VII.7, VII.28, VIII.31,
IX.2.
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NOTES TO CHATTSt 71

1. Lee Jun^hanns, "Die Gr7.blungetechnik", p.I6lff., H. hiefstahl,
Per I-Offlaxi des .pulelub. p.67ff.» C. Lohlam, "The curiosity of
the Golden .as", CJ. 64 (1968-9)» p.12Cff., Ccobie, .srects.
p.7iff., G.K. Londy, "Knowledge and Curiosity in Apuleius*
i^etc-noruhooes". Latoaus,. 31 (1971-72), L.I. van der I aardt,
L. )uleii Had. -ho /et^.orphor,er,. 1. cc,n: cntc-rv on book Til.
p.2C8ff.

2. Schlajn, "The curionity of the Golden Ass", p. 120.

3. Onoa 4

4. 'The motive and purpose of r^y journey lay in intellectual
activity and deBire for adventure. . •1 Vera illstoria I, (Loeb
Classical Library, ed. and trans. A.M. Efirraon et alii.*,.

5. £cobie, Aspects. p.79.

6. 0. Laneel, ''CurlositaB et preoccupations spirituelles ches
, pulee", LEE. 160 (1961). p.32f.

7. V.6.

8. II.1.

9. Cnos 45

10. Qnoe 56

11. The curior.ltaE therae is most fully explored in the story of
Cupid and isyche, but it also occurs in ^ristonenes* story.

12. wee H.J. Hette, "Curiosity", Testcchr^ft Jpuap ,.ne^,
p.227ff.» A. Labhardt, "Curios!tas; I.'otes sur I'hiatoire d*un
Mot ot d'une notion", "II. 17 ?I960) p.206, Lancel, "Curlosltas"
p.25ff., R. Joly, "Ourloaitaa". AC, 30 (1961), p.33ff.

13» Van der l aardt, 'let. Ill, p.209.

14. Lancel, 'Curios!tag'1, p.26.

15. Gcoble, .t-uecta. p.76.

16. 1.5-19#

17. II.21-30.

18. This, perhaps, is the cause of the incongruous introduction
given to the story which treats it as if it is a

digressionary tale, 'Fabulam denioue bonan prae ceteris
suavera compertu ad aures vestras afferre decrevi, et en
occipio, (IX.14).

19. fee Sandy, "Knowledge and Curiosity", p.l79ff»» Schlaa, "The
Curiosity of the Golden Ass", p.12Cff.
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20. Ochlam, "The Curiosity of the Golden ..as", p.123«

21. Cf. ,,poiogla. 31,15* Florida, III. 9.18.

22. bandy, "Knowledge and Curiosity", p.l8l.

23. E.g. VII.2, X.33.

24. Cf. II./), II.7, II.9, 11.19, 11.21, III.2, IV.2, IV.6,
VII.16, VIII.16, VIII.17, VIII.27-20, IX.12, X.2Q,
X.29-34, XI.3, XI.7-8, XI.24.
Jerry, discussing these descriptions .aid digressions,
comments, 1... the readex*' c speoulative or aesthetic fancy
is called into play by the contemplation of objects or ideas
claiming an independent interest'. The '■etamornhoses
ascribed to Lucius of ' atrae. p.41.

25. E.g. IV.2, XI.7-8, etc.

26. tee supra p.100.

27. Cnoa 45.

28. VIII.30.

29. IX.15, IX.30.

30. tee supra p.100.

31. IX. 30-31.
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NOTES TO CHATTER VII

1. Cf. supra p. 14.

2. It has been noted by Schlam that the treatment of magic
and that of the Icis cult deliberately echo each other!
magic being the usurpation for improper ends of powers
properly belonging to the deities.
Lee C. Echlam, The I tructure of the "et^morphoses. p.65ff.

3. 1.26, 11.11-15.

4. 1.24-25.

5. See Appendix.

6. XI.26.

7. XI.26.

8. XI.28, XI.30.

9. See supra p.50.

10. The technique of duplicating incidents and situations is
here used quite freely, e.g. the multiple initiations, the
parallel roles of Mithras and Asinius Marcellua, the series
of visions.

11. XI.3.

12. XI.7-12.

13. XI.16.

14. XI.22.

15. XI.24.

16. Cf. Ochlam, "The Curiosity of the Golden Ass", p.125, bandy,
"Knowledge find Curiosity" , p.183.

17. Approximately one quarter of Book XI.

18. XI.22.

15. XI.22.

20. XI.23.

21. XI.21.

22. XI.28.

23. XI.28.

24. Approximately fifty-seven per cent.

25. fee supra p.108.
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26. XI.20, XI.26.

27. XI.3, xi.4, XI.19, XI.22, XI.26, XI.27, XI.29, XI.30.

28. XI.21, XI.22, XI.25, XI.27.

29. XI.23, XI.28, XI.30.

30. XI.2, XI.17, XI.19, XI.21, XI.24, XI.25, XI.30.

31. XI.27. There is no description, no direct speech. An
editorial comment gives retrospective information ,...cuem
sinium Marcellum vocitari cognovi postea...'

32. It is interesting to note Lucius* new and highly subjective
attitude to his affair with Potis.

33. VII.2.

34* He was presumably part of the booty recovered by Tlepolemus,
(VII. 13).

35* Bee supra p.107.

36. XI,6, 12, 13, 14» The other priests in the procession are
described as antistites. (XI.10).

37. XI.16.

38. XI.16.

39. XI.17.

40. XI.22.

41. XI.23.

42. XI.23, 25.

43. The nine cntistites. XI.10-11.

44. XI.15.

45« Griffiths suggests the same conclusion. He argues that the
phrases svtmmus sacerdos. (XI.16,21), sacerdos maximus (XI.17),
•priatarius sacerdos (XI.*21). are * synonymous expressions
referring to the same person*, not different grades at the
top of the hierarchy, and identifies this person with the
priest, Mithras, who is referred to as Ilium suum sacerdotem
praecitruum (XI.22). He further suggests that Mithras is the
author of the important speech in chapter 15. (Griffiths,
Book XI. p.261, 277-8).

46. This immediate introduction of his name breaks the
chronological sequence of experiencing narrator.

47. Bee supra p.106.
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48. Lausaniae refors to two Isiao sanctuaries at Cenchreae,
one situated at one end of the harbour, (II.2.3). Recent
marine excavations at Cenchreae have revealed a building
at the south west side of the harbour, within which were
found glass panels, come do icting Egyptian motifs. This
may suggest that the building is the Iseum referred to by
3 aUBanias, and perhaps that in which /quietus envisaged
hie hero being initiated. However, the identification of
the building as an Iseum is not conclusive as other panels
de ict Plato and Homer. 'The carbon dating of the wooden
crates in which the panels were packed is 320 A.I). *
150 years.
For an account of the excavations and the panels see J.G.
Hawthorne, "Cenchreae, ort of Corinth", ..rchaeolcutv 18
(1965) p.191ff« Lcranton, "Glass 1ictures from the
tea", archaeology 20 (1967) p.163-173. J. Leclant,
Qrlentalla 1967 p.219, 1968 p.131, 1969 p.299.

49. XI.22. The initiation into the mysteries of Isis centres
around a ritual death and resurrection of the initiate.
Sidney Spencer suggests that it involves an identification
of the initiate with Osiris, (cf. 'ad instar solis' XI.24)
and the display of the new initiate to the assembled
worshippers. (S. Spencer, Mysticism in .orld I.elision.
p.157). If this is so, it is possible that the days chosen
for Lucius' initiation were selected deliberately to
coincide with the festival of the death and resurrection of
Osiris, celebrated on November 13th to 16th.

50. The normal translation of uastouhor as priest is somewhat
misleading and inaccurate. A distinction was made between
priests and non-priestly attendants. The nastouhori
belonged to the second category. Their principal duty lay
in carrying the sacred objects in the procession; they also
played a minor part in the divine service. They lived in
a part of the temple, and formed a collegium with its own
leader and committee. According to the Gnomon of the
Idiolofius (88. section 82-83) they were forbidden to act
as priests, but were allowed to take part in private
business which was forbidden to priests, (hence Lucius'
practice at the Roman Bar XI.28,30).
Lee Griffiths, Book XI. p.266.
For the different orders of priests and attendants see
J.y.S. Evans, "A Social nnd Economic History of an Egyptian
Temple in the Greco-Laraan Period", YCS 17 (1961) p.l73ff.

51. XI.28.

52. XI.28.

53. XI.29.

54. Griffiths suggests that the clemens iraaix> is possibly a

priestly figure, as in XI.20; 'in the speech which follows,
both goddess and great gods are referred to in the third
person, implying that neither Isis nor Osiris is to be seen
in the clemens iraa«o'. (Griffiths, Book XI, p.339). The
reference to the great gods, however, is too vague to
completely exclude the possibility of Osiris being the
speaker.
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55. II.6.

56. XI.18.

57. XI.29.

58. E.g. the conversation with Mithras, (XI.21), the conversation
with Asinius MarceHue (XI.27).

59. IV.3, VII.24.

60. IV.3, VI.27, VII.24, IX.1.

61. 111.25-27.

62. III.2.

63. XI.16.

64. There is an ironic contrast between the crowd's mistaken
assumption that Lucius has been the recipient of such a
singular divine honour because of his virtue •... ter
beatus qui vitae scilicet praecedentis innocentia fideque
meruerit tarn praeclarum de caelo patrociniua...' and the
facts of the situation.

65. III.2.

66. A.J. Festugi^re, Personal I elision /.mom: the Greeks. p.80ff.

67. XI.28, XI.30. Except for the cult of Isis and Osiris the
only thing which Lucius shows any concern about in Book
Eleven is his financial situation, of. XI.20, XI.28, XI.30.

68. XI.27.

69. XI.28, XI.30.

70. XI.27.

71. XI.29.

72. '... quod eum numerua praecipue religion!bus aptissiunim
divinus ille Pythagoras prodidit...1 (XI.1}
'Eius mirandam speciem ad vos etiam referre conitar, si
taraen mihi disserendi tribuerit facultatem paupertas oris
huraani, vel ipsum numen eius dapsilem copiam elocutilis
facundiae subministraverit'. (XI.3)
'... carmen venustura iterantes quod Camenarum favore sollers
poeta raodulatus edixerat,...' (XI.9)
'... ut reapse cognoscere potui...' (XI.13)
'... sed effari de eo nullo vinculo prohibeor...' (XI.24)
'... cuem Asinium Marcellum vocitari cognovi postea,...'
(XI.27).

73. II.2. See supra p.19.
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74. In the description of the Isiec sanctuary near Tithorea,
Fausnnias notes the esoteric nature of the rites, and
mentions the motif of ouriositas:

The Tithoreans have a sacred tradition that no one

should live here, and no one can go into the holy
place except those chosen "by Isis and summoned by
visions in their sleep.,.. They say an unsnnctified
man with no right to go down to the holy place once
went inside out of curiosity and daring as the fire
was just beginning to burn. He saw the spirits of
the dead thronging everywheres he went home to
Tithorea, told the story of what he had seen, and
breathed his last.

X.32,9* (trans. Feter Levi),

75* See infra p.131.

76. ..Li. Smith, "Lucius of Corinth and . puleius of Madaura:
a study in the narrative technique of Apuleius", p.77ff.
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BOTES TO CHTTTP. VIII

1. VIII.1-14.

2. The other examples of first person narration in the
digressionary tales are Aristoaenes' story (1.3-19)#
Thelyphron's story (II.21-30), and the robbers*
stories (IV.9-22).

3. VIII.3.

4. VIII.9.

5. H&gg, Narrative Technicue. p. 128.

6. VIII.22.

7. 'This is bo despite the radical transformation of Ch.arite's
personality from being a charming young girl to being a
ruthless, scheming avenger.

8. *...ut quidem mihi videbatur unus ex forauiic Charites,...'
(VIII.1.)

9. VIII.5.

10. VIII.14.

11. Foaberg, rirsif Tersor, 1 ^r^tor, p. 33.

12. i-i.g. G. liisch, F-lgtory of r utob^ogyr^y lp nti, ujty Vol.11,
p.51. £« Veyile, "Le dans le L3atiricon". n.n.L. 42 (1964),
p.3l6ff.

13. Lcobie, . snects. p.42.

14. achilles Tatius, Leuoiupe ad Glitophon. 1.2.

15. Cf. the prologue, 1.1., and the occasional comments
addressed to the reader during the course of the narrative,
IX.30, X.2, X.7, XI.23.

16. I eucippe and Clitonhon 1.2. The very emphasis on the fact
that Clitophon*n story seems like fiction helps to establish
the veracity of his story.

17. L.g. aristomenes* story anticipates Lucius' experience of
magic in Kypata, Thelyphron's story and his role as a mocked
victim antici* tes Lucius' role in the Festival of Laughter.

18. IX.17-21.

19. IX.24-25.

20. IX.25-38.

21. VIII.22.

22. IX.5-6.

23. X.2-12.
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24

25

26

27

28

29

30,

31.

32

33

34

35

36,

37,

38,

39,

40,

41,

42,

43,

44-

45,

46,

47,

48,

49.

X,23-28.

Lupra p.131.

argues that those misleading anticipations are part
of a pattern which establishes Lucius as an unreliable
narrator, restricted both by his limited perspective and
hie humourously faulty Judgement.

Loith, "The Narrative Voice in Apuleius". TaIA 103
P.513.

For a discussion of this rhetorical figure in the Latin
Historians see K. Giliaartin, "A Rhetorical Figure in Latin
Historical Style" TAPA 105 (19) p.99-121.

VII,13, VII.17.

bee supra p»59«

Lucius continually alludes to mythological parallels
to his situation. Cf. 11.32, III.22, VI.3C, VII.26,
VII.28, VIII.16, IX.13*

chilles Tatius, Leucippe and Clitophon, 1.2.

bmith, Lupiu^ of 'Jor^th .yf. . P.xrii.

11.8-9.

VII.2.

IX.13.

X.33.

VII.11.

See supra p.55.

H&gg, *' arrative Teohnj, ues. p.127f.

II.6.

II.6.

III.16-18.

III.24.

III.1-12.

III.10.

11.32.

See supra p.100.

IX.13, IX.22.

IX.31.
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50. IX.12-31.

51. X.2-12.

52. I.e. Hlgg's first or second level of narration.

53. X.9, X.11.

54. VII.14.

55. VII.28.

56. VIII.29.

57. IX.3iff.

58. X.23.

59. VIII.31.

60. IX.1.

61. IX. 15-31.

62. IX.31.

63. IX.9-10.

64. fnos 41.

65. VIII.25. Contrast the late introduction of Charite's name
which occurs in Tlepoleraus* words to her» "'Bono aninso es"
incuit "Charite dulciBsima nam totes istos hostec tuos
statim captivos habebis"1 (VII.12), not in the report of
her death, as stated by S. Stabryla, "The function of the
tale of Cupid and Psyche in the structure of the
' etanorahosea of Apuleius". i>os 61 (1973), p.267 n.14.

66. X.18.

67. fee supra p.138.

68. Inith, "The Narrative Voice in Apuleiua", p.513ff.

^9. Itjid.. p.521,

7C. Ibid.. p.528.
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lions TO CONCLUSION

1• The term novel covers such a wide variety of literary
creations in estem European literary tradition, that it
is impossible to give a brief definition of the genre.
Its most common characteristics are the fictional content,
the prose medium, the unity of plot and tone and the
central interest of individual, both in terms of
character and in terms of man in relation to society,
Lome of these characteristics are paralleled, to varying
degrees, in both the latvricon and the V.etamomhoses.

2. Maorobius, In Scan, Lcio. 1.2,8. (cuoted supra p.1) •

3. Sullivan calculates that the original work was ten times
longer than its present extent, and eight times as long as
the ■ etanomhoses. (J,I', Sullivan, lite Latvrlcon of
etroniun: a literary study. p.34ff.) For a more reserved

discussion of the evidence see Walsh, The Toman Novel,
p,73» Martin L, Smith, (ed.) Lena Triraalchionis. p.xivf.
The respective lengths in the Loeb editions of the
i-atyricon and the Wetaraomhoses are 189 and 297 pages.

4. Approximately forty-four per cent,

5. Niceros' story, (Lat, 61.10-62), Trimalchio's story, (Lat.
63*3-10), the story of the matron of Kphesus, (Lat.111-112),
the story of the boy of Tergamura, (Lat.85-87). All
references are to ."uller'e edition of the atyrlcon.

6* Lat. 12-15. l-etfxmorphoseB 1.24-25*

7. r^i.26.4-78, Me£. 11.19-31*

8. Lgt.79.8, 126.12-128.5, Mgt. II.16-18.

9. E.g. Ilypata, 1.21 et passim, Aegina, 1.9, Corinth, X.19,
Cenchreae, X.35*

10. Plutarch and Sextus, (1.2).

11. E.g. the animals and slaves at the mill, (IX. 13).

12. E.g. the episode at the mill, (IX.11-31).

13* tee Sullivan, i atvrioon of Wetronius. p.92ff., l89ff. et
passim, aleh, 'Ihe Roman Novel, p.32-52.

14. E.g. the uartilla episode, (Sat.16.2-26;.

15* Trimalchio's story, (Lat.63.V10). and Niceros* story,
(Sat.61.10-62).

16. bat.115.it.

17* L at.136.5.

18. i at.41.9. - 46.

19* G. Ilighet, Tetronius the 7 oralist", TAIW> 72 (1941), 176-194.
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20. i ok the majority vier; for a discussion of the argument, see
B'ullivan, L'atyrlcon of l etrcnlui . p.106-111, p.254-269.

21. Veyne, "he is. dans le atirlcon". p. 304.

22. B&t.37. 1t 41.1-5.

23. Sullivan, '.'atyricon of ' etronlx;i. p. 118.

24. Sat.30.3. 56.10.

25. K. Beck, "The I'arrative Technicue of l etronius", I hoenlx 27
(1973). 42-61.

26. Sullivan, . atyricon of Tetroniue. p.dSff.

27. E.e» Blann O'Brien, ,>t cyin Two Birds.

28. -^t.26. 4—5» 96.1.

29. Bee supra p.8.

30. leuoigpo and Clitouhon. VIII.13-14.

31. Suideus states that Achilles irtutiuij^ became a Christian and
a "bishop. ^

32. *" ethionica. VII.2 - VIII.15.

33. unhesiaca. II. >11.

34. l§t. X.2-12.

35. ..ethlopic^, 1.9-10.

36. Ibid.. VII.2 - VIII.15.

37. bohegiaca. II.3-11.

38. Ibid.. III.12.

39. : eucippe and Clitouhon. 111.15, V.7» bpheslaca. III.7»
md Call^rhoe, 1.5.

40. .■ ethiopica. IV.7.

41. -.phesiaoa. 1.8.

42. ,»ethlot>ica. V.13-14.

43. I encippe and Clitophon. V.3-5.

44. Ibid.. 111.5-7.

45. Ccchnia ,-rnd Chloe. proem.

46. Leucippe and Clitophon. 1.1.
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48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57,

58,

59,

60,

61,

62,

63,

64 <

65,

66,

67,

69,

69,

70,

71.

72.

d.g. the description of the rites at Delphi, Heliodorus,
, .ethio-ica. III.1-5* the description of the hippopotamus,
chiiles Tatius, i evci~ e r.nd dlitorhon. IV. 2.

she.si ace,. III.2.

Lee infra p.166.

ethiosic;-,. 1.9-10.

fhe exception is Ileliodorus who includes a scene where
Chariclea witnesses an act of sorcery, (. ethiopicn. VI.
14-15)•

e

a.g. Flangon, in Chr^reas and Callirhoe. II. 1, et passim,
,"elitte in e\;cip a? ,md Olitonhon. V.11. et passim.

It has been suggested that the name Lelene (1.4. be emended
to ..uropn, and be taken as a reference to the picture which
motivates the story; however, all the manuscripts agree on
Oelene.

. euciaae -jid Clito-phon. 1.2.

Ibid., III.15, V.7.

Ibid.. 11.26.

Ibid.. VIII.6.

Ibid.. V.23 - fin.

Ibid.. III.11.

jet. IX . 7 •

l.eucir e and Jlltouhon. VI. 19.

Ibid.. 11.15.

Ibid., VIII.12.

Ibid.. H.35-38.

Ibid.. IV. 19.

Ibid.. III.19-22.

Ibid.. v.9-10.

Ibid., VIII.17.

Ibid.. VIII.17-18

Ibid.. 11.34.

Ibid.. V.5.

Ibid.. 1.2.
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73. Ibid., VIII.12.

74. Ibid., II.2.

75. Terry, The "eta lorphoses scribed to lucius of atrae. p.22
et passim.

76. Met. III.1-11.

77. Ibid.. XI.23.

r u
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APPENDIX I

Time and • lace in the rl-worphoses

The events nsrrated in the T et ncr hc e. t ke pi ce over a

period of approxim tely two ye re; the events of the first year re

n rrated in Books I - X, those of the second in Book XI, The only
events i hich it is possible to d te precisely £ re (i/ Lucius'
esc pe, (X.29ff.), 4th March, (ii) hit tr nsform tion back into
a iaan during the festival of the Lrsviaium Isidis (XI,7- 7, » 5th

March, and (iii) his arrival in Rome, (XI,26), 12th December. In

general, the actual point of tine is loft v gue nd indefinite. On
three occasions there is an indication of season (VII.>4, IX,32,

X.29)} two of these re motivated by the development of the plot.
In the first p rt of the Tet^mor hares. up to Lucius' escape from
the robbers (VII,'6), the story is presented as n series of scenes

which take place in a particular place, at a particular time} in the
second part of the /etajnorphoses. summary is used much more

extensively and the treatment of time becomes extremely vague and
indefinite. This telescoping treatment reaches an extreme in
Book XI.

hen Lucius is transformed into nn ass roses are still

available (III.25)I however, five (?) days later, when Lucius is
sent to the bailiff's farm roses are no longer available, (VII.14;,
The rose season in Greece extends from April to June, so one may

conclude that Lucius' adventurer, in Kypata take place in late Kny
or early June. (The length of Lucius' stay in Hypata is not
indicated. Perhaps, one should think in terms of ten days to two

weeks).

I have indicated where the narration is concerned with the

events of a particular day by numbering that day. The numbers, of

course, do not indicate days consecutive in time} msiny such

particularised days are separated by considerable periods of time.

Tor this information I am grateful to A. Kovatsis, Cultural
Attache, at the Greek Embassy in London.



APPENDIX I

Time and ction In the "et .mornhoses

ricice/Lvent

Lucius' arrival at Hypata,

(1.26).

Meeting with Byrrhaena,

(II.2—6).
Conversation with Fotis

Byrrhaeni sends food and

wine, (II. 11).
Bath and meal, (II.11) .

love-making with Fotis,

(11.16).

Byrrhaena's dinner-party,

(11.18).
Utricide.

Festival of Laughter,

(III.1-10).
Visit to baths and supper

with Jfilo, (III. 13).
Fotis* explanation, (III.21).

Night of metamorphosis,

(III.21-27).
Arrival of robbers, (111.28).
Journey with robbers through

town, (III.29).
Besting place, (IV.1-3).
Arrival at robbers' cave,

robbers* supper, (IV.7-22).

T olnt/Period of Time

Day one, late afternoon ? (Kilo is
about to eat, Lucius goes to purchase
food for his supper, nd to bathe).
Day two, morning.

M II
•

" "
, noon, 'Commodum meridies

accesserat* •

" "
, 'Diem ceterum lavacro ac

dein cenae dedimus'.
" "

, night.
Summarised period of time, 'ad cuius
noctis exemplar similes astruximus
alias plusculas*, (probably not too

long as Byrrhaena would not delay in

inviting Lucius to dinner), (11.17).
Day three, night.

Day four, morning.

"
, late afternoon and evening.

"
, night.

Summary, 'Ad hunc raodum transactis

voluptarie paucis noctibus' (III.21).
Day five, night.

Day six, dawn.

" "
, noon and early afternoon.

" "
, evening and night.
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Return of robbers with Charite, bay seven, morning.

(IV.23}•
Narration of the tale of Cupid
and Psyche, (IV.28 - VI.25).
Return of robbers, (VI.25). "
Arrival at hiding place of "

booty, (VI.25).
Escape attempt, (VT.27). "

"
, noon.

" "
, evening, (prope ipeam

vesperam*).
" M

, night, (*ad lunae

splendorem* VI.29).
Day eight, dawn.

" "
, evening.

Day eight? nine?

Day nine? ten?

Arrival of spy from Hypata,
and of Haemus, (VII.Iff.).
Feast and escape, (VII.12).
Wedding of Charite,

(VIII.14).
Decision about Lucius*

future, (VII.14).
Lucius* departure for
bailiff's farm, (VII.15).
No indication is given of the length of time that Lucius spends
at the bailiff*s farm, but it must be of sufficient length for
the action of the second Charite story (VIII.1-14) to take place,
i.e. a matter of weeks, rather than days. As Lucius sets out for
the bailiff's farm he remarks that the rose season is over. This

places the events in Hypata and those at the robbers' cave as

happening in Lay or early June.

Summary about bailiff's wife,
(VII.15).
Summary of tortures of cruel boy,

(VI.17-25).
Day ten.Lucius is attacked by the

stallions, (VII.16).
Cruel boy attacks Lucius with
fire brand, (VII.2C).
Death of cruel boy, (VII.25).
Mother's attack on Lucius,

(VII.27).
Arrival of messenger,

(VIII.1).
First day of flight of slaves,
(VIII.15).

Day eleven.

Day twelve, morning.
" "

, evening.

" "
, night.

Day thirteen, (late June? early July?).
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Halt, warning about wolves,

(VIII.15).
Journey resumed, attack by

villagerb, (VIII.16-18).
Halt at grove, (VIII.18,.
Halt at village where they
hear the story of the
adulterous slave, (VIII.22,.
Jay-long journey, arrival at

city, (VIII.23).

Auction, (VIII.23).
?irst evening at house of

eunuch priests, (VIII.26;.
. recession, (VIII.27)•

Jay thirteen, evening, ('iara vespera

semitan tenebrante').

Jay thirteen, night, ('circa tertiam

vigiliaa noctie').
Jay fourteen.

"

, night, ('totaa noctem').

iay fifteen, ('rursum pergimus diecue

tota'). Jhree days recuperation
for animals before sale.

"Jay sixteen.
"

, evening.

Jay seventeen.

Summary section, period of time

unspecified, (VIII.29).
Bay eighteen, evening.

M
, night, ('noctem ferme

ciroa media*') .

nineteen, nomin,., ('claro die';.

attempted rape of country

boy, (VIII.29).
Departure from town,

(VIII.30).
Punishment of Lucius,
(VIII.30).
Arrival at city, venison

episode, (VTII.30-31).
lucius interrupts; dinner,

(IX.1).
luciun sleeps in bedroom,

(IX.2).
I ucius proved to be free of

rabies, (IX.3).
Arrival at village where they Day twenty-one, ('Die aeuenti*).
hear the story of the poor man's
wife, (IX.4).

i uosnariscd period of time, 'pauculis
ibi diebus cornmorati ' (IX.8).
rummers'- description of fortune-telling,

(IX.8).
Light journey, arrest of Day twenty-two, night,

priests, (IX.9).

B
, evening.

" "
, night.

Jay twenty, morning, ('clara die').
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Lucius sold to miller,

(IX.10;.
Lucius' first day at mill,

(IX.11).
ucius' attempt to avoid

mill-work, (IX.11).
Lucius studies inhabitants

at mill, (IX.12-13).

Conversation between niller's

wife and anus, (IX.16).
kendez-voua with

hilositherus, (IX.22)•
Beating of Lhilecitherus,
divorce of miller's wife,

(IX.28).

~ay twenty-three.

Supernatural visitation,
(IX.30).
Arrival of daughter, (IX.31),

Lucius sold to gardener,
(IX. 32).
Arrival of patcr-fomili r.s.

(IX.33).
dinner with pater-fami1ias.

(IX. 33).
eeting with soldier,

(IX. 39-40).
iucius betrays the gardener,

(IX,41-42),
Lucius departs with the

soldier, (X,1}.

t haedra story, some of which

is conternror.-jieous with the

Lucius story, (X.2-12).

-ay twenty-four, morning, (Lucius*
second day at mill).
Bay twenty-four, evening.

,uamary description of miller's

wife, (IX.14).
Bay twenty-five.

"
, evening.

Day twenty-six.

summarised account of miller's

wife consulting witoh, time

unspecified, (IX.29/.
Bay twenty-seven, noon, ('diem ferme

raediam*).
Jay twenty-eight, ('die se<uenti').
Fine days of mourning.
Summarised account of life, chfinge
of season, Autumn to inter, noted.

Lay twenty-nine, night.

Day thirty, (next day?).

Day thirty-one, (next day':,;.

Day thirty-two, (Hie secuenti*).

Summarised period of time, 'post
dies plusculos' X.2).
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Lucius in gold to cooks,

<Xl3, .

Cooke ; uarrel, f X.14).
lucius* human appetite

revealed, (X.16) •

Journey from Thessaly to

Corinth, (X.18).
Lucius?' first encounter with

the nutrona. (X.19).
£ ay of games, (X.25?,.
Lucius* vision at Cenchreae,
(XI, 1—0, •

;■ aviaiuin I rials,. ( ,1.7-17,.

.'.rrival of l uclw.' family,
(XI. 18, .

Candidus dreaa and ofterssath,
(XI.20).

Order to be initiated,

(XI.22,.
Fasting, (XI.23,•
Initiation, (XI.23-24, .

. uaaarised account of ucius' life,
' t diu ruidea puloherrine mihi
furatrinae prooedebat artifieiura,...'
( .14.• Lucius becomes the property

of the cooks during winter and

remains ir. Thiatms* household until

the following T prin.;, (March 4 th,

cf. X.30).
ay thirty-three,

ny thirty-four,
umarised account of Lucius'

training.
} etroepective auaaary about TMasua,

(X.18).
i»p roxiaately six to ten days'.

. y thirty-five, night,

bay thirty-nix, Larch 4th.

t
w night.

D»y thirty-seven, March 5th.

lapse of sufficient period of time
for n« wis to reach Lucius* family,

( at Corinth..

bay thirty-eight, c. middle of ' arch?
I assage of time during which Lucius•
devotion increases, c. April to

July-

Bay thirty-nine, sid-sumer

asiagt of time during which ]ucius*
desire to be initiated increases,

(XI.21,, c. two months, August to
i eptenber'

Bay forty, (.. eptenbcr/C ctober .

Ten days, (October )•
Three days, (buys forty-one to three)
i ctober L ovenber'.

It is possible that Lucius' ritual
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Departure to visit family,
(XI.26).
Lucius leaves Corinth(?) for

Rome, (XI.26).

arrival in l ose, (XI.26).

Lucius commanded, to "be

initiated, (XI.27).

Lucius* dream, (XI.27).
Lucius * meeting with sinius

Marcellus, (XI.27).

Pasting, (XI.28).
Initiation, (XI.28).

Goranand to be initiated again,

(XI.29).
Fast and initiation, (XI.30).

/ppearance of Osiris, (XI.30).

death and rebirth coincides with the

festival of the death and resurrection

of Osiris celebrated on F ovember

13th - 16th.
bummariBed account of post-initiation

devotion, 'paucis dehinc ibidem
comnoratus diebus* (XI.24).
Day forty-four-, ("ovember' / .

Few days spent with family, (XI.26).
Day forty-five, (late Xovember?)
The journey between Corinth and Lome

by sea normally took one to two

weeks.'

Day forty-six, December 12th.
ouasarised account of devotion at

Lome, (XI.26).
nd of year, * ncce transcurso

signifero circulo sol magnus annum

oompleverat,...' (XI.26;.
Day forty-seven.
■.umaarised account of hesitation

(XI.27).
Day fcrty~ei; ht, night.

Bay forty-nine, morning.

Delay in initiation because of
Lucius' lack of funds, (XI.28).
Ten days.

Day fifty, night.
Lummarised account of Lucius'

success at Roman Bar, (XI.28).
Day fifty-one, night, February/March?

Thirteen days?
Brief lapse of time, 'denique post
dies admodum pauculos...' (XI.3O).
Day fifty-two, Parch?

Lee L. Gascon, Travel in the no lent orl-1. p. 152.
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